SOLDERING EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR

ILLUSTRATED
3/8" DETACHABLE BIT INSTRUMENT (List No. 64)
IN PROTECTIVE SHIELD WITH ACCESSORIES (List No. 700)

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY DIRECT
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.4

Telephones: MACaulay 0291/3
Telegrams: "SOLJOINT" LONDON SW4

JACKSON
the big name in PRECISION components

Precision built radio components are an important contribution to the radio and communications industry. Be sure of the best and buy Jackson Precision Built Components.

"00" Twin Condenser
Designed for use in miniature transistor receivers. The front (aerial) section is 208pF to provide coverage for medium waves, and the rear section is 176pF, which may be padded to match the oscillator—very robust yet lightweight. Front area 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)in. x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)in. x 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)in. deep.

In the "ten five" receiver used 3 gang type F price 18/6, 2 air tune pf 6/9 each caliband drive at 28/-.

JACKSON BROS. (LONDON) LTD.
(Dept. P.W.) KINGSWAY-WADDON,
CROYDON, SURREY Phone: Croydon 2754-5
Grams: Walfilco, Souphone, London

NOMBREX INSTRUMENTATION

WIDE RANGE TRANSISTORISED SIGNAL GENERATOR
MODEL 27
★ Range 150Kc/s-350Mc/s
★ Direct Calibration
★ Mod. or Unmod. output
★ Accuracy better than 2% £10.16.9.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Audio Generator 63 .. £17.1.9
Inductance Bridge 66 .. £18.6.9
Power Supply Unit 61 .. £6.14.6

WIDE RANGE TRANSISTORISED C.R. BRIDGE—Model 62
6 Ranges: 1Ω to 100M 1pF to 100µF
★ Visual null indicator
★ Power factor check
★ Electrolytic leakage test
★ Battery operated £9. 6. 9.

All prices include battery, post and packing
S.A.E. for Trade & Export Enquiries Invited Prompt Delivery
Leaflet NOMBREX LTD
INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
Estuary House, Camperdown Ter., Exmouth, Devon
**TAPE**

We offer you fully transistorised polyester film and P.V.C. tape of identical quality high, wide range recording characteristics as top grade layers. Quality control manufacture. They are built with a few more components than aniseed, thus standard, joined or other tapes. TRY ONE AND PROVE IT YOURSELF.

**STereo FM HERE!**

From Denmark's largest Radiophonic Factory

THE NEILSEN 'ARENA' T1900D

All wave A/F/FM stereo receiver amplifier, 2 wave bands, 2 speaker plugs, 2 pick-ups, 2 condensers, controls, nuts, bolts, cabinet fittings, switches, transformers chokes, etc., transistor 'A' at a small fraction of its value. Due to heavy demand we are unable to pack them to every stage—**TRY ONE.**

5 lbs. (post 5/-) 9/-
7 lbs. (post 5/-) 17/-
14 lbs. (post 6/-) 33/-

**ARENA T1900F** At above, less speakers.

**CALLERS** Write range of Hi-Fi equipment available at all branches. **DISCOUNTS** We can offer these black in chrome receivers normally approx. 10 gns. covering full medium wave and P.M.F. 3 Gns. **ALL BRANCHES** have a wide range of transistor sets from £5.0 to £75.0.

**HITACHI PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER**

Latest Hitachi. Fabulous quality and reproduction of music. 9 transistors. 4.5m. and 4.5m. 'S' power. 500,000 mW. into high quality amplifier. Ignition single control knob. Fast forward and rewind. Battery level and record level meter. Fast load. precision capstan drive with automatic tape mark. Push buttons, recording leads. Outside speaker facilities. The most outstanding portable in the country. Size 6", 17" x 9". Genuine retail price £90 gns. At below the retail price. W.T. tape, tape reel, etc.

19 Gns.

**NOTE** A wide range of variable and battery tapes. A range of accessories available. We will be happy to demonstrate at all branches.

**G A R R A D D**

**CARTRIDGES**

G.C. Garrard Mono 10/-
E393 Garrard Stereo Cartridge 24/-

**CARTRIDGES**

E393 Garrard Stereo Cartridge 24/-

**CARTRIDGES**

A70 £13.19.0
LABO £6.14.0

**TRANSPORTS**

The very latest Nylex/Polystyrene. They give an exceptional performance with reliability. Will be shipped free of charge.

**CARTRIDGE**

A70 £13.19.0
LABO £6.14.0

**TRANSPORTS**

The very latest Nylex/Polystyrene. They give an exceptional performance with reliability. Will be shipped free of charge.

**CARTRIDGES**

A70 £13.19.0
LABO £6.14.0

**TRANSPORTS**

The very latest Nylex/Polystyrene. They give an exceptional performance with reliability. Will be shipped free of charge.
MULTIPLEX DECODER for receiving STEREO FM

BUILT and tested. Input from FM tuner ranging from 3 to 4 watts RMS. Amplification unity.

£4.40 P. & P. 3/-

Type E MOTOR

Small A.C. mains motor 230/250 volts complete with gearbox. 6 r.p.m. Price 1/6 plus 4/- P. & P.

Similar to above motor but without gearbox. Price 9/6 plus 3/6 P. & P.

POCKET MULTI-METER

Size 3½ x 2½ x 12½. Meter size 0½ x 1½. Sensitivity 1,000 O.P.V. on both A.C. and D.C. volts. 0–12, 0–150, 0–500, D.C. current 0–100mA. Complete with test probe, battery and full instructions. £2 5½. FREE GIFT for first 1,000 purchasers. 5/6.

"MAYFAIR" 5-Transistor TAPE RECORDER


£11 11/6

40W FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT


Similar to above. 45W Fluorescent Light Kit incorporating 800 W Choke size 8½ in. x 12 in. x 2½ in., 4½ in. T.P. 1800 ft. E.W., 2 bi-pin holders, starter and starter-holders. £7 6/6.


First Quality P.V.C. TAPE

25 ft. Red. 800 ft. 1/6 5 in. L.P. 800 ft. 10/-
21 ft. Redad. 1200 ft. 11/6 6 in. T.P. 1800 ft. 10/-
21 ft. L.P. 1200 ft. 11/6 5 in. T.P. 1800 ft. 20/6
31 ft. L.P. 1800 ft. 13/6 5 in. T.P. 3500 ft. 25/6
51 ft. D.P. 2000 ft. 18/6 4 in. T.P. 4000 ft. 35/6

4/6. F.P. & P. 1/6, 4/6 or more post free.

MAGNAVOX COLLAR


CYLDON U.H.F. TUNER

Complete with PC.89 and PC.86 World. Full variable tuning. New and unused. Size 8 x 3 x 1½ in. Complete with circuit diagram. £1 10/6 P. & P.

SILICON RECTIFIERS


OSCILLOSCOPE for D.C. & A.C. Applications


3 to 4 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

Comprising chassis 8½ in. x 12½ in. x 1½ in. Double wound mains transformer, output transformer, Volume and tone controls, resistors, condensers, etc. $V8 BOOCI and metal rectifier. Circuit 1½, free with kit. 9/6 plus 6/6 P. & P. The above Amplifier built and tested. 10/- extra.

POWER SUPPLY KIT

A.C. Mains 300/350V

Incorporating "C" core type mains transformer, full wave metal rectification and smoothing condensers. Smooth output 250 v. 250 ma and 2 v. 4 amp. for Hi-Fi. 25/- P. & P.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.

218 HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON W.3

SHOP HOURS 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

Goods not despatched outside U.K. All enquiries stamped addressed envelope. Terms C.W.O.
The Radio with the STAR features

* 4in. Speaker.
* 7-transistor superhet. Output 350mW.
* Wooden cabinet, fitted handle with silver coloured fittings. Size 12 1/2 x 8 1/2 x 3 1/2 in.
* Horizontal tuning scale, size 11 1/2 x 2 1/2 in. in silver with black lettering.
* All stations clearly marked.
* Ferrite-rod internal aerial.
* I.F. neutralisation on each stage 460 kc/s.
* D.C. coupled output stage with separate A.C. negative feedback.
* All components: ferrite rod and tuning assembly mount on printed board.
* Operated from PP3 battery.
* Full comprehensive instructions and point-to-point wiring diagrams.
* Printed circuit board.
* Tunable over medium and long waveband.
* Car aerial and ear piece socket.

SIZE 5 7/8 x 3 7/8 x 1 1/2. For IF and RF alignment and AF output 100 c.c.m. frequency coverage 460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s in switched frequencies. Ideal for alignment to our Elegant Seven and Musette. Built 39/6 P. & P. and tested.

ERGENT SEVEN
Mk II

= =

NEW TRANSISTORISED
SIGNAL GENERATOR

The Radio with the STAR features

* 2 1/2" Speaker.
* 6 Transistors Superhet Output 200mw.
* Plastic Cabinet in red, size 4 1/2" x 3" x 1 3/8" and gold speaker louvre.
* Horizontal Tuning Scale.
* Ferrite Rod Internal Aerial.
* IF 470 Kc.
* All components, Ferrite Rod and Tuning Assembly mount on printed board.
* Operated from PP3 Battery.
* Full comprehensive instructions and point-to-point wiring diagram.
* Printed Circuit Board.
* Tunable over medium and long waveband. Car aerial and ear piece socket.

Size 5 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/2. For IF and RF alignment and AF output 100 c.c.m. frequency coverage 460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s in switched frequencies. Ideal for alignment to our Elegant Seven and Musette. Built 39/6 P. & P. and tested.

ELEGANT SEVEN
MK II

POWER SUPPLY KIT
To purchasers of "Elegant Seven" parts. Incorporating mains transformer, etc. A.C. mains 200-250v. Output 9v. 50mA. 7/6 extra.

ALL ENQUIRIES STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

RADIO & TV COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD
21C HIGH STREET • ACTON • LONDON • W.3

OPEN 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. INCLUDING SATS. EARLY CLOSING WED.
GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K. TERMS C.W.O.
TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
EX-RENTAL TELEVISIONS
17 in. — £11.10.0
12 months' star Guarantee
Tube ★ Valves ★ Components
FREE ILLUSTRATED LIST
Channels for all areas
Demos daily from Large Selection
Personal collection or Insured
Carr. 17in. 30/-

LATEST RADIOGRAM CABINETS £9.10.0
Brand new low cost in veneered English walnut, div. 40 x 10 x 15 in. Carr. 30/-. Also Small Cabinets £6.18.6. Radiogram/Cocktail Cabinets (Personal Shoppers.) Free List.
TV Tuner-Tubes 2/6. New low valves. Slim models, £1-
From button models.197/6. P & P 2/6.
VALVES, £1 per 100. Assorted TV and Radio.
Send for list.
RECORD PLAYER CABINETS, 45/-Latest designed covered cabinets. Takes any modern Autochanger.
SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS, 10/6.

SOLDERING? -the complete answer!
Made by ANTEX — makers of the finest precision soldering irons in the world, this Soldering Kit contains everything you need for successful soldering. Unique plastic "tool-box" format (with space for iron stowage with plug) keeps everything where you want it.
BRAND NEW AM/FM (V.H.F.) RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
AT £15.15.0 (Carriage Paid)

The SUPER 6
LONG & MEDIUM WAVE TRANSISTOR RADIO

A quality radio available as a kit or ready-built. The sparking performance and superb finish of the completed receiver give you value equivalent to a £12.12.0 conventional model.

- All new parts
- 6 transistors and diodes
- 5000W output
- Superhet circuit
- Ferrite red aerial
- Waymouth Radios printed circuit board
- Component positions and reference printed on back of board
- Nicely styled wooden cabinet
- V.W. covered in various colours
- £5 cash or 6d. speaker giving good base and treble response
- Full instruction booklet, 90c. Free with kit

- Frequency 470 kHz
- Line up service included
- All parts supplied separately.

For use with R.A.E. COMPLETE KIT ONLY
OR FULLY BUILT 57.5s. Tax and Over. Paid.

£4.00 P. & P.

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES

OC58, 707; OC56, 3/6; OC45, 3/6; OC21, 7/6; OC72, 4/-; OC81, 9/6; OC121, 12/6;
OC82, 12/-; OC32, 24/6; OC25, 31/-; OC27; 4/-; OC79, 4/-; OC137, 4/6; OC83, 7/-;
AF116, 8/6; AF118, 8/-; AF117, 7/6; AF119, 7/6; W413, 9/-; B.C. 138, 6/-; OA33, 7/6;
OA71, 8/6; OA81, 10/-; OA100, 10/-; Free 4d. per quantity.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR

For Transistor Radios requiring 8v. Fullly smoothed (6000/1000mfd - 5 x 12 x 18m) Overall Input for 900/300, 240/av. Output 7v, at 100ma. Good Regulation. Price 25/- (3/- P. & P.)

SELF-POWERED VHF TUNER CHASSIS

Covering 46-55 Mc/s. Dials, 8 x 6 x 6 in. high. Valves ECC85, ECC86, 2-55/9 and 2-55 with metal radio. Main transformer, Fully wired and tested ONLY £8.17.6 (carr. paid). 20 x 4x 4 in. Fee. 6d. per card.

GLADSTONE RADIO
66 ELMS ROAD, ALDERSHOT, Hants.

(Closed Wednesday afternoons)
Catalogue free.
Bulk quantities invited for export.

2 METRES 4

The thrill of VHF Amateur Radio! Complete Kit 70/- 150 Mc/s, costs only 4/6d (by post, 3/- extra) - now available, new transistor Short-Wave Kit model TS24 10-100 Mc/s. Idea for beginners to Ham radio via simplified "Easy-Build" step-by-step instructions. Write for a stamped addressed envelope for literature and full details. Overseas enthusiasts note we dispatch to all parts of the world—just stamp for literature. "GLODIE KING" (Roberts) precision standard products tried and trusted by amateurs everywhere.

JOHNSONS (Radio)
St. Martins Gate, Worcester

RADIO VALVE DATA

5/- ED. BY WIRELESS WORLD

Specifications of various, 2,000 types of British Valves, Transistors, Semiconductors, Receivers and Cathode Ray Tubes. 50/-, P. & P. 1/-.

- ABC's of Silicon Controlled Rectifiers by Lyell, 15/-, P. & P. 1/-
- Transistor Specifications and Substitution Handbook, 1967 ed. by Techpress, 5/-, P. & P. 1/-
- Transistor Pocket Book by Hibberd, 2/-, P. & P. 1/-
- Receiver Guide to Electronics by Squires, 6/-, P. & P. 1/-
- Amateur Radio Call Book by R.S.G.B., 7/-, P. & P. 1/-
- Amateur Radio Handbook by R.S.G.B., 1/-, P. & P. 1/-
- Circuits for Audio and Tape Recording by Judd, 7/6, P. & P. 1/-
- Where possible 24-hour service guaranteed.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2
(Leicester Square Tube Station)

Please mention
"Practical Television"
when replying to Advertisements

BRING YOUR WORKSHOP UP-TO-DATE with the new ANTEX KIT

Obtainable from radio and electrical shops everywhere.

49/-

with the NEW Antex

This is what the ANTEX Kit contains:

- Model CN240 15W Precision Iron with 3/16" bit (used in electronic workshops and factories all over the world)
- Two spare Interchangeable Bits (5/32" and 3/32")
- Reel of resin-cored Solder
- Handy Heat Sink • Cleaning Pad

PLUS 36-page booklet on "How-to-Solder" — a mine of information for amateur and professional.

ANTEX LTD, GROSVENOR HOUSE, CROYDON, SURREY. MUNICIPAL 2774/5
**HI-FI AMPLIFIERS — TUNERS — RECORD PLAYERS**


**20+20W TRANSPORT STEREO AMPLIFIER.** Model AA-22U. Outstanding performance and appearance. 6 stereo inputs each channel, 20 transistor, 10 diode circuit. Kit £39.10.0 Assembled £57.10.0 (Cabinet £2.50 extra).

**GARRARD AUTO/RECORD PLAYER.** Model AT-60, less cartridge £13.1.7. With Decca Deram pick-up £17.16.1 incl. P.T.

Many other Garrard models available, ask for Lists.

**HI-FI MONO AMPLIFIER.** Model MA-5. A general purpose 5W Amplifier, with inputs for Gram. Radio. Modern functional appearance. Kit £11.3.6 Assembled £15.15.0

---

**Heathkit**

*Make the most of your leisure time....*

**Hear the BBC Stereo FM Programmes**

on the **TRANSPORT STEREO FM TUNER**

Elegantly designed to match the Stereo Amplifier, AA-22U

Many special features including—

★ Pre-assembled and aligned RF tuning unit.

★ 4 stage IF amplifier. Automatic freq. control.

★ Printed circuit board, 14 transistor circuit.

Available in two units, sold separately, can be built for a TOTAL PRICE KIT (STEREO) £24.18.0 incl. P.T. Kit (MONO) £20.19.0 incl. P.T. can be converted to stereo with adaptor, optional extra. Cabinet, optional extra £2.50. Send for details.

---

**TRANSPORTER RADIOS**

**"OXFORD" LUXURY PORTABLE**

Model UXR-2. Specially designed for use as a domestic or personal portable receiver. Many features, including solid leather case. Kit £14.18.0 incl. P.T.

**TRANSPORTER PORTABLE.** Model UXR-1. Pre-aligned I.F. transformers, printed circuit. Covers L.W. and M.W. Has 7" x 4" loudspeaker. Real hide case. Kit £12.11.0 incl. P.T.

**JUNIOR EXPERIMENTAL WORKSHOP**

Model EW-1. More than a toy! Will make over 20 exciting electronic devices, incl.: Radios, Burglar Alarms, etc. 72 page Manual. The ideal present! Kit £7.13.6 incl. P.T.

Available shortly:

**HIGH PERFORMANCE CAR RADIO.** CR-1. Superb LW/MW entertainment, wherever you drive. For 12V pos. or neg. earth systems. Tastefully styled to match any car colour scheme. Many special features. Send for details. Kit (less speaker) £22.17.0. L/S £21.4.5 extra. Prices incl. P.T.

---

**WELCOME TO OUR LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE**

233 Tottenham Court Road, W.1

We open MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

THURSDAY ... 11 a.m.-2.30 p.m.

Telephone No: MUSEUM 7349

WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN, WE HOPE YOU WILL VISIT US THERE

---

**TEST INSTRUMENTS**

Our wide range includes:

**3* LOW-PRICED SERVICE OSCILLOSCOPE.** Model OS-2. Compact size 5" x 7" x 12" deep. Wt. only 9½lb. "Y" bandwidth 2 c/s-3 Mc/s. ±3dB Sensitivity 100mv/cm. 1/8 B/W 500 kc/s in four ranges, fitted mu-metal CRT Shield. Modern functional styling. Kit £22.18.0 Assembled £31.18.0

**GEN.-PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE.** Model 10-12U. An outstanding model with professional specification and styling. "Y" bandwidth 3 c/s-4.5 Mc/s. 1/6 B/W 10c/s-500 kc/s. £35.17.6 Assembled £45.16.0

**DE LUXE LARGE-SCALE VALVE VOLTMETER.** Model IM-13U. Circuit and specification based on the well-known model V-7A but with many worth-while refinements. "Y" Ernest Turner meter. Unique gimbal bracket allows operation of instrument in many positions. Modern styling. Kit £18.18.0 Assembled £26.18.0

**AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR.** Model AG-SU. 10 c/s to 100 kc/s, switch selected. Distortion less than 0.1%, 10V sine wave output. Metro in volts and dB's. Kit £33.15.0 Assembled £37.15.0

**VALVE VOLTMETER.** Model V-7A. Voltage ranges d.c. volts to 1,500, A.C. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 2,000 peak to peak. Resistance 0-1Ω to 1,000Ω with internal battery. D.C. input resistance 11MΩ. dB measurement, has centre-zero scale. Complete with test probes, leads and standardising battery. Kit £13.18.6 Assembled £19.18.6

**MULTIMETER.** Model MM-1U. Ranges 0-1,500v, 50mA, 1A, and d.c.; 150mA to 15A d.c.; 0-2Ω tp 20mΩ. 4½" 50mA A.meter. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £18.11.6

**R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR.** Model RF-1U. Up to 100 Mc/s fundamental and 200 Mc/s on harmonics. Up to 100mV output. Kit £13.18.0 Assembled £20.8.0

**SINE/SQUARE GENERATOR.** Model IG-82U. Range 20 c/s to 1 Mc/s in 5 bands less than 0.5% sine wave dist. less than 0.15% sec. sq. wave rise time. Kit £25.15.0 Assembled £37.16.0

**TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY.** Model IP-20U. Up to 50V, 15A output. Ideal for Laboratory use. Compact size. Kit £35.8.0 Assembled £47.8.0

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
**TAPE AMPLIFIERS — TAPE DECKS — CONTROL UNITS**

**FM TUNER FM-4U**
Available in two units. R.F. tuning unit (£22.50 incl. P.T.) with I.F. output of 0-7 Mc/s and I.F., amplifier unit, with power supply and valves (£13.13.00).

**STUDIO-MATIC DECK**

For free standing or cabinet mounting. Total Kit £18.6.0
(Multiplex adaptor available shortly, as extra.)

**CHEPSTOW.**

**MALVERN.**

**GLOUCESTER.**

**STUDIO-MATIC "363" TAPE DECK.**
The finest buy in its price range. Operating speed: 12", 33" and 78" p.s. Two tracks, "wow" and "flutter" not greater than 0-15% at 78" p.s. £13.10.0 With TA-1 Tape Pre-amplifier kit £31.5.6

**HI-FI AM/FM TUNER.**
Model AFM-1. Available in two units which, for your convenience, are sold separately. Tuning head (AFM-71—£4.13.6 incl. P.T.) and I.F. amplifier (AFM-A1—£22.11.6). Printed circuit board, 6 valves. Covers L.W., M.W., S.W. and F.M. Built-in power supply. Total Kit £27.5.0
(Multiplex adaptor available shortly, as extra).

---

**SPEAKER SYSTEMS**

**HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM.**

**BERKELEY SLIM-LINE SPEAKER SYSTEM.**

Fully finished walnut veneered cabinet for easier construction. Special 12" bass unit and 4" mid/high frequency unit. Range 30-17,000 c/s. Size 26" x 17" x 14.5" deep. Modern attractive styling. Excellent value. Kit £19.10.0 Assembled £24.0.0

**COTSWOLD SPEAKER SYSTEMS.**

Outstanding performance for price. MFS: Size 36" x 16.5" x 14" deep. Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.17.0

**STANDARD:** Size 26" x 23" x 14.5" deep. Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.17.0

---

**HI-FI CABINETS**

A wide range available including kits, ready assembled cabinets or assembled and fully finished cabinets, for example:

**GLOUCESTER.**
Kit £18.10.0 incl. P.T.

**MALVERN.**
Kit £18.10.0 incl. P.T.

**CHEPSTOW.**
Kit £11.18.6 incl. P.T.

---

**SEND FOR THE LATEST FREE CATALOGUE**

Deferred terms available in UK over £10

Prices quoted are Mail Order prices

DAYSTROM LTD
Dept. P.W.—11
GLOUCESTER

---

**TRUVOX DECK.**
High quality stereo mono tape deck. D93/2, £36.15.0 D93/4, £36.15.0

**TAPE RECORDING/PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER.**
Mono Model TA-1M Kit £19.18.0 Assembled £28.18.0
Stereo Model TA-1S Kit £25.10.0 Assembled £35.18.0

**MONO CONTROL UNIT.**
Model UMC-1. Designed to work with the MA-12 or similar amplifier requiring 0-2V or less for full output. 5 inputs. Baxandall type controls. Kit £9.2.6 Assembled £14.2.6

**STEREO CONTROL UNIT.**
Model USC-1. Push-button selection accurately matched ganged controls to ±1dB. Rumble and variable low pass filters. Printed circuit boards. Kit £19.19.0 Assembled £27.5.0

---

**“AMATEUR” EQUIPMENT**

**80-10m TRANSMITTER, DX-40U.**
Power inputs 75W. C.W., 60W peak CC phone. Output 40W. Provision for VFO. Model RA-1 Kit £29.19.0 Assembled £41.8.0

**SSB ADAPTOR, SB-10U**
Kit £35.5.0 Assembled £54.18.0

**AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER.**
Model RA-1. To cover all the Amateur Bands from 160-10 metres. Many special features, including; half-lattice crystal filter, 8 valves; signal strength "S" meter; tuned I.F. Amp. stage.

**160-10M TRANSMITTER. Model DX-100U.** Careful design has achieved high performance and stability. Completely self-contained.

**COMMUNICATIONS TYPE RECEIVER.**
Model RG-1. A high performance, low cost receiver for the discriminating listener. Frequency coverage: 800 kc/s-1.5 Mc/s and 1.7 Mc/s-32 Mc/s.

**REFLECTED POWER METER and SWR BRIDGE.**
Model HM-11U. Indicates reliably, but inexpensively, whether the RF power output of your TX is being transferred efficiently to radiating antenna.

**OUTSTANDING "AMATEUR" EQUIPMENT**
A wide range of American Amateur SSB equipment is now available in the U.K. Why not send for full details of range, for example:

**FILTER TYPE SSB TRANSECVIVERS.**
Models for 80, 40 or 20 metre bands.
Model HW-12 (80M) £67.10.0 Kit.
Model HW-22 (40M) £66.10.0 each kit.
Model HW-32 (20M) £ price inc. duty, etc.

---

**Send for full details**

( Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS)

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

---

**Without obligation please send me**

( Tick here)

**FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE**

---

**DAYSTROM LTD**

Dept. P.W.—11
GLOUCESTER
Stereosound

PRICE £18.18.0 Complete

Equipment is available from all retailers, stores and hi-fi specialists. Write manufacturers for leaflets or about any supply difficulty.

STEREOSOUND PRODUCTIONS LIMITED, Capital Works, Wakefield Road, Brighouse, Yorks. LONDON DISTRIBUTORS: Highgate Acoustics, 71/73 Great Portland Street, W1

R.S.T. VALVE MAIL ORDER CO.
144-146 WELLFIELD ROAD, STREATHAM, S.W.16

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.
No Early Closing
All valves brand new and boxed
Callers welcome
Closing 9 p.m.
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**THE NEW 1966 CR.70A COMMUNICATION RECEIVER.**

This completely new receiver sets a new high standard for performance and finish unequalled at the price. A worthy addition to the outstanding range of CODAR quality communication equipment. Frequency range 500 Kc to 30 Mcs 600-10 Muc; 3200 kHz. 3 Mcs-4.2 Mcs; 4.2 Mcs-4.5 Mcs; 4.5 Mcs-9 Mcs; 9 Mcs 12 Mcs-15 Mcs; 15 Mcs-18 Mcs; 18 Mcs-22 Mcs; 22 Mcs-25 Mcs. Each band calibrated in frequencies plus an additional trimming scale in degrees. Two-speed tuning knob permits quick or slow tuning. Unique aerial input exclusive to the CODAR employing New CR.70A crystal oscillator giving extremely high gain with low noise level. Panel aerial trimmer for selectivity and sensitivity. 500 kHz selectivity 2.9 kHz. Image rejection 2000 Hz to 2.5 kHz. Built-in panel phone jack for private listening. 3.5 mm jack output for external speaker (matching unit optional extra). Superb styling, metal cabinet in the new streamlined Bakelite finish. Size: 15"x8"x7". For A.C. 200v-250v. Ready built. Not a kit at the fantastic low price of $18-10.0. Carr. 784.

**CODAR R.F. PRESELECTOR MODEL R.R.36.** Considerably improves the performance of any superhet receiver over 1,500 Mls. Uses G3IRE Frame Grid Valve, and provides up to 1200 watt power amplification. Includes a 2 by 12A and 3 by 2A. Ready built complete with cables, plugs and instructions. For A.C. 200v-250v. A.C. Also provides 3mA at 250v. H.T. and 52v. in each. $7-4.0 Carr. 310.

**CODAR "Q" MULTIPLIER MODEL RQ.16.** For use with any superhet receiver with a P.E. between 200 and 470 Mcs. Provides considerable increase in sensitivity for either peak or rejection. Also for AM, C.W., etc. H.F.O. Size 12 x 8 x 4. Power requirements 180-200v. H.T. and 60v. in L.F.T. Ready built complete with cables, plugs and instructions. For A.C. 200v-250v. A.C. Also provides 20mA at 250v. H.T. and 20v. in L.F.T. $3-5.0 Carr. 310.

**CODAR A.T.S. IS WAVES: BAND TRANSMITTER.** The newest most compact transmitter for fixed or mobile use on 10-20 Mls. "The Voice" with the H.U. voice. Size 12 x 8 x 4. (Base area is less than two-thirds of this paper.) Built-in microphone and earphone. A.C. 200v-250v. H.T. and 60v. in L.F.T. Price $3.00.


**CODAR-KIT MINI-CLIPPER—OUR FAMOUS SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER** can be built in one evening ready to switch on and hear the world for the first time. No electrical knowledge or skill is required. Only $35.00 (A.C. and D.C. models). For A.C. 200v-250v. H.T. and 20v. in L.F.T. $3-5.0 Carr. 310.

**CODAR-RADIO COMPANY**
BANK HOUSE, SOUTHWICK SQUARE
SOUTHWICK, SUSSEX. Tel. 3149
G3IRE
G3HQQ
Canada: Codar Radio of Canada, Tweed, Ontario
THE ELECTRONICS & SCIENTIFIC CENTRE

10 TRANSISTOR TRANSCEIVERS

Two transistors in modern robust cases with built-in telescopic aerials each powered by eight 11½ volt cells. 2¾ speakers with 5-ohm voice coil impedance, ten transistor circuit, direct input, 1½ in. x 1½ in. x 5 in., approx. Weight: 16 oz. Operates at 5 miles. Volume controls, noise limiter switch, push to talk controls. Complete with genuine leather carrying case, earphones and shoulder straps. Today's value $90 gns.

OUR PRICE 24 GNS
F. & P. 8/- (These cannot be operated in U.K.)

NEW 50 VOLT SERVO
SYSTEM

A unique offer of pair of 30V, 50 cycle servos enabling remote control of any position to be made. Ideal for monitoring wind directions, or position of aerial system for amateur broadcasting enthusiasts. It should be noted that 30V is readily obtained by using the 250-260-volt tap on mains transformers. Price of Matching Motor: 3½ x 7½. Code of pair: 754. F. & P. 6/-

Super LIGHTWEIGHT PILOT'S
HEADSET COMPLETE WITH
BOOM MICROPHONE

Made to highest Ministry specifications, as used by all Flying Airline. High impendence. Complete with g'l. cable.
LIND-AIR PRICE 50/-
F. & P. 25/-

SELECTOR DRIVE

Numerous applications. High
accuracy and easy to use. For 10 pairs of each, price £2. An auxiliary used to control permanently or in every O.S. Complete with switch socket and rear plug, single contact for continuous operation. Ideal for when displays, switching lamps, models, etc. £2 24 drain. 10/- new and 5/- used.

ANOTHER FIRST FOR LIND-AIR!
NEW EXPERIMENTAL PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT

"Rich your own" printed circuits brought within everyamateur's budget at only 10/-! Printed, wired, completely finished. Operate over 20 different circuit diagrams for constructing everything from radio control receivers to metal detectors and over a thousand diagrams. The largest of the month! ONLY 10/- for the kit, P. & P. 5/-! The plans are worth that alone!

MINIATURE DC MOTOR

Self-ordered driving system or on a Tachometer 10,900 R.P.M.
Size: 0.5 X 0.5 X 0.01 X 0.01 X 0.01. Spindle ½ X 5.1. Price: 5/- 6d. P. & P. 2/- 6d.

CLOCK MOTORS

Synchro-motor, geared for 40 c.p.h. 220v 60 cycles. With

FIELD TELEPHONE

Operate up to 15 miles. Built-in 100w hand generator for
ranging. Operate 2 standard 10 X 23 inch cells for taking
longer. Complete with carry case and straps. 10" x 5" x 4". Weight: 14lbs. Simple screw adjustment for
height to operates in all systems. PRICE 2/- 10/- per pair. P. 10/-.

BIB MODEL 3
WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

Strips insulation without nicking the wire, and splits
plastic twin flex, 4/- each.

From Electrical or Hardware shops. If unobtainable write to:
MULTICORE SOLDIERS LTD., Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

PUBLICATIONS

For the Radio Enthusiast

Provides the newcomer to Amateur Radio with all the basic
information he requires on transmitters, transmitters and aerials. It also explains how to obtain an amateur transceiving licence.

Price 5s. (By post 5s. 7d.)

Radio Amateur's Examination Manual—
Fifth Edn.
Designed for those studying the Radio Amateur's Examination.

Price 5s. (By post 5s. 9d.)

RGSB Amateur Radio Log Book
This log book complies with the GPO requirements for radio
amateurs. It is also ideal for use by SWLs for logging stations heard, and some abbreviations likely to be heard over the air
are therefore listed on the inside covers, together with other useful information.

Price 6s. 6d. (By post 7s.)

Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from RGSB.
Visit the Society's stand at the RGSB International Radio Communications Exhibition, Seymour Hall, Seymour Place

Further details about RGSB Publications (including a free copy of the monthly RGSB Bulletin) and membership of the Society
may be obtained on request from:

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, Dept. P.W.
28 Little Russell St., London, W.C.1. HOLborn 7373, 2444
The revolutionary JOYSTICK ANTENNA SYSTEMS presents a satisfactory solution to all the problems of restricted space transmission and reception antennae. A completely new range of tuning units have been designed to allow the maximum possible efficiency with absolute simplicity of tuning and operation. For transmission on all amateur bands from 1.8 Mc/s to 30 Mc/s, for general short wave and broadcast reception and for commercial application (static and mobile). This variable frequency antenna system has been acknowledged as the most successful solution to a host of aerial problems. Over 5,500 are in use all over the world (as at July 1966). Hundreds and hundreds of terrific testimonials may be seen at the Joystick Office—the selection shown here will prove the point.

JOYSTICK VFA CAN BE HEARD ON THE BANDS EVERY DAY. START THE NEW SEASON WITH A POTENT SIGNAL. ORDER YOURS TODAY!

James C. Cox—Hull “I find it successful in all ways... am an avid SWL.”
John Cramb—Eastbourne “Have indoor Joystick... am getting excellent results on my Codar CR45.”
B.B. St. V. Moulin—Guernsey “Truly satisfied... GC-1U Mohican Rx performs with greater selectivity.”
Raymond F. Bence—Cardiff “Joystick system certainly does its stuff.”

Above: One of the new JOYMATCH “EASY-TO-USE” units with built-in RF indicator.

UK AGENTS: G. W. Smith & Co., (Radio) Ltd., 3 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2; Brian J Ayres & Co., 8 Hartfield Road, Wimbleden, London, S.W.19; Stephens-James Ltd., 70 Priory Road, Liverpool, 4; Chas. H. Young Ltd., 170/172 Corporation Street, Birmingham, 4; or ask your local dealer.

West Germany: Ing. Hannes Bauer, 86 Bamberg, Hornthalstrasse 8, West Germany; Dressing GmbH, 45 Osnabruck, Bohmtr Str. 32, West Germany; Stotz & Goessl, 8 Munchen 15, Bayerstrasse 3, West Germany.

AND WORLD WIDE AGENCIES

THIS BROCHURE GIVES YOU THE FACTS AND ONLY THE FACTS!
SEND TODAY
PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD.
CAISTER HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD, BROADSTAIRS, KENT

NAME.................................................. CALL/BRS No

ADDRESS..........................................................
The Stern-Clyne SULTAN represents a considerable advance in solid-state, high-fidelity stereo amplifiers. Outstanding performance is allied to meticulous construction, comprehensive facilities, installation simplicity, and attractive functional styling.

SULTAN performance is a natural result of superb design incorporating the most advanced fully proven semi-conductors, and modern cased construction that permits searching quality control and precise matching at every stage of assembly. Particular attention has been given to the provision of all the additional input, output, and power take-off facilities ever likely to be required. The compact scaled, craftsmen finished teak cabinet and restrained styling ensures unobtrusive, harmonious matching with almost any decor.

38 Gns. Complete, Carriage & Insurance 8/6

**STERN-CLYNE**

**MERCURY**

Brilliant NEW Modular Hi-Fi Reproducer


The Stern-Clyne MERCURY is an important new approach to Hi-Fi sound reproduction in the home. One compact, modular system embraces the latest advances in solid-state amplifier design, loudspeaker system miniaturisation, and pick-up cartridge development to provide superb stereo performance with exceptional installation flexibility. Combined Lawn and Amphi-Cone and identical speaker systems are superbly housed in matching teak veneered cabinets, specially designed to fit existing furniture or shelf space, and match any decor.

**MERCURY SYSTEM**

Autochanger and Pick-Up Garrard Blue-crystal Model 5000, specially equipped with high-quality, ceramic cartridge fitted with Diamond stylus to ensure superb wide range reproduction, and extremely low tracking weight.

**SPECIFICATION**

Power Supply 200/250 volts, 50 cycles AC (other standards to special order)

Output (Amplifiers) 3 watts per channel

Output Impedance 15 ohms (other speakers of 8 to 16 ohms may be used)

Frequency Response 20 c/s to 20,000 c/s (± 2 dB) at 1 watt (Amplifiers)

Harmonic Distortion Less than 1% at 1 watt

49 Gns. Complete, Carriage & Insurance 15/-

**AMPLIFIERS**

Identical, 5-watt, 7-transistor amplifiers designed round the latest, fully-proven semi-conductors. Each is independent of the other on a modular circuit board and subjected to searching inspection and precise matching at each stage of assembly.

**LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS**

Bookshelf sets, especially designed speaker system enclosures contain full bass speakers and matching high frequency units to form an integrated network. A specially developed bass speaker employs enormously powerful magnet and low expansion cone to provide the fullest bass response usually associated with much larger units.

**SPECIFICATION**

Hum and Noise — 50 db below full output, tone control level

Cross talk between channels 40 dB at 1 kHz.

Base Compensation +15 dB at 40 c/s.

Dynamometer (sensitivity 1 mA. rms.)

Dimensions — Player Unit 14 x 8 x 9 in. overall

— Loudspeakers 15 x 7 x 8 in. (each)

Only from STERN-CLYNE

**New Bookshelf size MEGAMITE Speaker System**

**OUR FINEST EVER METER VALUE!**

DUVIDAL IT-2 MULTITESTER With Built-in Meter Protection!

Pocket size with wide-angle, jewelled meter movement, ceramic long-life, low-loss switching, unimpeachable contacts, tiny yet durable case. Sensitivity 20,000 ohms/volt DC, 10,000 ohms/volt AC.

**RANGES MEASURE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>20,000 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-25</td>
<td>10,000 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-500</td>
<td>5,000 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-2,500</td>
<td>1,000 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500-10,000</td>
<td>200 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000-20,000</td>
<td>100 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000-200,000</td>
<td>10 ohms/volt DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000,000-2000,000</td>
<td>1 ohm/volt DC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A really versatile instrument that makes a handy pocket-size tool. Measures AC or DC voltage in three ranges of 0-15-150-1000v, Resistance 0-1000 ohms and Current 0-100 mA. DC. Size only 3.5 x 94 x 1.11., with ingenious dial serves providing a clear, easily read scale. Complete with battery and test leads.

**TEST 7 Pocket Multimeter**

£10.7.6 Carriage 10/-

**GRAMSTAND**

The Unique

Only from STERN-CLYNE

**New bookshelf size MEGAMITE Speaker System**
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY!

Fabulous FI-CORD 202A TAPE RECORDERS

Current List Price £69.6.0
Only from STERN-CLYNE

39 Gns. H.P. terms available
Complete. Suitable Microphones available.

World renowned Fi-Cord. Recognised as one of the finest Hi-Fi battery recorders obtainable. The choice of professional sound engineers for serious outdoor work. Use it for true reproduction of sound—anywhere. Ideal for home film making, and all business and travel work. Magnificently engineered and constructed. Features include: frequency range 50-12,000 c/s (+, - 8 db) 2 speeds—7½ and 3½ i.p.s, level meter/battery tester tape counter, and plug-in provision for external services. Input <0-2 auc. for fully modulated tape. Built-in 8 in. speaker. Output 180 mW and 1V at outlet socket. Size: 9 x 6½ x 4½. Weight: 6½ lb. including batteries.

MONOGRAM AMPLIFIER

Superb space and cost economy design specially developed by Mullard Research Laboratories and quality constructed by STERN-CLYNE. Actually uses only one multi-valve but provides an undistorted output from any standard type pick-up. Plus features include Bass Boost and Treble Cut controls, panel illumination and specially wound output transformer. Size only 10 x 2½ x 4½. Fin. high Silver hammer finish satin silver finish engraved panel.

Kit of parts
Carriage £4.10.0
Assembled and tested
Carriage £6.0.0

MONOGRAM ACCESSORIES

Specially designed PCS Carrying case takes Monogram Amplifier, 8 x 5 Elliptical Speaker (illustrated) and any standard turntable or Autocchanger. Size overall 18 x 16, 1½ x 8, 1½in.
Handsomely finished in dark grey fabric covering. PCS Case £3.5.0. Carriage 5/6d. 8 x 5 Speaker £1. Carriage 2/6d.

SUPERB NEW STERN-CLYNE FMI VHF TUNER

Specially designed for the Amateur builder, a new sensitive tuner unit that provides stable, interference-free reception of BBC FM transmissions. High quality output signal ensured optimum performance from any Hi-Fi audio system; superb styling makes for harmonious installation with existing equipment. Reliable easily aligned circuit employs RF stage, tuned anode tuned grid free, changer, 2 17s Noise Limiter and Ratio Detector. Input sens. 100mV for 40 db. Distortion less than 1% at full deviation. Power req. 200V at 20 mA and 60W at 1.8A. Panel black and silver grey, size 8 x 5in.

FMI Kit of parts
PCS £7.9.0
Carry £4.0.0
FMASsembled and tested £10.9.6. Carr. £4.0.0
Optional Power Pack Type D Kit of parts £2.15.0
Carry £3.0.0
Power Pack Type D assembled and tested £3.10.0
Carry £3.0.0
Handbook only 5/- Post Free. Descriptive leaflet on request.

MANEVOX 363 TAPE TRANSPORTER

Manufactured to precise limits that permit recording and tape playback to the highest standards set by the Music industry. Simple reliable design employs a single high-duty motor with heavy flywheel. Features include fast wind on and rapid rewind, pause control, 3-speed selection with interlock, built-in revolution indicator, piano key controls. Speeds 1½, 3½ and 7½ i.p.s. Max. speed 7½. Max. speed 7½. Max. speed 7½. Playing time up to 120 min. per track from 1,200ft. standard tape. Size 13½ x 11½, plus 5½in. below mounting board.
With 1 track £10.10.0
With 2 track £13.15.6
Add 10/- for carriage and insurance.

CR1150 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

£19.10.10
Carriage and Insurance 15/-

Compact and attractive as a drawing-room radio but packed with communications engineering features to bring in the most distant stations loud and clear. Continuous coverage from 540 Kc to 16 Mca. Range from all broadcast bands, shipping, worldwide, long wave and X-ray. Sensitivity features include extra loud tuning dial, extending rod, 9" meter, B.P.D.O., Noise Limiter, extra quality loudspeaker, etc. Meticulously constructed, handsome grey finish. Essential for superb reception but cheaper than many domestic models. Size only 23½ x 8½ x 8 in. Standard mains operation.

MAIL ORDER & ALL ENQUIRIES TO STERN-CLYNE DEPT. P.W. 3-5 EDEN GROVE HOLLOWAY, LONDON N.7 Tel. NOR 8161/5

LONDON:
18 Tottenhein Court Rd., W.I. MUS 9292/0995
24 Tottenhein Court Rd., W.I. MUScum 3451
398 Edgeware Road, W.2. PADDINGTON 6963
100 Fleet Street, E.C.4. FLEet 122 0/3
102 Holloway Road, N.7 NORTHBURY 7941
9 Cannonwell Church St., S.E.6. RODney 2675
280 Edgeware Road, W.2. PADDINGTON 5607

CROYDON:
12 Saffo House, George St. MUNicipal 3250

BRISTOL:
20 Merchant Street, Bristol 1. BRISTOL 26061

LIVERPOOL:
52 Lord Street. ROYAL 3450

MANCHESTER:
20/22 Withy Grove, Manchester 4. BLACKfriars 3379/5246

SHEFFIELD:
12 The Moor. SHEffield 29993

NOTTINGHAM:
Eastown House, Lincoln St. Nottingham 45889
HIGH POWERED TRIPOD TELESCOPE
ONLY 45/-
NO MORE TO PAY
Adventures Penultimate Four-Piece from Importer. 750 only at fraction of the usual price. Double lens with black chuck finish with plated parts and stainless steel covering. Other models available. Low cost gives you the astounding magnification-power of 400x-1000x. Only 37/- plus 6/- P. & P. Money back if not delighted.

Shipments of newest Optical Development
NOW A HIGH POWERED
10-25 x 30 mm.
at a price lower than ordinary modes.

Profession from the credit squeeze
Importers bought at miles below actual value
WIDE VISION MICROSCOPE only 37/6
pot a penny more to pay. Grade A J. D. Lens model, all-sealed in blonde finish with black chuck finish with plated parts

SCOOP PURCHASE
AS OUR OVERSEAS AGENT
Exact source cannot be
not disclosed due to drastically
reduced price.

THE LATEST
ALPHA HIGH POWERED
SECRET COPY CASE BIONIC
Not rotatable at our price. NOW ONLY 39/6
The miniaturation of modern technology and the increased activity of secret agents in every field have combined to produce these remarkably ingenious copies and binoculars. Our last glance at this diminutive leather case was quite normal until the button and a key were revealed. You now own a THREE-PHASE FILM, a pair of lenses. Disabled person, etc. A concealed lens permits you to focus on an object whilst in a car or a busy street. Brand new in box, complete with set of slides at fraction of retail value. Only 37/- plus 6/- P. & P. + 6/- P. & P. Money back if not delighted.

SCOOP PURCHASE
AS OUR OVERSEAS AGENT
Not rotatable at our price. NOW ONLY 39/6
The miniaturation of modern technology and the increased activity of secret agents in every field have combined to produce these remarkably ingenious copies and binoculars. Our last glance at this diminutive leather case was quite normal until the button and a key were revealed. You now own a THREE-PHASE FILM, a pair of lenses. Disabled person, etc. A concealed lens permits you to focus on an object whilst in a car or a busy street. Brand new in box, complete with set of slides at fraction of retail value. Only 37/- plus 6/- P. & P. + 6/- P. & P. Money back if not delighted.

Price barometer
smashed by this amazing purchase
similar to fee 35 mm Automatic Light SLIDE VIEWER
To our knowledge the lowest price ever. This is a really remarkable bargain—just compare our price. The previous medium-viewer sells at automation as slide moves into viewing position and then highly magnified by the extra large viewing panel.

500 only bought from Importer hard pressed by credit squeeze. Gold Plated AUTOMATIC SELF WINDING WATCH

500 only bought from Importer hard pressed by credit squeeze. Gold Plated AUTOMATIC SELF WINDING WATCH

$7.19,6 more to pay
Save Fuellei—check price locally yourself. High specification by internationally acclaimed Swiss Manufacture (those who've lounged not to mention due to our price starting—$5 jewelled AUTOMATIC movements—Sunday evening, in the most upmarket movement. Ten micron GOLD PLATED CASE AUTOMATIC, Automatic calendar, Genuinely ENSIG, waterproof, shocks, etc.)

Direct import of manufacturers stock. Please note away "New Low price of $7.19,6 more to pay. Save Fuellei—check price locally yourself. High specification by internationally acclaimed Swiss Manufacture (those who've lounged not to mention due to our price starting—$5 jewelled AUTOMATIC movements—Sunday evening, in the most upmarket movement. Ten micron GOLD PLATED CASE AUTOMATIC, Automatic calendar, Genuinely ENSIG, waterproof, shocks, etc.)

$7.19,6 more to pay
Save Fuellei—check price locally yourself. High specification by internationally acclaimed Swiss Manufacture (those who've lounged not to mention due to our price starting—$5 jewelled AUTOMATIC movements—Sunday evening, in the most upmarket movement. Ten micron GOLD PLATED CASE AUTOMATIC, Automatic calendar, Genuinely ENSIG, waterproof, shocks, etc.)

CONCORD ELECTRONICS LIMITED
(P.W.33) 87-89 TABERNECLES ST., LONDON, E.C.2.

Some terms and conditions apply. For full price list and details, contact us.

10 Transistors, 3 Diodes, 2 Wavebands AM/FM PORTABLE. By reputable Manufacturer at fraction of original price. Now only 50/- at

$10.199.6
10 Transistors, 3 Diodes, 2 Wavebands AM/FM PORTABLE. By reputable Manufacturer at fraction of original price. Now only 50/- at

$10.199.6

You've never seen such quality as this superb 1969 luxury model — £7.19.6. Incl. VAT, must be handled to be appreciated. Black Crackle finish and simulated leather covering—over many years well known and respected in the trade for high quality, durable, and serviceable construction.

Large Bulk Purchase—Thus Large Cash Saving 1967 Model ALL TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO 7 Semi-Conductors
5 Push Buttons 2 Full Size Bands
INCREDIBLY SLASHED PRICE £11.199.6
Extravagant leading manufacturers high specification—Unique four-transistor set, all transistors identical, mounted in an exquisite black cradle, easily detachable. Unique design, excellently made. At first glance double lens reflex camera everyone can use. Taken at any age.

Portugal Electric RAZOR—unbeatable anywhere at any time. Long life blades assures super performance. Perfect shaver for the closest possible shave. Power unit and knife are housed in one unit which is simply housed. Refurbished to prove these blades are far superior to the ordinary. Refurbished in stock, etc.

The latest development in TRANSISTORED TELEPHONE WITH FILTERS to control Noise
New Low Price ONLY 69/6

New to Great Britain—Just arrived at the Rocks THE LATEST AUTOMATIC SELF SHARPENING PORTABLE ELECTRIC RAZOR
Complete shipment purchased at amazingly low price. ONLY 39/6
PORTABLE ELECTRIC RAZOR—Shave anywhere at any time. Long life blades assures super performance. Perfect shaver for the closest possible shave. Power unit and knife are housed in one unit which is simply housed. Refurbished to prove these blades are far superior to the ordinary. Refurbished in stock, etc.
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Incorporating the AUDIOTRINE instructions.

Supplied fully punched chassis, 6.3v. such diagrams especially finished in Rexine and glue.

Rating of 110V. Two purpose made speakers, two 250-250v. 18 watts. Suitable power supply 120-250v. 250mA, 6.3v. 4a.

Sensitivity of 23d. 1219. Deposit 5/-.

Guitar, String Instruments, etc., to 18 watts. Suitable power supply 120-250v. 250mA, 6.3v. 4a.

Push-pull output 100-200v. 250mA, 6.3v. 4a. 6.3v. 2a.

R.S.C. 4/5 watt A5 HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER


Sensitivity 1.5kHz at 100 watts.

R.S.C. A10 30 Watt ULTRA LINEAR HI-FI AMPLIFIER

Highly sensitive. Push-Pull high output, with Pre-amp/Tone Control Stages. Performance figures equal to most expensive amplifiers available on the market today. Get this one-for 36/- 20-200c.

Specially designed sectionally wound ultra output transformer with 6W output transformers. All first grade components. Valves ECC83, ECC83, 12B7, 12B7, 2525A. Separate Bass and Treble and Cuts. Ultra Linear output transformer specially designed for use with this amplifier.

Sensitivity at 1kHz at 30 watts.

R.S.C. A11 HIGH FIDELITY 12-14 WATT AMPLIFIER


Sensitivity at 1kHz at 12-14 watts.

B20 MULTI-PURPOSE AMPLIFIER especially suitable for Bass Guitar

Incorporating massive 150W high flux loud speaker, 350 watts. Balanced bass and treble controls. Two jack inputs separately controlled. Sub woofer separate. All 150 watts used. Both bass and treble finishes in Rexine and Vynair. Size approx. 300x200x150mm. £39.90


G15 15 WATT AMPLIFIER for Lead or Rhythm Guitar, Mike, Gram or Radio

High-level output, separate bass and treble controls. Twin sections, separately controlled. Ideal in time, Heavy Duty 12in. Speaker cabinet. Size 17x15x18in. £29.90

Or deposit £7.17.6 and 6 monthly payments of £4.19.6 (Total £29.90).

R.S.C. BASS-REGENCY 50 WATT AMPLIFIER

AN EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL ALL-PURPOSE UNIT. For lead, rhythm, bass guitar, and all other musical instruments. For vocals, gram, radio, tape and general public.

G20 SUPER TWIN AMPLIFIER

Rating 20 watts (each) for Lead, Rhythm, Mike, Gram or Radio. High-level output, separate bass and treble controls. Twin sections, separately controlled. Ideal in time, Heavy Duty 12in. Speaker cabinet. Size 17x15x18in. £39.90

Or deposit £7.17.6 and 6 monthly payments of £4.19.6 (Total £39.90).

INTEREST CHARGES REFINDED

on H.P. and Credit Sale Accounts added in 3 months.

G19 150 WATT AMPLIFIER

For lead, rhythm, bass guitar, and all other musical instruments. For vocals, gram, radio, tape and general public.

R.S.C. BATTERY/MAINS CONVERSION UNITS

Type B1M. An all dry battery Amplifier. Milliameters, leads, and controls are ready for use without further work. Complete kit ready for use without further work. Complete kit.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS F.W. (Bridge)

All 4/32v. D.C. output. Max A.C. input 18 v. 16. 5/11. 6a. 9/3a. 9/3a. 6a. 15a. 15a.

FANE HEAVY DUTY AMPLIFIER KIT

5 Post 30 watt, Type 92/10.


G20 SUPER TWIN AMPLIFIER

Rating 20 watts (each) for Lead, Rhythm, Mike, Gram or Radio. High-level output, separate bass and treble controls. Twin sections, separately controlled. Ideal in time, Heavy Duty 12in. Speaker cabinet. Size 17x15x18in. £39.90

Or deposit £7.17.6 and 6 monthly payments of £4.19.6 (Total £39.90).

INTEREST CHARGES REFINDED

on H.P. and Credit Sale Accounts added in 3 months.
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS F.W. (Bridge)

All 4/32v. D.C. output. Max A.C. input 18 v. 16. 5/11. 6a. 9/3a. 9/3a. 6a. 15a. 15a.

FANE HEAVY DUTY AMPLIFIER KIT

5 Post 30 watt, Type 92/10.
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Rating 20 watts (each) for Lead, Rhythm, Mike, Gram or Radio. High-level output, separate bass and treble controls. Twin sections, separately controlled. Ideal in time, Heavy Duty 12in. Speaker cabinet. Size 17x15x18in. £39.90

Or deposit £7.17.6 and 6 monthly payments of £4.19.6 (Total £39.90).
a new 4-way method of mastering

ELECTRONICS

by doing — and — seeing . . .

1. OWN and HANDLE a complete range of present-day ELECTRONIC PARTS and COMPONENTS

2. BUILD and USE a modern and professional CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE

3. READ and DRAW and UNDERSTAND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

4. CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK . . . INCLUDING . . .
   - VALVE EXPERIMENTS
   - TRANSISTOR EXPERIMENTS
   - AMPLIFIERS
   - OSCILLATORS
   - SIGNAL TRACER
   - PHOTO ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
   - COMPUTER CIRCUIT
   - BASIC RADIO RECEIVER
   - ELECTRONIC SWITCH
   - SIMPLE TRANSMITTER
   - A.C. EXPERIMENTS
   - D.C. EXPERIMENTS
   - SIMPLE COUNTER
   - TIME DELAY CIRCUIT
   - SERVICING PROCEDURES

This new style course will enable anyone to really understand electronics by a modern, practical and visual method—no maths, and a minimum of theory—no previous knowledge required. It will also enable anyone to understand how to test, service and maintain all types of Electronic equipment, Radio and TV receivers, etc.

FREE POST NOW for BROCHURE or write if you prefer not to cut page

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, READING, BERKS. Please send your free Brochure, without obligation.
NAME ........................................................................................................... BLOCK CAPS
ADDRESS ..................................................................................................... PLEASE PW11
TOPIC OF THE MONTH

What happened to NFD?

THIS year, as in previous summers, the English countryside was besieged by groups of radio amateurs on the occasion of National Field Day. The object of the exercise is to erect a portable station and make as many contacts as possible in 24 hours.

The idea was conceived in the early 1930's by J. W. Mathews, G6LL, and since then has been a regular event in the calendar of the Radio Society of Great Britain. The original purpose was to demonstrate that the radio amateur could be ready and on the air in an emergency; this, and the enjoyment of a day in the field with fellow amateurs, ensured its success.

But what of NFD 1966—does the same spirit and purpose prevail? In place of the home-built transmitters, receivers and attendant spiders webs of interconnecting wires, one finds gleaming commercial transceivers and diesel generators. One group is rumoured to boast fluorescent lighting!

The power limits are questioned not only in this column, but by many participants themselves. In the earlier days, when the rig developed a fault the designer-builder was almost certainly to hand for emergency repairs. Today, we hear of one club who, when their commercial TX went sick, simply changed it for another similar model.

Can the original concept of NFD be revived, or will this event continue to degenerate into a collection of commercial stations on wheels operated under conditions of comfort and blasting their way through by sheer brute force of r.f.?

Much of the fun used to be in the unpredictability, in the improvised operating conditions, in the general atmosphere, and in the sense of achievement that contacts could be made despite everything! One would have thought that with semiconductors, groups would be stimulated to design and use more compact stations, but the 6V6 and 807 still reign supreme.

Perhaps the rules need changing, or maybe the event should be replaced by something else? NFD has clearly wandered off course and many amateurs would like to see it revitalised and reorganised on lines more in keeping with the original idea.

Otherwise, we will soon arrive at the day when the station is left on site permanently and worked once a year by a link station from the bar in the club room!

W. N. STEVENS, Editor
The Broadcast Bands

With reference to letters from Messrs. Mugford (July issue) and French (September issue) concerning disregard for s.w. frequency allocations, I must say that I am inclined to agree with both of them. The present state of affairs in the broadcast bands encourages flouting of the Geneva agreements in order for stations to obtain more satisfactory reception outside the allotted bands.

However, I most certainly oppose Mr. French’s implication that apart from a few exceptions the short-waves are a “dry and uninteresting territory”. High power transmitters are being introduced because stations naturally want people to obtain better reception of their programmes; this is a development with which DX-ers must live. I accept the presence of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, with accompanying jammers, as one of the difficulties to be found in listening to more distant stations. Such difficulties are, I am sure, cursed by many a DX-er but, judging from reports in various bulletins and in “The Broadcast Bands”, at least some listeners have overcome the obstacles and received some very good DX under unfavourable conditions. This, to my mind, is what the hobby of short-wave listening is all about.

Uninteresting? Never!

P. Charlton.
Middlesbrough, Yorkshire.

Counter Assistance

In an effort to buy an intercom unit that would work on 150 yards of wire, I decided to accept the advice that is so often given to your readers—I would seek the technical advice of the supplier!

Supplier No. 1, when asked the exact meaning of his advertisement in Practical Wireless, said his equipment would work up to 100 yards: beyond that, he didn’t know and didn’t offer to find out.

And so to another shop, where supplier No. 2 thought his unit might work at 150 yards, but he wasn’t sure and the manufacturer’s literature gave no clue.

On, then, to retailer No. 3. Well, it just wasn’t possible to be definite—it all depended on the number of bends the wire had to go around, as bends made it more difficult for the signal to get through! In a daze, I departed.

In one last gallant effort, I phoned the manufacturer’s agent for a unit I had seen advertised in a trade journal. His “Technical Department” assured me that their intercom would work over any distance “because the flex is so thin there’s nothing to stop the electricity”—So, after all that, I think I’ll use a piece of wet string and two cocoa tins!

J. T. Dungan.
Chislehurst, Kent.

NEWS AND...

NEW MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY KIT

Radio hams and tape recording enthusiasts who are looking for a sensitive, versatile microphone and enjoy a spot of do-it-yourself will welcome the first kit-mike by Philips, available from Peto Scott of Weybridge.

It takes approximately 3 hours to assemble and costs 7 guineas. The kit contains everything needed to assemble and use the microphone, including a stand for table or desk use, and a cord and clip for wearing around the neck. The microphone can also be hand held, hung from an overhead bracket or fitted onto a professional stand. The microphone has an unobtrusive on-off switch on one side.

Directions for assembly are illustrated, step by step, in a well-designed booklet.

PORTUGUESE AIRLINE SELECTIONS MARCONI DOPPLER

Transportes Aereos Portugueses (TAP), the Portuguese international airline, have selected the Marconi Doppler Navigator as the primary en-route navigational aid for their Boeing 707/320B aircraft which have recently come into service.

The aircraft are flying principally on routes covering the west coast of Africa and across to South America. Over the majority of these routes, ground aids to navigation are almost non-existent and the Doppler equipment, which provides accurate navigational information without any need for ground aids, will be of vital importance in keeping the aircraft accurately on course.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

October 12 First Annual Dinner, at the Savoy Hotel, LONDON.
October 12 Development and Research in Control Engineering, at the University of Aston, Gosta Green, BIRMINGHAM at 7 p.m.
October 17 Technical Education in the Modern World, at the I.E.E. Lecture Theatre, Savoy Place, LONDON, at 6 p.m.
COMMENT

LEARNING THE MORSE CODE

Readers wishing to learn the Morse code but who have been putting it off for various reasons, will be pleased to hear that they can now memorise it in record time for a total outlay of 3/6d.

This sum buys the book "Parry's Morse Method" which claims that "all the persons tested learned the alphabet within a couple of hours, and retained what they had learnt." It also claims that one boy of thirteen learned the alphabet in 18 minutes flat, and subsequently called it back perfectly.

The method used is visual, and interested parties can learn more about this fascinating method by obtaining a copy of the book from their local bookshop or from the publishers—The Doppler Press, 85 Grove Park, London, S.E.5.

NEW BREMA SECRETARY

Mr. H. Kenneth Jolly, M.A., has been appointed Secretary of the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association. This took effect on 1 September 1966. He succeeds Mr. A. K. Edwards.

START OF VHF SOUND SERVICE FROM THE BBC OKEHAMPTON RELAY STATION

Test transmissions began on 31 August of the BBC's three sound services on v.h.f. from a relay station at West Hook, about one mile north of Okehampton. The transmissions are horizontally polarized on West of England Home Service 93-1 Mc/s, Light Programme 88-7 Mc/s, Third Network 90-9 Mc/s.

The test transmissions are for engineering purposes and are liable to interruption or variation in power without notice.

The new station provides better BBC-1 coverage of Okehampton and its environs than the old one and, by the transmission of the three sound services on v.h.f., will make available improved reception of these services to some 4000 people in this area.

DECODER FOR STEREOPHONIC BROADCASTS

Following the extension of stereophonic radio broadcasting by the BBC Mullard is making available to set manufacturers a compact stereophonic decoder unit for incorporation in transistor receiver designs. The unit, LP1167, the latest in the range of Mullard circuit modules, is fully screened and requires only to be fed by a 14V power supply to give the necessary separation of the left and right channel information contained in the stereophonic signal. It is suitable for use with most types of ratio detector or similar circuits. The module has negligible insertion loss, very low noise and distortion, and may be left in circuit during normal monophonic reception.

More Key Men

May I be allowed to comment on the Editorial in the August issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Contrary to the views expressed in it, there is still an urgent need for a pool of skilled morse operators to be available in the event of a national emergency. Owing to the end of National Service, the only available pool of any size would be from the radio amateur movement, but such a pool would only be of use if it could provide a considerable number of operators able to handle traffic at speeds in excess of 15 w.p.m. A certain number of "phone only" men might be suitable for employment as technicians, but the ratio of operators to technicians is rarely less than six-to-one.

It is worth noting that a number of amateurs already give part of their spare time to service in the various reserve forces. They are highly regarded by their Regular colleagues especially for their morse skill.

In conclusion, it is worth noting that the U.S. Army Signal Corps, a Corps that probably is more lavishly equipped than any other in the world, recently started a large programme to extend and improve its morse operating capability. Official sources stated that in many military situations morse was the only reliable means of communication and that it would remain of prime importance for many years to come.


[Since the licensed amateur has to reach a speed of 12 words per minute to obtain a licence, it should not be too difficult to find enough 'phone only' operators, who can send and receive at 15 w.p.m. One will, of course, find it much more difficult to get them into uniform, even on a part-time basis.—Editor]

A Question of Phonetics

It would be a good idea for all radio amateurs to adopt the phonetic alphabet contained in the Radio Regulation, Geneva 1959 and used by the NATO Services. This would make interpretation of the call signs of weak stations much easier. I will not quote it here because it is clearly set out in your "Short Wave Data" guide, presented in the January issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, which of course, all conscientious readers will have preserved.


[Might it not be easier for NATO Services to adopt the phonetic alphabet used by amateurs. A quick count could well reveal more amateurs than NATO operators. America boasts well over a hundred thousand hams and Great Britain some twelve thousand for a start.—Editor]

More News and Comment on Page 504
LARGE number of transistor testing procedures have been evolved. Almost monthly the popular journals carry yet another suggestion for a 'simple to make' and 'easy to operate' tester device. The purpose of this article is to present in a unified manner a number of testing methods which have not been published elsewhere. They were evolved in an establishment which carries out both development work and instructional classes for employees. The methods have all been in use for over a year and have been found to be most satisfactory.

Before any attempt is made to test a transistor one must be quite sure of what one is doing. The circuit must be fully understood to assess the suitability of a given transistor for operation in that circuit. This understanding presupposes a certain familiarity with transistors and their associated circuits. This familiarity, although essential to a comprehension of the principles and practices of transistor testing need not be of a very high standard. The following section contains much of the essential information.

Review of Operation of Transistors

This article is limited to p-n-p transistors since few n-p-n types are currently in use. Fig. 1a shows in schematic form a p-n junction diode which is forward biased; the positive pole of the supply being connected to the p region. In this condition a large current flows round the circuit. Fig. 1b shows the same diode, but the supply has been reversed. In this condition the diode passes a very small current due to only the minority carriers in the semiconductor material. This leakage current in diodes is usually negligible; however, it increases with rises in temperature.

Fig. 1c shows in schematic form a p-n-p transistor consisting of two p-n diodes connected back-to-back. Observe that the polarity of the applied voltages is such as to forward bias the left hand diode, and reverse bias the right hand one. We might expect the currents to be as shown, viz. large in the left hand diode and zero in the right hand one. This is not the case however. The density of impurities in the several regions is carefully adjusted during manufacture of the transistor so that the central n region has a small number of carriers compared to the other regions. The effect of this is that the current in the forward biased diode consists of say 50 holes going from the p region to the n, and only one electron going the other way. Of these 50 holes, very few (probably only one) may recombine in the sparsely populated n region. Thus the current in the forward biased diode corresponds to one electron-hole annihilation. The other 49 holes, momentarily in the n region, will be attracted across the other junction by the applied voltage. Thus, the current in this second diode will be high.

From this action come the names of the three terminals of the transistor. The central n region is called the BASE, as the mechanical construction of the device begins with this piece. The left hand p region is called the EMITTER for it emits holes into the base. Most of these holes are collected by the right hand p region, which is therefore called the COLLECTOR. The transistor symbol, together with these names is shown in Fig. 2.

* Lecturer in Telecommunications, Basic Group, School of Signals.
Notice that the arrow on the emitter points along the direction of flow of conventional current.

We may now refer to the various currents by the letter I, with a subscript referring to the terminal in question. From the above it will be seen that \( I_e = I_b + I_c \) and that \( I_b = 49 \) and \( I_c = 49 \) (app.)

\[
\frac{I_b}{I_c} = 50
\]

with the numbers used here. These ratios will be referred to later. Notice that \( I_c \) flows only when \( I_b \) flows. The transistor is said to be 'on' or 'off' depending on whether or not \( I_c \) flows. The transistor may be biased into either of these states by the application of appropriate voltages.

Before using a transistor, for example to provide gain, an input and output must be connected to two of the terminals. The third terminal will be common to input and output circuits. There are three ways of doing this, and these three modes of connection are called the configurations. For example the common emitter configuration is a connection in which the emitter is common to both input and output circuits.

Any textbook on transistors will give all the required details on the configurations, and it is therefore not proposed to examine them in detail. Table I on the right gives the principal features of the three configurations. Most circuits in equipments are common emitter, a lesser number being common base and common collector. These latter are often associated with the voltage supplies to an equipment. A transistor in any circuit can be only used in one of the three configurations. As explained above, these are called common base, common emitter and common collector. The configuration of a transistor in any circuit may be easily determined by looking for the electrode which is short circuited to the supply rail, as far as signal voltages are concerned. The properties of a transistor amplifier vary greatly, depending on the configuration used. For this reason, an appreciation of the configuration is necessary to testing.

The current ratios deduced above may now be more accurately defined. \( I_e \) is the current amplification factor in common base configurations and is normally referred as \( \alpha \). It usually has a value just less than unity; 0.98 in the example quoted being typical. Similarly \( I_c \) is the current amplification factor in common emitter configurations and is referred to as \( \alpha_f \) or sometimes as \( \beta \). It is typically 50, though values of 20 to 200 are encountered. These values of current gain are for standing d.c. In practice one is more interested in signal gains, i.e., response to a.c. Thus \( \alpha_f \) is properly defined as \( I_e / I_b \), viz. the ratio of signal current \( I_e \) out to that in.

It is general to make measurements on a transistor in the particular configuration in which it is used in the circuit being tested. Sometime though, this is difficult. For example, \( \alpha \) is quite difficult to measure as \( I_b \) and \( I_c \) are not greatly different. Secondly a very small, and hence difficult to measure, change in \( \alpha \) may render a transistor unserviceable, whereas large changes in \( \alpha_f \) (more easily measured) are needed before operation becomes unsatisfactory.

Remember that transistors do not just fail for no reason. They may have been subjected to slight over loading for long periods. They may suddenly be exposed to surge conditions. A failing device is often not noticed before it fails completely, thus giving the impression that it has failed suddenly. Such methods as temperature cycling, and marginal voltage testing may be used to spot failures in time. We have tried some temperature cycling tests by putting transistors on long leads into a test tube immersed in a bath of oil. The device itself may then be temperature cycled.

Let us now proceed to some tests which may apply to semiconductor devices.

**Ohmeter Tests**

Almost any ohmeter, may be used to measure the forward and reverse resistance of diodes. (Remember that the positive pole of the internal battery is connected to the negative—black—lead of the meter.) The diode passes conventional current in the direction of the arrow head on the conventional symbol for the diode. That is the current flows in the diode towards the end identified with a red spot, or red band, when forward biased. The current passed in the opposite direction is extremely small—a few microamps.

Typical figures for forward and reverse resistance are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diode Type</th>
<th>Ge Junction OA47-CV7078</th>
<th>Si Junction ZR11-CV7018</th>
<th>Ge Point Contact OA81-CV448</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>350Ω</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>20kΩ</td>
<td>50MΩ</td>
<td>1MΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig. 3, two transistors are shown connected across a supply line. Each has an ammeter in its collector to
measure \( I_e \). The one on the left is turned on as the resistor makes the emitter-base junction forward biased and allows \( I_b \) to flow. \( I_e \) would then be \( a' I_b \), and would be registered in the meter. The other transistor is turned off, or almost so, for the emitter base has no forward bias and \( I_e \) will be very small, viz., leakage current only. This simple circuit forms the basis of a most useful test which may be carried out with a conventional Avometer. It is switched to the 'Ohms' range and then used as the voltage supply and the ammeter as in Fig. 3. The base resistor is omitted as it is one less complication. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement. Remember again, that the positive pole of the internal battery is connected to the negative—black—lead of the Avometer. Observe how the transistor offers low resistance when on, and high resistance when off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor Type:</th>
<th>Germanium Junction GET102-CV7074</th>
<th>Silicon Junction GC203-CV7043</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_{ON} )</td>
<td>200Ω</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{OFF} )</td>
<td>200kΩ</td>
<td>6MΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A low value of \( R_{OFF} \) indicates a high collector leakage current. This may be investigated further by really turning the transistor off, for example by returning the base to a supply more positive than that to the emitter. This may be conveniently done by putting a silicon diode in series with the emitter. A high value of \( R_{ON} \) indicates a low gain transistor, or one with a high impedance emitter-base diode.

Transistor Gains and Leakage

Fig. 5 shows the circuit for a simple tester which will allow these two parameters to be measured. The circuit is constructed in a small box containing the battery, switches and resistors. Additional switching could be provided to allow it to cater for n-p-n transistors. For convenience an Avometer (Model 8 or 9) is used to measure currents and is only connected when needed.

This tester will allow two measurements to be made on the transistor—the current gain in the common emitter configuration, \( a' \), and the collector leakage current, \( I_{CEO} \). The leakage current is simply measured by putting the supply across the transistor, open-circuiting the base and measuring the resultant current. It will be recalled that this current is due to minority carriers and is therefore highly dependent on temperature. It can be shown that \( I_{CEO} \) doubles for every 7 degrees Centigrade increase in temperature. At 25°C \( I_{CEO} \) for a typical general purpose audio frequency transistor, e.g. GET103 should not exceed 200 microamps.

In order to measure \( a' \) some elaborate setting-up procedures are needed. The idea is that base current is provided by the 250kΩ potentiometer and the 12kΩ resistor. Compare with the 'on' transistor in Fig. 3. This base current allows a much greater current to flow in the collector and be registered on the meter. Now, by operating the push button, a little more base current is passed and the collector current rises accordingly. This change in collector current, divided by the extra base current gives a value of \( a' \) which corresponds quite well to the small signal value of this parameter.

The setting up procedure is as follows: First, connect the transistor. Secondly, connect a micro-ammeter between the base and the contact of the changeover switch. Now, vary the 250kΩ potentiometer and mark the pointer positions for values of \( I_b \) of up to, say, 500µA, in steps of 100µA. Finally connect the microammeter across the push button, and mark the position on the potentiometer to give currents of say, 5, 10 and 20µA. The tester is now ready for use.

Set \( I_b \) at say 100µA and the other potentiometer to give 10µA. Note the value of \( I_e \). Now push the test button and note the increased value of \( I_e \). Divide the difference in the two readings for \( I_e \) by 10µA to give a value of \( a' \). The 250kΩ potentiometer allows \( a' \) to be measured at different values of \( I_b \), or \( I_e \). It will be found that \( a' \) is not constant. It is in fact a parameter, not a constant. Fig. 7 shows how \( a' \) varies with \( I_b \) for a sample germanium transistor.

The disadvantage of this tester is the lengthy setting up procedure required. This procedure should ideally be gone through for each new transistor to be tested for the potentiometer settings depend on the forward characteristic of the emitter-base diode. This will vary slightly of course, from one transistor to another, and considerably from one type of transistor to another.

Transistor Parameters

From the measurement of two parameters we proceed logically to the measurement of many more. This is best accomplished using a ready made test set such as the AVO Transistor Analyser. This equipment will enable measurements to be made of \( I_b \), \( I_e \), \( V_C \) and \( I_{CEO} \), also, but for d.c. signals. Another useful indication of the condition of a transistor which it will measure, is that of noise. Often the first indication of a
ruptured junction is that there is a marked increase in the noise developed within a transistor.

Measurement of \( I_s \), \( I_e \), \( V_c \) and \( I'_{ceo} \) are direct measurements of d.c. voltage and current. The metering methods used are conventional, the necessary switching being provided to enable the internal meter to register appropriately. The small signal value of \( a' \) is measured (at 1kHz/s) from a calibrated dial. Noise is measured with a 1kHz/s reference signal and amplifier. All the necessary circuitry is internal. The Transistor Analyser may be used for p-n-p or n-p-n transistors.

We have found it to be a very useful instrument. The range of controls is such that it takes a little getting used to, but this should present no difficulties to a regular user. We have found it particularly useful for making up matched pairs of transistors for Class B circuits: \( a' \) may be measured at the exact \( V_c \), \( I_e \) conditions under which the transistor will eventually operate.

Known commercially as the AVO Transistor Analyser, it comes complete with the ‘AVO International Transistor Data Manual’ which gives the principal characteristics of many transistors. Parameters of transistors vary widely, much more so than valves and for this reason, equivalences are much less critical.

**Transistor Characteristics**

A further test is to measure all the characteristics of the suspect transistor! This is obviously not on for a workshop which just wants to know whether a transistor is functioning or not. It is not proposed, in this article, to detail any method of measuring transistor characteristics, since most standard text books on transistors give circuits that may be used for these measurements. The most useful characteristics will be found to be the input and output voltage current relationships in each configuration. It is of interest to note that this test is applied to transistors by the manufacturers; usually by this mean, transistors in the same range are allotted type numbers. An automatic device is used to display the family of curves on an oscilloscope. Fig. 7 shows the general form of a useful characteristic; the common emitter output one, for range of base currents. Tetrox Inc. make a Transistor Curve Tracer (type 575) which costs about £500. It looks like an expensive oscilloscope and displays on a c.r.t. any chosen characteristic curve of a device connected to it. Elliott’s make, for £100, a simpler device which needs an oscilloscope to go with it.

**Substitution Testing**

A very satisfactory method of testing any active device is to see whether it works in a circuit similar to the one in which it is required to work. For example we had a problem in selecting transistors to work in a tuned amplifier circuit operating at frequencies up to 1MHz. It was decided that the best way of assessing the suitability of a transistor was to give it two tests. First of all the simple AVO test was applied. This detected any obviously faulty transistor. Of course, it does not follow that devices which pass this test are suitable for operation at 1MHz. The second test, therefore, was to insert the transistor into a circuit which would oscillate at 3MHz. The d.c. operating conditions were adjusted so that they were reproducible as closely as possible the conditions of the actual circuits employing the transistors. An oscilloscope was used to check the existence of the oscillation, and its amplitude. This was found to be a satisfactory test as devices which failed to operate in the final circuit operated in the test oscillator in a noticeably different way from the rest: that is they usually did not oscillate at all, or perhaps with decreased amplitude.

Substitution tests are the best ones to perform on a transistor which is about to be used, or is already in service and is suspect. Measurement of a few parameters is a worthwhile effort, but still does not guarantee subsequent satisfactory operation in the way which a substitution test does.

There are three problems in making a satisfactory substitution tester. First, the working conditions must be selected. These should be, as pointed out above, similar to those to be met in service. Care should be taken that these conditions are not too selective in order that other types of transistors may usefully be tested. Secondly, the tester must be made very easy to use. Thirdly, it must give clear indications that it is working, and of the state of the transistor, under test. Only if these problems are resolved satisfactorily will it be worth constructing a particular style of tester. The two testers to be described satisfy these conditions.

**Substitution Tester for R.F. Transistors**

This tester was finalized into a very handy form. It was required to be completely self contained and therefore power supplies and a means of indication had to be built in. Fig. 8 shows the circuit arrangement. The transistor Tr1 is a common base amplifier which maintains oscillations in the Colpitts tuned circuit. A wide range of frequency adjustment is obtained by varying the 330pF capacitor. The r.f. output is coupled into a simple detector. The d.c. output from the detector is amplified by the cascaded emitter follower (Tr2 and Tr3) to produce about one milli-amp through the meter. It is essential that Tr2 and Tr3 should be low leakage types, silicon transistors are ideal. Transistor Tr1 is
either the transistor under test, or a transistor known to be up to the specification. The existence of oscillation is detected by rectifying the output from the oscillator and passing the current through a sensitive moving coil meter, as explained earlier. After a little experimenting it was possible to establish a certain meter reading which was to become the 'threshold of acceptability'. This was, if a certain transistor in this test circuit gave rise to a meter reading below this figure, then it was unlikely to operate in the final circuit. On the other hand, a much higher meter reading indicated a transistor with such a high gain that it would cause instability in the final circuit. (This happened with only two transistors in a batch of 60!)

The layout of the front panel is shown in Fig. 9. The transistor under test, an OC45 is connected to the spring contacts on a block, as shown. One toggle switch closes the battery circuit and puts +9 volts onto the collector side of the oscillator. This switch is spring loaded to guard against it being left on. The other toggle switch connected into the oscillator, either the internal transistor (known to be good!) or the one connected externally. This facility allows the operator to see that the device is working, and secondly to adjust the meter current slightly as the battery ages. A pre-set potentiometer, labelled SET is provided for this.

![Fig. 9: Panel layout of substitution tester.](image)

This tester then, assesses the suitability of transistors for subsequent incorporation into a known circuit. Such transistors would also, of course, operate satisfactorily in different though similar conditions. Secondly, similar but different types of transistors may be tested. (The SET control may then have to be adjusted to make the meter read correctly. A measurement on a 'known to be good' transistor of the type in question, would show what adjustment was necessary.) Generally, substitution testers should impose on the tested transistor, conditions similar to, or more rigorous than, those it will eventually meet in service. Transistors which pass the test would certainly work under the less rigorous conditions. Those which do not pass, may be suitable for other applications and should not be completely rejected. As an example of these 'more rigorous conditions', observe that the tester described makes the transistor oscillate at 3Mc/s.

Substitution Tester for General Purpose Transistors

Most of the standard laboratory transistor experiments carried out by students use low frequency general purpose transistors. Different devices may be used in different experiments, and requirement existed for a tester which would handle a fairly wide range of transistors. The r.f. oscillator type was unsuitable for these types of transistor.

This tester had to be suitable for use by technicians who put out and check apparatus for lab work. It also has to be suitable for busy students eager to work their way through dozens of experiments. In short it had to give a clear indication that, first of all, it is working and secondly that the transistor under test is, or is not, working. Fig. 10 shows the front panel of the finalized device. It carries only an on/off switch, a red lamp and an amber lamp. The transistor under test may be connected by three coloured wires with crocodile clips at the end.

Operation is extremely simple. On switching on, the red lamp flashes on and off at about 1 cycle/second. This shows that the battery is healthy and that all the internal circuitry is working. Now connect up the transistor and the amber lamp will flash—if the transistor works that is.

The circuit is given in Fig. 11. The slow running multivibrator, transistors Tr1 and Tr2, drive the red lamp through an emitter follower, Tr3. The amber lamp is driven through a simple current amplifier, using the transistor under test, Tr4. Notice that this lamp will only flash if the transistor turns on and off. The diode in its emitter ensures that its base is taken more positive than it emitter. The amber lamp will indicate two specific fault conditions—open circuit (or very low gain) transistors, and short circuit transistors. In these two cases the lamp will not come on at all, or will remain on, respectively.

It may be argued that this tester is just another substitution tester. The substitution in this case being into a low speed switching circuit. This is true, but it has been found that devices which pass this test are
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Modernising
PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS

by M. L. Michaelis, M.A.

Many mains-operated portable record players using valves have been sold over the past years and are only slowly giving place to fully transistorised units of similar function. A disadvantage of the transistorised units, especially in the lower price class and particularly if battery operated, is their lower output power. On the other hand, even quite simple valve circuits develop ample power for good reproduction. For example, a popular circuit employs a single valve, an ECL82. The triode section is used as straightforward voltage amplifier, driving the pentode section as output stage. This circuit develops upwards of 2.5 watts output power and the gain is adequate for full drive from a crystal pick-up as used in simple portable record-players. But there is generally one reservation here, in that only mild tone control is possible without leading to a weak muffled reproduction. Many of these record-players tend to give shrill reproduction when set to give the maximum undistorted volume they are capable of. This disadvantage, could be overcome if slightly increased gain were available, so that an optimum tone control network could be employed whilst maintaining full drive of the amplifier in spite of the considerable attenuation inevitably produced by such a tone control circuit.

Hybridisation

Preamplifiers using germanium transistors are not advisable, because the interior of small record-players is likely to run rather hot, under which conditions germanium transistor circuits may be unstable. In general, when building hybrid equipment, or when hybridising formerly valve-only equipment, it is very desirable to use silicon transistors wherever possible. It is then not necessary to take any special measures of temperature stabilisation beyond those familiar from pure transistor circuit practice.

The Input Booster

Fig. 1 shows the theoretical circuit of a well-tried silicon transistor input booster which has been fitted by the author into many portable valve-operated record players. The circuit and layout of these amplifiers were of the most varied form, with various valve line-ups such as ECL82, or EF86/EL84, etc. In no case was the slightest difficulty encountered in adding the input booster according to Fig. 1.

The circuit of Fig. 1 should first of all be built-up as a “flying huddle” of components, using the existing leads of the individual components, cut short where necessary and covered with insulating sleeving. R3 and R7, as the two largest components, must first of all be connected in series and the remaining components then wired around them in “christmas-tree-fashion”. The final compact huddle of components will be left with the four connecting leads marked 1 to 4 in Fig. 1. Solder lead 1 to a chassis tag as close as possible to the pickup input terminal or point of connection of the pickup leads in the existing amplifier and solder lead 2 to some h.t. point. It is quite unimportant whether connection here is made ahead of or beyond the main smoothing circuit, because R7 and C3 provide very high smoothing anyway. The voltage must be between 200 and 300 volts at the chosen point.

Disconnect the “hot” pickup lead, or the “hot” wire from the pickup input socket of the existing amplifier, leaving the “cold” lead (screening) connected to chassis. Connect the “hot” pickup lead, or the “hot” pin of the input socket, to point 3 of Fig. 1. Finally, connect the input lead of the existing amplifier to point 4 of Fig. 1. The input booster assembly will already be strung rigidly in position as soon as point 1 is anchored to chassis and point 2 to h.t.; connections 3 and 4 may thus be thin flying leads. If anchorage tags are not available, slip a piece of sleeving over the individual flying connections, and bend all components slightly, such that short-circuits are definitely impossible even in the face of vibration during normal portable use of the unit.

The arrangement of connections now corresponds to Fig. 3b, whilst Fig. 3a sketches the record player prior to the modification. The total space required by the input booster components is so small that an odd corner in the under-chassis wiring is normally always available for them, and there are no holes to drill.

Tone Controls

After completing this modification, switch the record-player on. It should be found that the existing volume control need only be turned up to a much smaller extent than previously, whilst heavy overloading should take place with the volume control turned full up, indicating that plenty of gain reserve is now in hand. Now try the effect of the existing tone control. Set this to maximum bass and minimum treble, and turn up the volume control until overloading is just not commencing. If this setting, now gives the desired rich tone, then alterations to the tone control circuit are no longer required. If the gain is excessive, increase...
the value of R1 in the input booster (to 1MΩ or more if necessary) until overloading of the output stage does not commence until just before maximum volume in the bass-boost setting (overloading will, of course, commence earlier in a shrill treble setting of the tone control).

**Tone Control Modifications**

If checks described in the last section reveal that the tonal reproduction is still unsatisfactory, then the tone control circuit must be modified. The circuit to be used is shown in Fig. 2. This is a three-terminal network, with point C connected to the same chassis point as point 1 of the input booster, and points A and C connected such that the tone control network is interposed between the output point 4 of the input booster, and the input terminal of the existing amplifier. If space does not permit the addition of two further potentiometers, or if such a multiplicity of controls is undesirable for aesthetic reasons, proceed as follows.

Disconnect and remove the existing volume and tone control of the amplifier and replace them with fixed components equivalent to the maximum volume setting and to the “inactive” setting (normally maximum treble) of the tone control. Replace mechanically with potentiometers VR1 and VR2 of Fig. 2 in the same positions on the panel. Wire the remainder of Fig. 2 behind these new potentiometers, and connect-up to the input booster and to the existing amplifier according to Fig. 3c.

**No Separate Volume Control**

A volume control is not required as a separate control, because the arrangement of Fig. 2 is seen to be such that VR1 and VR2 respectively control bass and treble from zero, i.e. with both controls at minimum, volume is also zero. It is evident that this arrangement allows any relative mixture of bass and treble. One reservation in this respect is that as R8 is of much higher value than the track of VR2, there will always be some net attenuation of medium frequencies relative to bass and treble. This is to a certain extent essential to compensate acoustic shortcomings of a small speaker in a small portable cabinet. If the sound is lacking in middle frequencies, reduce the value of R8 by trial and error. Alternatively, make R8 in the form of a miniature 500 kΩ pre-set carbon potentiometer in the under-chassis wiring and adjust with a screwdriver for optimum range of the tone controls VR1 and VR2.

**Loudspeakers**

After completing any modifications to the amplifier circuitry, it is advisable to pay some attention to the loudspeaker itself. Many small loudspeakers used in portable record-players have too stiff a cone mounting. Carefully feel the speaker cone from the side (unscrew the speaker off the panel for the purpose). If this is not possible, then it is advisable to replace the cone with one of the same size as but looser than an even smaller cone mounting (e.g. Goodmans 5-inch round has been used as replacement by the author in several such cases). The improvement in bass to treble ratio for a given feed from the amplifier can be quite profound. A lower value may well be necessary for R8 now, some value between 100kΩ and 270kΩ often being optimum with a resilient speaker in an average record-player cabinet.

**Some Circuit Details**

In conclusion, a few words regarding the action of the input booster circuit (Fig. 1). The two transistors act as cascaded emitter followers which essentially reproduce the input signal from the junction of R2/R3 at unity gain across R5. The input impedance is equal to R5 multiplied by the product of the current gains of the individual transistors (at least 30 x 30 for the specified transistors under the given operating conditions), so that values familiar from valve input circuits are reached, the input terminal 3 behaving essentially in the same manner as the grid-circuit input terminal of a valve amplifier. R5 produces 100 per cent negative feedback (thus gain unity with respect to output emitter), cancelling all distortion in the input booster. The voltage gain is produced through the ratio of the collector load resistor R4 and the emitter load resistor R5. This gain factor is free of distortion and independent of transistor characteristics and temperature effects because the same current, essentially, flows through R4 and R5 in flowing through R5 it is corrected by 100 per cent negative feedback.

R6 produces d.c. stabilisation of the operating point in conjunction with R2 and R3. The circuit will tolerate heating up to any temperature likely to be encountered underneath the chassis of congested valve-operated volume control.
equipment within limits not endangering other components.

R1 is a series resistor necessary for proper operation of a crystal pick-up. Crystal pick-ups behave as generators in series with small capacitors (one or two thousand pF). Thus they must operate into a high load resistance if severe boost loss is to be avoided. If a dynamic or magnetic pick-up is used, R1 will have to be discarded and replaced by whatever input network the makers specify.

An outstanding advantage of the transistorised input booster, which would recommend its adoption even in cases where there would be sufficient space for a valve-operated preamplifier stage, is that it inherently contributes nothing to the hum level of the amplifier. R7 and C3 represent such an enormous smoothing factor rejecting mains ripple, that negligible ripple is transferred via R4 and C2 to the input grid of the main amplifier, even if point 2 of the booster is connected to a raw unsmoothed h.t. line. The question of hum increase is much more problematic when adding-on valve preamplifier stages, because much smaller de-coupling resistors must be used to maintain sufficient h.t. voltage at the preamplifier anode. In the transistorised booster, on the other hand, we deliberately drop the h.t. voltage to a low value, calling for the large series resistor R7. Incidentally, there is no possibility of endangering the transistors, for it is not high voltage as such, but excessive current which would destroy a transistor. Excessive current is here impossible, because R7 cannot pass more than 2 to 3 mA even if the circuitry at its bottom end were to represent a dead short circuit. Stablilisers are unnecessary, because the transistor electrode voltages automatically adjust themselves to the correct low values in this arrangement and even switch-on surges are fully avoided because of the very long time constant (10 seconds) of C3 and R7. The latter is no disadvantage, because by the time the valves of the main amplifier have warmed up (about 30 seconds), C3 has also established the correct operating voltage for the transistors.

**TESTING TRANSISTORS**

suitable for the purposes for which we require them. This tester, although we have found it most useful, is not a universal panacea for transistor users. The range of transistors it will handle, however, can be made sufficiently wide by selecting the bulb, the collector resistor and the base drive resistor to reproduce the working conditions under which the device will be required to function. For example, for testing transistors of low currents, drive the transistor with Ic = say 1mA, and drive the amber lamp from the collector, but through an emitter follower.

**Testing Suspect Transistors**

Finally when testing suspect transistors, study the circuit in which the transistor is connected and determine the configuration of the circuit. Decide why that configuration was used, i.e. what particular properties of the transistor are required in order to make the circuit function. Use a high impedance voltmeter to check that the transistor is biased correctly. For example, the emitter-collector voltage of a transistor in a small signal Class A stage should be about half the supply voltage in the quiescent condition. Check all electrolytic capacitors to see that they are doing their job properly. An easy way is to measure their 'resistance' on the Ohms x 100 range. After initial polarization—be careful with polarities—the leakage current should be very small. Then decide how best to test the transistor. How can the conditions in the circuit be accurately reproduced in the test circuit? Is there a parameter, easily measured which will indicate the functional state of the device? Will a simple test with Avometer or FLASHER tester suffice? Is a substitution test possible?

Now remove the transistor carefully and apply the chosen test to it. Be particularly careful not to cause any damage to the already suspect transistor when removing it. This is particularly important when printed circuits are involved, for the leads of the transistor are always cut quite short after insertion. Use the smallest soldering iron available and put a heat shunt on the leads. The bit of a larger iron (normally ⅛ in. diam.) can be turned down to ⅛ in. diameter. A pair of surgical tweezers for holding transistor leads makes a very effective heat shunt.

**Constructional Data**

For convenience, both testers may be assembled in boxes having the same dimensions. Fig. 13 gives all the dimensions and drilling data to make the boxes which can be made out of ¼ in. sheet. Observe that the base of the box is removable to allow the internal battery to be changed. The circular cut-out is, of course, only used for the r.f. tester, to accommodate the meter. The layout of the circuit is not critical and it is for this reason assembly diagrams are not included. The only component that may cause difficulty is the 100μH inductor in the r.f. tester. This may be made up by winding about 100 turns of 38 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire on to the body of a high value resistor. The resistor's leads then become the leads to the inductor.

The semiconductor devices used are not critical. Cheap, low grade transistors are suitable, since the frequency of operation of either tester is not important. The following transistors were used by the author:

- **R.F. Tester**
  - Tr1 General purpose r.f. type GET75, OC45
  - Tr2 & Tr3 Silicon I.F. type OC200
  - D1 Signal type OA81, CG83

- **Flasher Tester**
  - Tr1—Tr3 General purpose I.F. types GET103, 2N1302
  - D1 Silicon, any type ZR11

**Acknowledgment:** The author wishes to thank the Commandant of the School of Signals for permission to publish this article.
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DIODE OSCILLATORS

Many general purpose germanium diodes will oscillate well, and efficiently, providing a surprisingly inexpensive way of generating an audio tone or signal up to around 10K/cs. Far from being just an interesting novelty, these two terminal oscillators can be made to serve a variety of useful purposes, and fit in extremely well with valved equipment, where suitably high voltages are already to hand.

Operation

The curve of Fig. 1 will be familiar to many readers as it shows the typical forward and reverse characteristics of a germanium point contact diode. The region of interest lies at the extreme of reverse voltage where the curve turns over on itself and becomes a negative resistance slope. That is to say, paradoxically, with an increase of current the voltage across the diode falls.

To explain how oscillation may be obtained, the basic circuit, stripped of refinements, is given in Fig. 2. Capacitor C charges at a rate dependent on R and applied voltage V. The shunt resistance presented by diode D is initially high, typically 60kΩ, but when the turnover point is reached the diode is swept into heavy conduction, discharging C rapidly until the voltage across D is low enough to cause it to switch back to its high resistance state.

The cycle repeats as C commences to charge again through R. With suitable diodes a voltage swing in excess of 100 and power outputs, into a resistive load, of up to ½W can be realised.

Whereas the majority of diodes, including the “surplus” variety, will oscillate only specially selected diodes yield high outputs and good efficiency. Naturally enough, because intended for other roles, manufacturers do not specify in detail the negative resistance characteristics of their diodes, and even matched pairs will differ in this respect.

Normally a diode is expected to work at levels well below its reverse voltage turnover point and in ordinary applications an excessive peak inverse voltage would destroy or seriously damage the diode. Even with the circuits given here, care must be exercised to ensure that a diode is not overloaded or worked at too high a temperature.

Several types were tried and the whole area of negative resistance plotted for three of them. Results are given in Fig. 3. By far the best all-round performer was the GD15, which has a manufacturer’s rating of 60 p.i.v. Diodes with a higher reverse rating, such as the OA81, are efficient oscillators but are more critical as to their working point and ability to withstand overloads and the GD15 seems to represent a reasonable compromise.

As there are a very large number of diodes listed and at present available, there is considerable scope for experiment in finding the best of the bunch. Both the GD13 and OA73 proved suitable for lower supply voltages and sometimes functioned well with as little as 75 volts.

In this mode, all diodes can be expected to run fairly hot and the heat sink of Fig. 4 ensures that as much heat as possible will be conducted away from the body of the diode. For continuous operation, currents in excess of 10 milliamps should be avoided and 5 milliamps can be taken as a reasonable average working point for prolonged service. Many diodes, particularly the OA81, will require less to sustain oscillation.

The turnover point and leakage current are both dependent on temperature. Like valves, the germanium diode oscillator requires a warm-up period before it will begin to function, thereafter stability
will depend on thermal equilibrium being attained, hence the need for a heat sink.

Alternatively, the oscillator may be switched on immediately, provided that the supply voltage is afterwards reduced to prevent excessive dissipation.

**Test oscillator**

The circuit of Fig. 5 is an ideal "test bed" for evaluation of diode negative resistance performance and will also serve as a high output audio oscillator, variable in frequency by switched selection of different values for C1, supplying more than 30V r.m.s., at over 1W.

When testing diodes with a low p.i.v., the rail voltage may, if desired, be reduced to 100 and a 3kΩ resistor substituted for R1. The approximate frequency of operation will also depend on the diode, but is in the region of 600c/s with the values shown.

With VR1 and VR2 in the maximum resistance position, connect to an h.t. supply and observe the meter reading, which should be about 2mA. If there is any doubt about the diode it is better to check its reverse resistance with a testmeter beforehand, and reject if low.

Slowly decrease VR1 until the meter pointer suddenly jumps to a higher reading, typically 7 mA. An output meter, or pair of high resistance headphones, isolated to d.c. by a capacitor in series, may be used to check for oscillation. Inadvertent shorting of the output is not likely to have any ill effect.

Finally, when the diode has warmed up, VR1 may be backed off to give the lowest current reading consistent with a good steady note. VR2 determines the rate at which the capacitor is discharged, and to a limited extent the level of output. Under favourable load conditions, adjustment of VR2 will give a waveform approximating to a sine wave.

**Tone generator**

Where a loud audible note is required, with the minimum of complication, such as the morse practice oscillators or warning devices, an oscillating diode can supply an attractive wave of power to a speaker without the extra refinement of a valve and its heater supply.

In Fig. 6, the load, consisting of transformer primary and R2, is placed in series with C1. C2 may be omitted but was found to improve the performance very slightly with the original. The bulb is included to act as a fuse when the unit is left unattended for long periods. If the note is to be keyed, the key is placed in series with the output winding of the transformer.

Additional uses may be found for this oscillator. If the diode is remotely placed near a source of heat and R1 adjusted so that the circuit is just on the verge of oscillation any increase of heat will sound a warning note, useful for greenhouses, or monitoring for thermal runaway in experimental transistorised equipment. The diode with its heat sink should be mounted in a suitable position so that any increase of temperature is immediately sensed.

Another application is where voltage fluctuations of power supplies give cause for concern. Here the diode is maintained at a steady temperature, just out of oscillation, consequently any increase in the diode supply will trigger the circuit and give a loud note, demanding immediate attention.

Inherent backlash prevents the oscillator switching off if the voltage should, meanwhile, drop to its previous value, thus providing positive indication of short-lived surges.

**Triggered oscillator**

With the arrangement shown in Fig. 7, a small amplitude pulse, of irregular shape, or a sine wave, triggers the diode to give a steep-sided output pulse of much larger amplitude, similar to a blocking oscillator. In addition, if VR1 is set for continuous oscillation, the output may be locked to a lower, injected synchronizing frequency. Fixed multiples of, for example, the mains frequency, may be obtained in this way.

If the voltage across the diode is, say, 10 volts below its turnover peak, pre-set by VR1, then an input of +10 volts will cause the diode to swing over into heavy conduction and rapidly discharge C1, while emitting a 100 volt pulse.

The values given in Fig. 7 are representative. If a pulse of shorter duration is required, C1 and C2 should be reduced accordingly.

**Other uses**

The diode oscillator, being so simple, lends itself to uses where large numbers of tones are required,
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antenna feeds the r.f. signal to the tuned circuit which consists of C2, VC1, and L1. Regeneration is controlled by VC2. After detection the resultant a.f. (audio frequency) signal is fed via C3 to the base of Tr2, where, after amplification by Tr2 the signal is fed from Tr2 collector to the headphones. A number of modifications to the circuit are possible, and for those who might like to experiment, some suggested lines of pursuit are offered in Fig 3.

The transformer coupling should give improved amplification on the audio side. The electrolytic capacitor and resistor in the emitter lead of Tr2 is usually employed as a means of stabilisation, and their inclusion should not produce any startling improvement. The extra trimmer wired in parallel across the regeneration capacitor is to improve control. This is explained later.

Construction

The case consists of a two-ounce tobacco tin. This is ideal for the project since it is cheap, also it is tinplate, which means that it is possible to solder directly to it.

All holes for the controls, etc., should be drilled first. Note that four of these, SKI, VC1, VC2, SK3, are insulated from the case. For SK1, VC2, SK3 drill a hole a little larger than needed and fit insulating washers either side of the case. The writer used small pieces of a polythene bag for this purpose. VC1 is already insulated and does not need this treatment. The phone socket SK3 requires slight modification. The bottom thick L shaped bar makes contact with the smaller springy curved upper bar when the phones are removed. This bottom bar should be bent away from the socket until there is no contact between the two.

Switch S1 has two small tapped holes for mounting, but these were ignored and the component was soldered directly to the case. File and tin the lugs on S1 first, and tin the case around the hole where S1 is to be mounted. Place S1 in position and press the hot iron on the lugs. The solder on the two tinned surfaces will melt, immediately this happens remove the iron. Repeat the process for the other lug making sure that the sliding knob is accurately lined up in the hole provided for it.

The coil L1 has a threaded end with a locking
DE LUXE PLAYERS
POST FREE
3-sound players with
22B104. 17 1/2 x 8 1/2 in.
Hull sound boxes. Quality
4-way. 5-speeds. 6-speeds.
Quality sound boxes. All
forms of assembly available.
Special instructions in
style. Supreme guarantees.

TO BUILD YOURSELF
PORTABLE CANTILEVER
At wholesale prices.
30,000 units. 25 WATT AMPLIFIER.
Readers, builders, etc.
With U.N.U.S. bridge
cables. 25,000 units. 25 WATT AMPLIFIER.

FULL POSTAGE FREE
MAKERS PLAYLIST
BSH Junior 25, 25.
Garrett £212. 44, 44.
Garrett GT10 £180, 180.
Garrett ADD 175, 175.
Garrett 140 £175, 175.

SUPERIOR AMPLIFIER
Made to order.
Garrard 1000 £1,000.
Quality
Garrard A20 £1,650.
Garrard 101 £1,650.
Garrard ADD 180 £1,800.

SUPERIOR TUNER
Garrard 001 £750.
COAXIAL PLUG
Long spindles. Midget
500 ft. Supply.
MOVING COIL
AF117 9/6.
EXPANDED METAL
14/6.
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PRECISION SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

**Instant-heat Soldering Gun**
Solders in seconds... heats immediately... cools quickly. Long reach... built-in spot-light. Perfectly balanced, lightweight, comfortable to use. Two position trigger for dual-heat control.

- **EXPERT** Soldering Kit. 8200D-PK 72/6.

Kit contains: Expert Gun; resin-cored solder; cleaning brush; soldering aid tool; spanner; 2 spare bits. In fully fitted polypropylene carrying case.

**The MARKSMAN Soldering Iron**
Compact, lightweight, highly efficient, gives full 25 w. heat at tip. Screw-in tips and long reach for tight space working. Handle always cool.

- **MARKSMAN** Soldering Iron SP25D 25w. 240v. 29/-.
- **MARKSMAN** Soldering Kit SP25D-K. 38/-.

Kit contains: Marksman Iron; resin-cored solder; soldering aid; 2 spare tips.

Manufactured by the world's largest makers of quality soldering tools.
nut. This is removed by purposely tightening the nut until the threaded column breaks off. Remove the slug inside the coil by unscrewing it. The small threaded hole which this leaves is used to mount the coil in the position shown with a 6BA bolt.

A small scrap of tinplate is soldered directly to the case as shown in Fig. 2 to hold the battery in position. At this stage the case should have VC1; VC2; SK1; SK2; SK3; S1; L1; and the battery holder mounted in position.

**Wiring**

Clean and tin all tags and solder a wire from the right-hand terminal of S1 to the case. The centre terminal is wired to the positive terminal of the battery clip. The left-hand tag on VC1 is taken direct to the insulated aerial terminal, and C2 is connected from this junction to pin six on the coil. This is the sixth pin counting clockwise from the gap. Pin 1 on L1 is gently bent sideways and soldered directly to the right-hand tag of VC1. This tag on VC1 is also bent sideways to connect directly to the left-hand tag of VC2.

Solder RFC1 to the right-hand tag of VC2, the other end of RFC1 is soldered to the case at any convenient point. In all cases, tin the case first at the point of soldering prior to making a connection. Wire R2 directly across C1. Solder one end of these components to the case, and the other end to R1. The free end of R1 is soldered to R3, R4, a wire to one side of SK3, and the negative terminal of the battery clip. The negative end of C3 may now be connected to pin six on the coil L1, and thence to the free end of R3. Solder one end of R5 directly to the case, and the other end to the free end of R4 and the positive end of C3.

**Fitting Tr1, Tr2**

In the prototype the transistors were wired directly into the circuit, gripping the lead wires with a pair of long-nosed pliers to prevent the heat of the soldering iron travelling up the lead into the transistor, with the consequent risk of damaging the delicate internal junctions. If this procedure is duplicated then the following hints are offered. Do NOT cut the transistor leads short. Fit sleeving over these leads to prevent accidental shorting. When fitting, place the transistor in position, grip the appropriate lead fairly close, about $\frac{1}{4}$ in, from the transistor itself with a pair of pliers and bend the wire as required.

Another possibility and perhaps a safer method is to use transistor holders in which case the leads can be cut quite short and the transistor plugged in when all wiring has been completed. This also avoids the risk of heat from the soldering iron affecting the transistor. If this method is used, it is advisable to mark the transistor holder at one end and call this the collector end. This will help prevent the transistor from being plugged in the wrong way round, a mistake very easy to make.

The OC71 has three lead out wires all in line, and the red spot on the case is closest to the collector. The middle wire is the base, and the other wire the emitter. The OC710 has four leads in line, three fairly closely spaced and one with a gap away from the other three. With this gap on the right-hand side, the wires from left to right are emitter, base, screen (gap), collector.

Solder the base of Tr1 to the junction of R1, C1, R2; the emitter to the junction of VC2, RFC1; and the collector to the junction VC1, VC2 and pin 1 on L1. The screen is connected directly to the case.

The emitter of Tr2 is soldered to the case; the base to the positive end of C3 and the junction it makes with R4, R5. The collector is wired directly to the remaining free terminal on SK3.

At this point it is strongly advised that all constructors carefully check the wiring twice! Once against the circuit diagram Fig. 1, and again a second time checking with the wiring diagram shown in Fig. 2.

It is particularly important to check the connections to the transistors as a mistake here might well ruin them.

Also very important is the polarity of the battery. Fitting of this should be left until the very last thing.

—continued on page 513
LOOKING back at this year's Television and Radio Show, the most noticeable thing was its smallness and the ease with which one could walk round the stands. Only part of the ground floor of Earl's Court was occupied by the exhibitors and the few members of the public who came along were turned back—the show being restricted to the trade. Most exhibitors were not in favour of barring the public and, we understand, the general public will be allowed in next year.

In the presence of a selected audience, F. G. McLean, C.B.E., Director of Engineering of the BBC, opened this year's show. He spoke at length on the Corporation's television activities (a summary appeared in last month's issue of our sister journal Practical Television) and also on the BBC's stereo broadcasts.

“At the present time,” he said, “this is limited to a few hours a day from two transmitters in south-east England, but work is in hand to extend these transmissions to other parts of the country. Stereo will probably never be a service of wide popular appeal, but it does appeal to a limited discerning audience and is highly valued by them.”

STEREO BROADCASTING

The BBC plan to extend stereo transmissions to the Midlands using the Sutton Coldfield v.h.f. station in the summer of 1967 and to the North of England a few months later. Further extensions of the service, both in relation to coverage and to the number and character of the stereo programmes transmitted, will be considered in the light of public reaction and of the economic resources available.

In common with many other European radio and television organisations, the BBC use the pilot-tone system to radiate stereophonic sound programmes. This system works quite well and is relatively simple. The left- and right-hand microphone outputs are alternately switched, at a rate of 38,000 times per second, to form a composite audio signal which is then radiated in the usual way. This composite signal is separated at the receiving end by a similar switching process; the switching is kept in synchronism by a pilot-tone, hence the name of the system. The actual frequency of pilot subcarrier is 19kc/s.

In past issues we have given technical details of the pilot-tone system and of associated receiving equipment, and it is hoped to run another series in the future.

Stereo decoders, which are necessary for the reception of the BBC's stereo broadcasts, are now fitted to many v.h.f. tuners and v.h.f. receivers.

SOUND RECEIVERS

A wide selection of sound receivers, ranging from inexpensive, mass-produced transistor portables to sophisticated, multi-waveband models costing £100 or so, were on display. The majority of these receivers employed solid state circuitry and were of a very high quality, both in performance and styling.

The foreign made receivers, if anything, seemed to have the edge on our own models; particularly in regard to styling.

Telefunken exhibited a fine range of receivers which were nicely styled, performed well and had many notable features. The automatic frequency control on their receivers, for example, was extremely effective—having a pull-in of 300kc/s and a pull-out of 400kc/s.

Other features of Telefunken’s car-portables included bandspraying on the short wavebands, remote control and facilities for pre-setting four f.m. stations and one station from one of the other wavebands (LW, MW, SW).

Varactor diodes have been used to pre-set three of the f.m. stations and also in the remote control unit. These devices, which have been in use in industrial and military equipment for some time, are capacity conscious when reversed biased. In fact, with these devices it is possible to change the capacity of a tuned circuit simply by increasing or decreasing the d.c. level.

A novel method of bandspraying the short wavebands is employed by Telefunken on their Model TS101 de luxe car- portable. They have, in fact, strapped a paddler to the inductive f.m. tuner which is separate from the a.m. section thus making it possible to use the whole f.m. scale for fine tuning on the short wavebands. The price is £77 14s. 2d.

Grundig also exhibited a range of quality multi- waveband portables. The latest addition is the Concert Boy transistor portable. This receiver, which covers the usual medium and long wavebands and the v.h.f. band, should be of particular interest to short wave listeners since it additionally covers 5.9 to 16Mc/s in two wavebands. One of these wavebands is devoted to the 49 metre band (5.9 to 6-2Mc/s). The price of this 2-watt receiver is 56 gns.

A receiver with similar coverage, yet much smaller and specifically designed as a car radio was also shown by Grundig. This is claimed to have an output of five watts which should be sufficient for the most discerning motorist. Installation kits, containing a speaker, are available for most motor cars; prices ranging from £11 7s. for the Alfa Romeo 1600 Sprint to 5 gns. for the Wolseley 6/99. The price of the receiver is 49 gns.
Blaupunkt (Blue Spot) had a very fine range of car radios on display, ranging from simple long and medium waveband sets costing about 25 gns. to multiple waveband a.m./f.m. sets costing a good deal more. Short wavebands are included on most of their receivers and to cater for the enthusiast, they offer a short wave adaptour which will work with all the radios in their current range. This costs 18 gns. and covers nine short wavebands: 13, 16, 19, 25, 31, 41, 49, 60 and 90 metres.

One of their car radios, the Köln (79 gns.), is fitted with an electronic station finder which, when operated, hunts the tuning scale to find the next “good reception” station which is then tuned-in just as accurately as with manual tuning. A sensitivity switch is provided so that the “station finder” can either tune-in all stations or those of sufficient strength to ensure good reception during the journey.

Sony, at the other end of the price scale, exhibited two a.m./f.m. car-portables retailing at 29 gns. These Japanese receivers are car radios fitted with a carrying handle and a telescopic aerial and not like their British counterparts which—at a push—can be used in a car. Special car radio brackets containing a power amplifier and fitted with a lock are available for these radios. The external transistor amplifiers work off the car battery and boost the output from about half a watt to three watts: cost 9½ gns. A speaker system containing an eight-ohm unit is also offered for these inexpensive car radios which will operate from 6 or 12 volt, positive or negative supplies.

British manufacturers seem reluctant to add v.h.f. to their portable receivers: one could almost count on the fingers of one hand the number at the show. Our correspondents could not find a British car radio at the show with an f.m., v.h.f. band. Nor could they find a definite reason for this. The foreign manufacturers exhibiting such receivers all claimed that f.m. reception inside a motor car was superior, what is the answer? Could it be that our motorists want pop music, something which at present is not offered by the BBC who have exclusive use of the v.h.f. sound broadcast frequencies.

In Germany and several other countries; v.h.f. services are very popular, but they are not, as in this country, identical in content to those radiated on medium waves.

Monogram Electric: The General Electric Company of the U.S.A. have formed a company, called Monogram Electric, to market a range of G.E. transistor radios, clock radios, record players, radio gramophones and tape recorders in the United Kingdom. The products of the new company exhibited at the show aroused a lot of interest and particularly their range of transistor portables housed in robust ‘military styled’ leather cases. Prices seemed to be competitive, an example being the P720 a.m./f.m. ten transistor portable costing 104 gns. This includes carrying case, batteries and an earphone for personal listening. The address of the Monogram Electric Company is 296 High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Hacker, Roberts, Dynatron, Pye, Ekco, Bush, Murphy, Philips, RGD and all, exhibited a selection of sound receivers. They were all much of a muchness, differing slightly in the facilities offered and in appearance. In fact, they were very much the same as last year.

Stereo f.m. tuners were very much in evidence. The trend here was wood, usually teak especially for the speaker housing. Particularly good, both from aesthetic and technical aspects were the continental units. Loewe Opta offered a typical installation using this Scandi-navian low slimm style suitable for a book shelf set up. The stereo a.m./f.m. tuner/amplifier in one cabinet, with two separate units for the speakers. Saba also preserved this attractive styling and of particular note was their Automatic Stereo, with a remote control unit for armchair tuning and adjustment. Typical claims for the set ups were 10-12 watts per channel with response from 30 c/s to 20 kc/s.

### AUDIO EQUIPMENT

In the tape recorder and hi-fi section there was very little which could be described as new, and certainly no major revolution in technique or design. A walk up Tottenham Court Road and Edgware Road after the show revealed many of the units already well established in dealers’ windows.

Trends indicated that manufacturers were using the slogan “Plane-a Plank-a Wood-a Day”, and teak appeared the firm favourite with walnut and rosewood in hot pursuit. This trend which one could appreciate in speaker cabinets and radio gramophones etc., has now infiltrated into the tape recorder ranks. Even one of the record pick-ups has its tone arm carved from some once-happy tree. The Van Der Molen VR4 was completely clothed in a smart teak cabinet and this extended to the lid too. Also quite marked was the number of tape recorders which preferred to work in an upright position with the tape spools vertical. No manufacturer was able to give any technical reason why this should be so and one can only assume this to be a whim of the tapes themselves.

The use of cassettes was catered for and with the advent of pre-recorded cassettes this could prove popular. The Elizabethan LZ.612 portable mains/battery unit with reech for six cassettes looked and sounded attractive. It also sports a 10n. speaker. Many tape recorders had their tape spools enclosed.

Stereo was well represented—at a price. The Akai X-IV portable with the unique “Cross-field” head had performance specifications representative of a large number. A 15 transistor unit suitable for mono or stereo; 4 track—4 speed; frequency response 171 i.p.s.; 40 c/s—20 kc/s; wow and flutter less than 0·16%. The price to your cheque book—99 gns.

Semiconductors are in, especially the silicon devices, and even the larger units, radio gramophones etc., boasted solid state circuitry. The advertising gimmicks fought for attention, two of the best were—“electronic brain controls perfect recording”, and “deviationless d.c. micro-motor”. Speaker cabinets appeared to be shrinking fast, yet the frequency response from the units remains the same or better, even in the base tones. Motorists will be pleased to know that a stereo cassette loading unit, the size of a small car radio, is available.

Record players varied from cheap and cheerful to polished and pricey. The cheaper models were all much the same and can be seen in most dealers windows. Of note was the Ajax Majestic which offered a stereo record player for 22½ gns.

The Hacker Constellation RG50 stereo claimed attention. Not only was it all transistor, but had a grand total of six speakers. The “high note” speakers being fitted in panels at the side which were pulled out like two square ears when in use.

To sum up the show from the audio point of view, go and hear it yourself. After all, you buy for your ears’ pleasure, let them be the judge.
The portions of the radio frequency spectrum from 300-3,000Mc/s (1m to 10cm) and 3-30 Gc/s are officially known as the Ultra High Frequency (u.h.f.) and Super High Frequency (s.h.f.) bands respectively. However, for the purposes of this article, any frequency greater than 300Mc/s is considered to be u.h.f.

The u.h.f. bands require special techniques which will be discussed briefly, later in this article. Up to 1,000Mc/s, we get the transition away from h.f. and v.h.f. techniques. Up to 3,000Mc/s, microwave techniques are introduced. Above 3,000Mc/s, microwave techniques are used exclusively.

At one time, any amateur who ventured on to u.h.f. was regarded as a pioneer who could expect very few contacts. Three factors have recently changed this.

First, the introduction of the Sound 'B' licence meant that there were now some amateurs who were obliged to go on to the u.h.f. bands to use their own call signs. Also the knowledge that there was now likely to be some activity in this field stimulated other amateurs to become active on these bands. In some areas this effect has avalanched so that a CQ call will nearly always get a reply.

The second factor was the introduction of Bands IV and V (BBC-2) television services. This brought components suitable for operation at frequencies around 1,000Mc/s on to the market at reasonable prices.

Finally, in recent years a considerable amount of government surplus radar equipment has been released and at times units suitable for centimetric transceivers have been offered for a few shillings.

Seven centimetres

The 70cm band is the Sound 'B' licencee's "top band". Although this band is 23Mc/s wide, the majority of transmissions occur in the 2Mc/s wide section from 432-434Mc/s. This section is used internationally for crystal controlled sound transmissions. In Britain there is a band plan for this section, organised by the RSGB. This is similar to the 2m band plan. In some areas this plan is not adhered to, partly due to the low level of activity, partly due to the difficulty of obtaining suitable crystals. The remainder of the band is used for amateur TV transmissions.

Propagation characteristics in this band are very similar to 2 metres except that sporadic 'E' is highly improbable. This is, at present, the most popular band for moonbounce. With tropospheric refraction, QSO's have been held over distances exceeding 1,000 miles.

Twenty-three centimetres

The 23cm band covers the range 1,215-1,325Mc/s, but like 70cm a small section only is used the most. This is in harmonic relationship to the 70cm section. Initially this portion was from 1,296-1,298Mc/s, but activity now extends to 1,300Mc/s in some areas.

There is not a great deal of activity on this band yet, but there is increasing interest in it now that many sound 'B' licensees are looking for a second band to work on. The propagation characteristics are similar to 70cm except that reflection from upper atmosphere ionisation become increasingly unlikely at these frequencies.

12cm and below has little general activity but there are small groups active. Some amateurs are conducting radar experiments on these bands.

Receivers

There are two main types of receiver in use at u.h.f., both employ frequency conversion to a lower frequency. Super-regenerative receivers are not popular, either with amateurs or the authorities.

The first type of receiver uses a crystal controlled local oscillator, with tuned i.f. output, the i.f. tuner being generally a short wave communications receiver. This type of receiver is usually narrow band, with the operating frequencies restricted to 432-434Mc/s. It is...
suitable for DX working, and is essential if c.w. and s.s.b. signals are to be read. Such a receiver is costly in the first instance, the bulk of the cost being, of course, the communications receiver. This type of receiver gives the best performance and is essential if serious DX work is contemplated.

The second type of receiver has a free-running oscillator, and a fixed i.f. which is almost invariably broad band to cover oscillator drift, detection usually taking place at a frequency between 30 and 40 Mc/s. This is undoubtedly the cheapest way to receive 70 cms.

U.H.F. television tuners can be easily modified to tune the whole of the 70 cm band. Surplus valve tuners can be obtained complete for under £2. One of these fitted into a BBC only TV which can be bought in working order for £1 or so provides a complete 70 cm receiver for only £3.

The i.f. output from the tuner is fed directly to the i.f. strip of the TV, which should, of course, have its carrier frequency in the region 34-38 Mc/s. The h.t. and I.T. supplies are taken from the main receiver. Modifications to the tuner consist of connecting a 4.7 pF ceramic capacitor across the larger of the two trimmers on each tuned line. Such a receiver has the advantage of being able to receive sound and vision from amateur television stations, most of whom use the 405 line system. Another advantage of this system lies in the fact that Band IV and Band V sound can still be received, and by monitoring relatively distant stations, DX conditions can be recognised immediately they occur.

The disadvantage of this system is that two stations close to each other in frequency may be heard together, so that any DX may be swamped by local stations. Also, c.w. and s.s.b. signals cannot be read. However DX of several hundred miles has been worked using these receivers.

Because of the high level of mixer noise, most stations usually have at least one stage of r.f. amplification. Since feeder losses are high, the amplifier is sited as near to the aerial as possible. Now that u.h.f. transistors are available giving better performance than valves, at lower prices, the amplifier can be attached to the aerial itself and the d.c. power is sent up the co-axial cable.

### Table I—British Licence Conditions for U.H.F.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70cm</td>
<td>427—450 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23cm</td>
<td>1,215—1,325 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12cm</td>
<td>2,300—2,450 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9cm</td>
<td>3,400—3,750 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5cm</td>
<td>5,650—5,850 Mc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3cm</td>
<td>10—10.5 Gc/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7cm</td>
<td>21—22 Gc/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The maximum allowed d.c. input power to the final stage is 150W. The following modes of modulation are allowed: a.m., s.a.b., d.s.b., n.b.f.m. (for which no GPO morse test has to be taken) and c.w., m.c.w., f.s.k. (for which the morse qualification is necessary).

Pulse modulation techniques can be used on the following bands, provided that the d.c. input power does not exceed 25 kW mean or 2.5 kW peak:—

- 2,350—2,400 Mc/s, 5,700—5,800 Mc/s, 10.05—10.45 Gc/s, 21.15—21.85 Gc/s.

### Table II—RSGB Voluntary Band Plan for 70cm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range (Mc/s)</th>
<th>Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>432:00—432:10</td>
<td>Cornwall, Devon and Somerset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432:10—432:25</td>
<td>Berks, Dorset, Hants., Wilts. and the Channel Is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432:25—432:50</td>
<td>South Wales, Glos., Herefordshire and Wors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432:50—432:70</td>
<td>Kent, Surrey and Sussex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433:30—433:50</td>
<td>North Wales, Cheshire, Salop. and Staffs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433:80—434:00</td>
<td>Scotland, N. Ireland, Isle of Man, Cumbrs., Co. Durham, Northumbs. and Westmorland.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transmitters

For 70 and 23 cm crystal controlled transmitters are used. Many stations use a 2 m transmitter driving a tripler followed by a p.a. for 70 cm, and for 23 cm an additional tripler and p.a. Although quite a few stations operate at powers of 100W or more on 70 cm, very few use more than about 10W on 23 cm. This is due to the non-availability of valves at a reasonable price for the higher frequency.

For the remaining bands, free running oscillators are generally used. Klystrons are often used, feeding the aerial directly. Typical power levels for a Klystron transmitter are:—7W d.c. input for 100 m.w. of r.f. power output. Because of the higher aerial performance obtainable at shorter wavelengths, the equivalent radiated power (e.r.p.) is maintained at a reasonable level.

### Aerials

At 23 cm and 70 cm horizontally polarized Yagi arrays are often used. As the frequency goes higher the tendency is towards the use of paraboloid dishes with either a dipole or a waveguide horn at the focus. The main feature of u.h.f. aerials compared with h.f. aerials is the very directional characteristics. At 70 cm, beam widths of less than 20° are not uncommon, while at 14 cm beam widths of less than 1° are easily obtained. Since u.h.f. aerials are physically small, they can be constructed and erected quite easily, and an impressive aerial farm can be put into a loft.

### Techniques and components

Since the wavelength is small and many components have dimensions an appreciable fraction of a wavelength, there can be voltage and current variations across the component. Also, as the frequency is so high, the time interval is extremely small between successive cycles. Because of this, the time taken for an electron to travel from a cathode to a control grid may be such a large portion of a cycle that the grid can exercise no control on the anode current. As the frequency increases, coils in tuned circuits get smaller and smaller, so that other techniques using standing wave patterns, are developed and used.
In general, the remarks made about components at v.h.f. apply, only in some cases, more so. Ceramic capacitors can be used in signal circuits up to 5Ge/s but above this frequency they are usually air spaced parallel plates. D.C. and a.e. power is brought through screens using feedthrough capacitors which give adequate decoupling. Cavities, lines and waveguides are used in place of coils.

Some conventional valves and transistors will work at the lower frequencies in these bands. Some of these are listed in Tables III, IV and V with the possible application. Special valves such as magnetrons and klystrons have been used for some decades now, but new types of semi-conductor are beginning to displace them for low and medium power work. Silicon diodes were used in microwave work during the second world war. New types of diode such as the varactor diode, and the tunnel diode are achieving prominence, and are now beginning to appear in amateur equipment.

Materials

At high frequencies conduction takes place only in the surface of the conductor. As the frequency rises, this layer becomes thinner. At 432Mc/s it is less than 0.001" thick. This involves careful choice of material and also of component shape. Copper and brass are suitable for frequencies up to 2000Mc/s, above this frequency they must be silver plated. The layer of plating need not exceed 0.001" thick, and is usually satin rather than shiny finish.

Insulators must be non-hydroscopic, otherwise they are too lossy. Glazed ceramic and PTFE are suitable, and where structural strength is not of major importance, the latter is preferable. Whatever materials are used, absolute cleanliness is essential, and finished assemblies should be mechanically rigid.

Operation

T-R switches for u.h.f. have to use co-axial relays in the aerial circuit, but these can present major difficulties, especially at frequencies above 1000Mc/s. There are commercial T-R units capable of operation in any of the amateur bands, but these are extremely expensive. The simplest method of T-R operation is to plug the aerial lead into whichever unit is in use. This does not lead to slick working, and precludes the use of a mast head amplifier. A popular method is to use two aerials, one for receiving, the other for transmitting, and changeover is reduced to single switch (the transmitter h.t. supply) operation. One interesting feature of this type of operation is that duplex working is possible in a band if there is sufficient separation between one's own frequency and that of the station being worked.

Where waveguide techniques are used, and klystrons provide the power, the transmitter is also used as the receiver local oscillator, thus allowing duplex operation with a single aerial.

Activity

On these bands, portable operation is popular, where a complete station is set up on high ground with a good outlook towards areas of high activity.

Since the number of signals that can be received under normal conditions at most stations is small compared with, say, 20m. or 80m., activity tends to be concentrated on "activity nights". These vary in different areas. Monday night is activity night in the Home Counties, Wednesday night in the West Riding area, and Thursday night in the Birmingham area. Saturday night is the general activity night.

Other times of high activity are during contests, details of which are published by the RSGB.
TABLE IV—VALVES USEFUL FOR U.H.F. TRANSMISSION

RECEIVING VALVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maker's No.</th>
<th>CV No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>R.F. output power (W)</th>
<th>Equivalents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2521</td>
<td>2453</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B9A</td>
<td>2 at 70cm 1 at 23cm</td>
<td>A2744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>E86C, 6CM4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF95</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>B7G</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E88C, 8DL4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC86</td>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B9A</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>6AK5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AF4A</td>
<td>5074</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AM4</td>
<td>5073</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6J6</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>B7G</td>
<td>2(PP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AT7</td>
<td>455</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSMITTING VALVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maker's No.</th>
<th>CV No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>R.F. output power (W)</th>
<th>Equivalents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DET22</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>DST</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 at 70cm 2 at 23cm 1 at 12cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DET29</td>
<td>2397</td>
<td>DBT</td>
<td>B9A</td>
<td>4 3 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOV02-6</td>
<td>2466</td>
<td>DBT</td>
<td>B7A</td>
<td>6(PP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOV03-20A</td>
<td>2799</td>
<td>DBT</td>
<td>B7A</td>
<td>30(PP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOV06-40A</td>
<td>2797</td>
<td>DBT</td>
<td></td>
<td>60(PP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C39A</td>
<td>2516</td>
<td>DST</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 20 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4X150A</td>
<td>2519</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td>B8F</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE V—TRANSISTORS SUITABLE FOR USE AT U.H.F.

AS AMPLIFIERS OR MIXERS IN RECEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Highest frequency band for use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF139</td>
<td>Ge p-n-p</td>
<td>70cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFY34</td>
<td></td>
<td>9cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM0290</td>
<td></td>
<td>23cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N917</td>
<td>Si n-p-n</td>
<td>70cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N918</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS OUTPUT STAGES IN TRANSMITTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power output at 70cm (Watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASZ21</td>
<td>Ge p-n-p</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSX12</td>
<td>Si n-p-n</td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSX26</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSX27</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSX28</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSX29</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSX35</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N709</td>
<td>Si n-p-n</td>
<td>0-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N2475</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N2938</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3261</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3373</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3375</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Ge—Germanium, Si—Silicon. Most transistors can be used as oscillators or frequency multipliers or power amplifiers at frequencies six times or higher their transit frequencies (f_t) up to a limit of about 2.5Gc/s.

Conclusions

The u.h.f. bands present certain technical problems, but these can quite easily be overcome. Maximum performance, particularly for receivers, can be very expensive, but on the other hand, equipment for local working can be very cheap indeed.

There is an enormous bandwidth available to the amateur on u.h.f., he has over 2,000Mc/s he can use. This huge spectrum space coupled with the relatively short working distances and highly directional aerial systems, means that the u.h.f. bands are unlikely ever to become congested.
ONE of the biggest problems facing the amateur constructor is making the finished article look professional. There are now many types of knob available in various sizes, shapes and colours, and many units can be improved merely by purchasing a matching set.

However, there still remains the problem of labelling these knobs in order to indicate their function and, more often than not of finding a suitable dial. If a ready made dial is purchased it will probably be marked 0—180 or 0—100 and in order to calibrate this it is necessary to draw an accompanying graph to convert dial reading to frequency, etc.

Labelling the control knobs is made somewhat easier by the various transfers available, but the snag here is that often the particular word required is either not on the sheet or has already been used. If the “individual letter” type of transfers are used they can be very awkward to handle, often resulting in a rather fiddling job to fix each letter separately, getting it in line with the other letters and ensuring constant spacing.

Shading is also possible, and some artists use scraperboard to produce some very fine results. Since the price of a small packet is very low, readers might like to purchase some and try their hand, with the safe knowledge that if by chance their efforts do not prove entirely satisfactory, then the cash lost is very small. Also, since a scraping nib is provided with each packet, there is no extra expense wasted on special scribers and tools.

Scraperboard is sold in various sizes, a very convenient one to start with is a 2s. 6d. packet. This contains three sheets of black board, each 41 x 5½ in. Also included is a sheet of white board suitable for use with Indian ink. Larger sizes are available up to 24 x 19 in.

**Dials...**

The dial on a receiver can often make or mar the appearance of the finished unit. An example of a dial using scraperboard can be seen at the top of this page. The making of such a dial is quite simple but requires patience and cannot be rushed.

Adjust a pair of compasses to the correct radius of the dial required. Draw or scribe a line to form a base line. Slick the pivot point of the compasses in the centre of the base line and carefully scribe a semicircle, or a complete circle if the dial is to cover 360°. To mark the calibration lines first mark their position carefully around the semicircle with the point of a sharp pencil. This can be divided up accurately with the aid of a protractor and a rule. When this preliminary calibration is complete, insert the point of the compasses back into the central hole, this gives a firm edge against which the ruler is placed. The other end of the ruler is lined up with the appropriate calibration mark and a line scraped with a sharp point. The preliminary pencil marks should be made very lightly as a sharp pencil point can quite easily act as a scraper.

Other semicircles for the various wavebands, etc. are made by reducing the spacing between the compass points to suit and repeating the process outlined above.

If the dial is required to calibrate an oscillator,
then it is best to mark an inside semicircle 0–180° and use the outside semicircle as the calibrated dial. This suggestion is for two reasons. It is always useful to have an extra dial available for calibration marks which can be made without marking the main dial. Secondly, the outside semicircle will be the larger of the two and the calibration points will be further apart and easier to read.

To calibrate, the dial is fixed or held lightly in position and the calibration marks made lightly with a sharp pencil. The dial may then be removed and the marks scraped. After this the dial is held in position and the calibration checked at either end of the scale. When all is correct the dial is fixed permanently.

Small dials and plates for volume controls, i.f. gain, etc., are made in exactly the same way except that they are usually marked 0–10. As will be appreciated any division is possible on the dial to suit the whim of the constructor. Heavy pressure may be used for the main divisions with light pressure and therefore finer lines for the intermediate points.

### Labels...

The labelling or lettering is quite easy, although it does help if the person is artistic, and particularly if he is the possessor of a steady hand.

The technique is the same as for dials. The exact size of the label is ruled very lightly in pencil. Next, the lettering or wording is drawn in very lightly with a very sharp pencil. It is best to subdivide the area of the label into equal sections, the same number of divisions as there are letters in the word required. This is a great help in ensuring equal spacing and consistency in the size of the letters. Before commencing with the lettering on the actual label itself it is a good idea to devote a small piece of the scraperboard for a trial run.

It is important not to attempt making scraperboard dials or labels immediately after doing any heavy work which requires any great physical effort. This is because the hands have a definite tendency to tremble and working with a fine point is almost impossible. Try half an hour’s gardening with a spade and see for yourself. The writer made this very mistake, and the first attempts looked suspiciously like the work of a drunken spider! A ruler may be used to advantage for capital letters ensuring a good clean straight edge.

An extremely useful tool for very fine lettering and thin divisions on a dial is a large needle. The writer claims some success with the sharp point of a pair of compasses. These are not the easiest of things to hold, but most readers should have no trouble in purchasing a packet of needles of varying sizes and fitting them into a small wooden handle, probably dowelling around ½ inch in diameter would suit ideally.

This method opens up new horizons for the home constructor. For instance it is not necessary to be bound by lettering. A loudspeaker socket can be marked with the whole word, or just I.S. or the symbol used in circuit diagrams can be drawn in. On oscilloscopes the square, sine, or sawtooth waveform can be actually drawn on the label. In the case of a square or sawtooth wave this is extremely easy with the aid of a ruler. A sine wave is more difficult unless a flexible curve is available.

The board will take white Letraset and is a possibility for those who prefer to make and calibrate a dial to exactly suit their requirements, yet feel unable to “scratch” the letters sufficiently neatly.

The finished board is easily accidentally scuffed or scratched and to prevent this it is strongly recommended that the finished work be sprayed with clear varnish. Aerosols of clear varnish are easily obtainable from most artists’ supply shops and large stationers. Two thin coats are usually sufficient. The finished article may be held in position by ordinary glue and almost any adhesive is suitable. Only a thin even coat is necessary but ensure that no adhesive gets on to the front. Scraperboard should be cut with a razor blade on a flat surface, scissors tend to crack it. If the board is accidentally cracked or scratched, then it is possible to repair the damage by painting the scratch sparingly with Indian ink.

For custom built dials and labels scraperboard is hard to beat. For just 2s. 6d. you can prove it for yourself.
CONVERTING THE RI392

THE 62H is the Navy version of the R.A.F. RI392, the main differences being their intermediate frequencies of 9-72 and 4-86Mc/s respectively. Their range is 95-150Mc/s, however the oscillator is controlled by a crystal which means for every receiving channel a separate crystal is required. The formula for calculating the correct crystal frequency is given as

\[ f_{\text{xtal}} = f_{\text{signal}} \times \text{I.F. Mc/s}. \]

Even if one could stock all the appropriate crystals for every channel between 95-150Mc/s, it would be awkward to tune over the band. The modification described in Practical Wireless July 1960 enabling the whole frequency range to be covered without crystals was carried out and it worked well. But for use as a 2 metre receiver it was far from adequate, the 2 metre band only being spread across a few millimetres of dial. It was decided to modify the receiver to enable 2 metres (144-146Mc/s) to be spread across the whole dial. Various attempts were made to modify the oscillator further, but it was found more satisfactory to construct a new oscillator using only one valve.

New Oscillator

The three-valve oscillator unit was completely removed leaving a hole in the front panel and three square holes in the mains chassis providing ample space for the new oscillator and a mains power supply.

The circuit of the new oscillator is shown in figure 1. The first section of the 12AT7 tunes around 70Mc/s and section doubles it to around 140Mc/s. The frequency of the oscillator will depend on whether the i.f. is 4-86Mc/s (RI392) or 9-72Mc/s (62H). The use of a grid dip meter to check the frequency of the oscillator is invaluable, though not essential. With VC2 fully meshed (i.e. at maximum capacity), VC1 is adjusted to resonate the circuit at 69-97Mc/s for the RI392 and at 67-14Mc/s for the 62H. VC3 is adjusted for resonance at 140Mc/s for the RI392 and 135Mc/s for the 62H. The output from the oscillator is taken via C68 (3-3pF) to the grid of the mixer (V3). This connection is easy to find as when the old oscillator unit is removed a small connection to V3 is revealed on the side of the r.f. amplifier unit. Since C68 is already contained in the mixer unit, it is only necessary to connect a short rigid wire from pin 1 of the 12AT7 to this terminal. The ball drive and dial were removed from the old unit and the lugs off the ball drive were fixed to a metal plate (with suitable hole for spindle) and this was bolted behind the front panel thus the tuning control was in its original position. A flexible coupler was fitted to the spindle of the ball drive via a rod to the spindle of VC1.

Construction

The oscillator was constructed on a rigid chassis as shown in figure 3. It must be emphasized that all wiring be done with thick wire all connections rigid and short.

The power supply is shown in figure 2, this was mounted under the chassis where there is ample room. The voltage regulator (OA2) provides 150 volts stabilized for the oscillator, the value of R5 was about 2KΩ this may need some adjustment if the neon does not strike. It should be noted that H.T. negative is not connected to earth, but to pin 9 of the power socket at the rear of the receiver which is then earthed via R67 (680Ω) to provide bias for the A.V.C. The smoothing condenser (C6) should be of the type having an insulated can. A small panel light was mounted in the circular hole where the crystal retaining dip was. The on/off switch was mounted on a small paxalin sheet and bolted to the front panel where the crystal socket was.

Before carrying out any modifications it is advisable to make sure that the receiver is working in its original state. This may be done by simply using a crystal and receiving a signal from a generator. Or by making up the equivalent circuit of a crystal. This could be done

![Fig. 1: (left) Circuit of new oscillator.](image)

![Fig. 2: (above) Circuit of new power supply.](image)
by winding some 24 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire on a ½in. former 2½ inches long and connecting this across a 150pF tuning capacitor, this then being plugged in the crystal socket. Set the meter switch to “tune Osc” set “Tune Osc” and “Tune Sig” to the desired frequency, now tune the 150pF capacitor until there is a dip in the meter. The receiver should now be functioning on that frequency.

The R.F. stages are tuned by the “Tune Signal” control for maximum noise or minimum “Tune Signal” current.

The power supply connections are shown in figure 4, the potentiometer near this plug is a noise limiter. Although effective on some ignition interference it also attenuates weak signals, and it is therefore advisable to put this control fully anti-clockwise.

A list of the original valves and their functions are given in the table. Their commercial equivalents are given in brackets after each type. Although by no means the ultimate in 2 metre reception, this unit provides a cheap means of getting going on 2 metres.

---

**Components List**

**The Oscillator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>2.2kΩ 3/4W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>22kΩ 3/4W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>2.2kΩ 3/4W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>220kΩ 3/4W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>2kΩ 1W (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1000pF ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>47pF ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1000pF ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>47pF ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>12AT7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>OA2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>VC3 8pF trimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Three turns of 16 s.w.g. copper wire, ½in. dia., ½in. long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Three turns of 18 s.w.g. copper wire, ½in. dia., ½in. long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC</td>
<td>40in. of 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire close-wound on a 3/16in. former.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V15</td>
<td>690Ω (or similar) silicon rectifiers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V14</td>
<td>VC1 30pF trimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V13</td>
<td>VC2 10-10pF split-stator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10</td>
<td>1000pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9</td>
<td>1000pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>1000pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>1000pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>32-32µF 350V d.c. electrolytic, with isolated can.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1A fuse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>150mA fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>6V panel-mounting lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1</td>
<td>and SR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Mains transformer, 250-0-250V at 80mA and 6-3V at 4A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**R1392 Valve Functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valve</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>1st r.f. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>2nd r.f. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Mixer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Crystal oscillator/treiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Frequency multiplier (crystal frequency ×18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V6</td>
<td>Buffer amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V7</td>
<td>1st i.f. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V8</td>
<td>2nd i.f. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>3rd i.f. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V10</td>
<td>Beat frequency oscillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11</td>
<td>Detector/a.f. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V12</td>
<td>A.G.C. rectifier/d.c. amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V13</td>
<td>Audio output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V14</td>
<td>Pulse interference limiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V15</td>
<td>Muting valve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A list of the original valves and their functions are given in the table. Their commercial equivalents are given in brackets after each type.

Although by no means the ultimate in 2 metre reception, this unit provides a cheap means of getting going on 2 metres.
Representing Electronics

My colleagues and I in the Ministry of Defence feel that we are poorly represented in the political sphere. There are too many staff associations dividing the electronics profession internally. Our field is an exciting, new world so why should it be marred by attitudes which are as old as the Preston Guilds? New skills are evolving and new representational groups should be formed to cope with them.

At work, we have formed a steering committee to look into the possibility of forming one staff association which will embrace everyone working in the electronics field. What we need to know initially, is what our contemporaries feel about this proposal. At this early stage, good ideas are worth more than gold. If you or any of your readers are interested and want to find out more about this scheme, we look forward to hearing from you, and receiving your points of view. We shall endeavour to answer your questions and give fuller details.

E. C. Jennings.

Flat No. 4, 24 Aigburth Drive, Liverpool 17.

Old Radio Mags Wanted

If any readers have radio magazines or books dating back to the twenties, they would be very much appreciated, as we are trying to create a museum of old sets at our local Radio Society’s clubroom.

Crystal or bright-emitter valve sets are also being collected, but most of these have probably already gone into the dustbin.

Postage paid, or we will try to arrange collection.

Douglas S. Byrne, G3KPO.
Hon. Secretary,
Peterborough Amateur Radio Society.
Jersey House, Eye, Peterborough.

Sell or Loan

Sir, I would be grateful if any reader could sell or loan me...

...the April and May 1966 issues of Practical Wireless.—Puran Singh, c/o Control Room, All India Radio, Lucknow, U.P., India.

...details on the Geiger tube CV 2147 also any relevant circuits or other details.—J. S. M. Whitaker, Suetts Farm, Bishops Waltham, Hampshire.

...a suitable circuit for a 20m converter “outboard oscillator”.—Noel Evans, Killyberry, Castledawson, Co. Derry, N. Ireland.

...the characteristics and base diagram of the Mazda valve ME41 which is a magic eye with an International Octal base.—John Ellis, Treflan, Llanrug, Caernarvon, North Wales.

Grundig (GB) Ltd., announce the AS40 car radio. It has long, medium and short wave (49 metre bandspread) and v.h.f. wavebands with an efficient switchable a.f.c. circuit ensuring crystal clear reception on v.h.f. Waveband selection is by simple press-button control and a speech/music control is also provided. It can be powered by either a 6V or 12V car battery and is fitted with a lead for connection of multiple loudspeakers.

Transistors used are 2 x AF106, 3 x AF185, AF121, AF126, 2 x BSY80b and 2 x AD156. Current consumption is 80mA at no signal and measured at 7V is 1.4A at 5W output. Dimensions are 7½ x 6½ x 2½in, and the price is 46 guineas plus PT surcharge of 13s. 4d. The car mounting kit is an extra.

RADIO HONG KONG MOVE

Between now and January 1st 1968, Radio Hong Kong’s medium wave transmitting station at Hung Hom in Kowloon, will be moved to Smuggler’s Ridge in the New Territories.

The Hung Hom site is required for the development of access roads to the projected cross-harbour tunnel linking Kowloon and Hong Kong Island. It is hoped that testing of the new station will begin in October next year.

MILITARY RADAR AT FARNBOROUGH

This mobile Marconi radar system was on show to the public at the Farnborough Air Show. It can be employed in early warning or air traffic control applications. Fully mobile and designed to travel across rough country, the system can be fully operational within two hours of arriving at an unprepared site. It combines both surveillance and height finding radar, controlled from a central, mobile operations vehicle. Photograph shows the surveillance radar unit being prepared for action.
...COMMENT

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EXHIBITION

Don’t forget that the “Hobbies Exhibition” opens on the 26th October at Seymour Hall, Seymour Place, London W.1. This is perhaps the only real show for the amateur that takes place in the South and is well worth the 3s. admission fee. The show runs for four days and is open to the public from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

CABINET BY DESIGN FURNITURE LTD.

At the beginning of the year, Design Furniture Ltd., Calthorpe Manor, Banbury, Oxon, ran a competition for the design of hi-fi equipment cabinets. From the results of that competition their own design team has evolved this new compact cabinet measuring 36½ x 27½ x 18⅞ in. Designated the ECQ 18, it will accommodate the majority of popular hi-fi equipment. The motor board and amplifier top are interchangeable from left hand to right hand and can be mounted in any position—flat, stepped or sloped.

RADIO SHOW ATTENDANCE

Almost 23,000 retailers, wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers representatives and others connected with the trade, attended the 1966 Television and Radio Show at Earls Court. The majority of exhibitors appear to be in favour of opening the TV and Radio 1967 Exhibition to the public with perhaps three or four days exclusive to the trade. A definite decision will be made known following consultations with the industry.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

At Hendon College of Technology, The Burroughs, Hendon, London, N.W.4, “Transistors and Transistor Circuit Design”—17 lectures on Wednesdays, commencing 12th October. The fee is 4 guineas and the content is basic theory of semiconductors and semiconductor devices, design of circuits incorporating semiconductors and recent developments in semiconductor design.

“High Fidelity Sound Reproduction”—9 lectures on Wednesdays commencing 12th October. The fee is £2 5e, and the content is frequency modulation, tape recorders, turntables and pick-ups, amplifiers, loudspeakers, room acoustics, stereo and recording techniques. Lectures are from 7—9 p.m.

Broadcast Band Interference

D. Mugford, in his letter in the July issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS claims that certain stations in the Communist countries cause “deliberate interference” by using 98% of all the available channels from 16m—75m. He mentions among others, Radio Moscow, Radio Berlin International and Radio Prague.

I think it would be advantageous to compare the abovementioned stations with three Western stations—The Voice of America, Deutsche Welle (West Germany) and the BBC—on a factual basis. As sources of information, I have used the 1966 “World Radio and TV Handbook” and the thirteenth edition of the Wireless World publication “Guide to Broadcasting Stations”, in an attempt to reach as high a degree of accuracy as possible. The following figures refer to the most commonly used short wave bands, those in the range 11—50 m.


The above figures include the relays abroad as used by the Western stations. Stations in Communist countries do not use such relays.

The only station that Mr. Mugford mentions which is listed in the abovementioned sources as having transmitters on an amateur band is Radio Peking (on the 40m band). Other stations which broadcast in this band include Radio Karachi, Radio Jeddah (Saudi Arabia) and Radio Cairo. This practice is certainly to be condemned but I feel that many of Mr. Mugford’s charges are unjustified. I trust that they have no political slant; our hobby after all, should be used to increase the understanding between the peoples of the world.

B. Young. Banffshire, Scotland.

Correspondent Wanted

I would like to correspond with anyone of my own age (13) who is interested in radio and electronics. I have made many transistor radios and am now making a modified version of the Ten-Five.

J. Davies. 26 Wyburns Avenue, Rayleigh, Essex.
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This transmitter was built originally to be used at a /A location on 80 metre phone.

Figs. 1 and 4 show the r.f. and modulator. V1 is the v.f.o., V2 a buffer-amplifier, driving V3, which normally runs with about 10 watts input. V4 is a high gain double triode, V5 and V6 being the push-pull modulators, giving anode and screen modulation of V3.

It is probably easier to construct the transmitter stage by stage, checking the sections when finished. The chassis is 7 x 4 x 22 in. deep, and the panel is 7 x 5 in. Valveholder and other large holes should be cut before mounting any components. Fig. 2 shows where items are placed, and a number of % in. or % in. holes should also be made for ventilation.

The v.f.o. in Fig. 1 tunes 1-75-1-9 Mc/s for doubling into the 3-5-3-8 Mc/s band. A 100V to 150V supply is used. When the “V.F.O. On” switch Sx is closed, the v.f.o. only is operating, and can be picked up by the receiver, so that the transmitter frequency can be adjusted to net on another transmission, or to fall in an unoccupied channel. Section S1 of the transmit/receive switch applies h.t. to the v.f.o. in the transmit position.

By using 1% capacitors, suitable coverage is obtained without trimming. L1 is a miniature dust-cored medium wave aerial coil, with the coupling section removed. Adjustment of the core allows 1-75-1-9 Mc/s to be covered, or 1-8-2-0 Mc/s, if top band is required instead. R.F.C.1 is a miniature transistor type wire ended r.f. choke as used in medium and long wave receivers. To save space, no reduction drive is used with VC1. This capacitor must be free from wobble and should employ a large knob, with pointer or indicating mark.

Wiring must be rigid. It is best to omit the screen in Fig. 2 until construction is otherwise completed. Adjust L1 core until the v.f.o. tunes 1-75-1-9 Mc/s, and check with the receiver at twice frequency through the 3-5-3-8 Mc/s band. This will make sure the core is not too far in, so that the v.f.o. is tuning about 1-16-1-26 Mc/s in error.

---

**Fig. 1: Circuit of the r.f. section.**
The Avo Multiminor Mk4 is the latest version of this well-proven multi-range measuring instrument. Designed and assembled to high standards of reliability, the Avo Multiminor offers simple yet instant range selection with a single rotary switch. There is only one pair of sockets for all measurements, and the scale plate is clearly marked for easy reading.

Accuracy is within the limits laid down in B.S.S. 89/1954 for up to 3½" scale length industrial portable instruments.

Panclimatic construction enables the Multiminor to be used in all types of climatic conditions. The instrument is supplied in an attractive black carrying case, complete with interchangeable test prods and clips, and a multi-language instruction booklet.

Write for full details.

AVO LIMITED AVOCET HOUSE · DOVER · KENT Telephone: Dover 2626
ADAMIN
THERMAL STRIPPER

FOR PTFE INSULATION
FOR PVC INSULATION

The new ADAMIN thermal wire strippers allow one-handed operation, using a simple tweezer action. They strip coverings of up to about 5/32 inch diameter with absolutely no risk of damaging the conductors.

FOR PTFE INSULATION
use Model 2B24 (illustrated), available for 24 volts only.
and similar low temperatures materials.

FOR PVC INSULATION
use Model 2B6, available for 12 or 24 volts.

LITESOLD TRANSFORMERS permit safe operation from any mains power point.
Free details of the whole wide range of ADAMIN and LITESOLD soldering equipment in brochure SP10.
LITE SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD., 28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey. Telephone: CRO 8589 & 4559

HOME RADIO (Mitcham) LTD 187 LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY Phone MIT 3282

IF YOU ARE LOOKING for the UNUSUAL

...you may find it in our Catalogue. The number of times we hear a customer say “I have been searching everywhere for one of these” leads us to believe that many items which to us are quite standard, may be unusual to many of our customers.

P.S. We hasten to add that the last two-headed elephant has been sold* but we still have left some excellent catalogues consisting of 218 pages, plus a 21-page supplement, 6000 items (over 1000 illustrated). Don’t hesitate, send off the coupon and 9/- P.O. or cheque today. Every catalogue contains 5 coupons, each worth a 1/- if used as directed.

*To a politician who wasn’t sure which way to go.

A CUSTOMER OF OURS seeing this advertisement said, “Find me a UX5 valve holder and I will believe you stock double headed elephants”. WE SENT HIM ONE BY RETURN OF POST!

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals
NAME
ADDRESS

HOME RADIO LTD., Dept. P.W., 187 LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM SURREY
Final calibration can be made when all construction is finished. For exact calibration, a 100kc/s crystal marker is handy. If 1-8-2.0Mc/s is in view, a 150pF or 140pF capacitor is recommended, and a few plates can be taken off to achieve a suitable band coverage.

When coverage is satisfactory, and construction finished, seal the core of L1.

**Buffer**

The buffer/doubler V2 has a broad-banded coil L2, resonant at 3-65Mc/s. This consists of 54 turns of 32 s.w.g. enamelled wire, pile wound on a 1 in. diameter cored former. The coil is fixed to a bracket bolted to the chassis.

The coverage of L2 can be checked with a wavemeter. Apply h.t. to V1 and V2, and with the v.f.o. set at about the middle of the band adjust the core of L2 until maximum indication is obtained with the wavemeter tuned to 3-65Mc/s. Alternatively, a grid dip oscillator can be used to tune L2, with no h.t. applied. Check that resonance here actually is in the 3-5-3.8Mc/s band, and not around 1-75-1.9Mc/s.

If the transmitter is to be used for 1-8-2.0Mc/s, L2 should be removed, and a 2.5mH short wave r.f. choke wired in its place.

**Power Amplifier**

A check for grid current is made by inserting a meter at X, before h.t. is applied. Take meter positive to the chassis. R5 is connected to the chassis at the rear tag strip, (Fig. 3), so that this test is easily carried out.

Grid current should be 2mA to 3mA over the band. In the transmitter described, grid current was 2.8mA at the centre of the band, falling to about 2.6mA at the band edges. If L2 has not been adjusted, rotate the core for maximum grid current at 3-65Mc/s. It was found that considerable control over the grid current at X was obtained by changing the value of R4. Reduce R4 to increase grid current, but note that the 6AM6 maximum screen grid ratings are 0-8W dissipation and 275V.

The anode lead of V3 must pass immediately through to the top of the chassis. VC2 is an Eddystone 600V variable capacitor, but a non-midget receiver type capacitor can be tried. A higher maximum capacity here could be of advantage. VC3 needs to be of compact type, and may be 2 x 400pF, 2 x 500pF, or anything similar.

Winding details for L3 are 40 turns of 26 s.w.g. d.c.c. close wound on a 1 in. dia. former. R.F.C.2 stands vertically and is supported by stiff leads.

A standard size meter was fitted but one of the popular midget meters, easily obtainable, would be better as there is not much space. The actual maximum input is about 40mA, so a 100mA instrument is convenient.

Section S2 of the i/r switch applies h.t. to the buffer, modulator, and p.a. Switch section S3 transfers the aerial from receiver to transmitter, as required.

The completed r.f. section can be tested by connecting a 25watt 240V or similar household lamp across VC3. With VC3 closed, adjust VC2 for minimum anode current, as shown by the panel meter. The input
will be quite small, and is increased by opening VC3, at the same time closing VC2 slightly, so that VC2 is always tuned for minimum current. Continue this procedure for 30mA to 40mA or so anode current, when the 25W lamp should light with moderate brightness. Check that suitable grid current is being obtained. The meter can then be removed and the lead from R5 is soldered to the chassis tag.

For top band, L3 can be about 85 turns. Input on top band should not exceed 10 watts and with 275V at the anode of V3, current may be about 35mA. This limit is not present with the 80m band, so an increased input is possible. An input in excess of 15 watts, or 50mA at 300V, is not recommended as this would exceed the valve rating.

Audio Amplifier

This was arranged for adequate modulation with fairly close talking to a popular crystal microphone, and no audio gain control is included. R9 could be a 1MΩ potentiometer, with pin 2 of V4 taken to the slider. C13 is an r.f. by-pass capacitor, and C14 is fairly small to lift the upper frequencies.

For simplicity and gain, a transformer is used for phase-splitting. Various push-pull driver transformers may be obtained. The transformer listed does not have a tapped secondary, but is easily obtained. If a transformer with a tapped secondary is to hand, omit R12 and R13 and connect the centre-tap to chassis.

The cathode bias resistor R14 is somewhat higher in value than usual, because the 2 x 6BW6’s can provide much more audio than actually needed, and more bias results in some h.t. economy. Specified operating conditions with a 250V supply permit 9W output, or 12W with a 285V supply. If an increase in gain should be wanted, R14 can be reduced somewhat so that the valves work more nearly in Class A and require less drive. R11 may also be shunted by 25µF capacitor.

The modulating impedance of V3 is around 5,000Ω, and the optimum load for V5 and V6 around 8,000Ω, anode-to-anode. In view of the high cost of modulation transformers, it was decided to fit the nearest easily obtainable substitute. This is a 60-75mA 250-0-250V mains transformer, with the centre tap going to h.t. positive, and 250V tags to anodes. The mains winding (primary) is employed as the secondary. The actual overall ratio is thus about 2 : 1. A Woden UMO would allow more exact matching. In tests made by a diode detector feeding into a tape recorder, it was almost impossible to find any difference in the quality of transmission, when connections were transferred from the mains transformer to a modulation transformer.

Transmitter Operating

This follows the normal procedure. Tune the v.f.o. to the required frequency by closing the v.f.o. switch Sx. Then open Sx and turn the transmit-receive switch to transmit, to tune the p.a.

Loading into an aerial always commences with VC3 closed, in the manner described for the lamp test. The pi network will operate directly into many aerials. On other occasions it may be necessary to load the aerial, employ a tuner, or adopt one of the other usual methods of coupling.

Power Pack

A power pack supplying about 100mA at 250V could be used, if to hand. If the pack is to be constructed, it is better to have in view 150-200mA at 300V, to obtain 275V or so on the p.a. anode. The circuit in Fig. 5 will maintain an output near 300V with a drain of about 50mA to 150mA. A voltage regulated supply for the v.f.o. is not essential, provided the v.f.o. receives about 100-150V from a supply point decoupled by a 8µF or 16µF capacitor.
TELEVISION AERIAL for fringe area B2C

750mW TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER

5 transistors including two in push-pull input stage, for maximum output power. The whole unit is transistorised and silicon-encapsulated for long life. Price includes P. & P. -10/-.

INFRA-RED HEATERS

Make up one of these latest type heaters. Ideal for bedrooms, etc. Simple - to- make from your-own- end-use instructions. Includes silicon-encapsulated elements for the correct infra-red wavelength (6 mm). Price includes P. & P. -25/-.

ELECTRIC BLANKET OUTFIT


This MONTH'S SNIP

Your opportunity to metal-dicker strip lighting at a special - price, this month only. The strip light is a transformer suitable for use in 30, 40, 50 watt tube or 25, 30 watt soapstone. This time the special snip price is only £15, but be sure to get the complete kit! This means a transformer plus a set of lights from a leading electrical store.

GARRARD AUTO RECORD PLAYER Model 200

This is one of the latest products of the World's most experienced maker of record turntables. It's a precision instrument for those who want the very best. The tone arm is a precision device and the pickup is a high-quality needle. This model is fully transistorised and includes automatic tone arm return, remote control, and a built-in amplifier. Price includes P. & P. -200/-.

ADJUSTABLE TIMER & DELAY MECHANISM

This is a simple American made unit designed for precision. The time interval is adjustable up to 60 minutes. The delay period can be set anywhere from five minutes to one hour. The unit is for wall mounting and includes complete instructions. Price includes P. & P. -10/6.

SUPERTONE G. C. V.

Save you work - it's partly built.

Like its predecessors this latest comparison model is built with a view to giving the maximum performance. It is built using high-quality components, and includes a high-quality tone arm and cartridge. This model is fully transistorised and includes automatic tone arm return, remote control, and a built-in amplifier. Price includes P. & P. -200/-.

DEAC RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

These nickel cadmium cells are suitable for use in all types of equipment such as radios, record players, etc. They are rechargeable and can be recharged at the same time as they are being used. Price includes P. & P. -15/6.

SPECIAL BARGAIN

Special set for amplifier or for output stage compressor GUMID and match pair OUG only 12/- each.

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON) LIMITED

102/3 TAMWORTH ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. West Croydon Station)
The New 'Picture-Book' way of learning

BASIC ELECTRICITY (5 vols.)

You'll find it easy to learn with this outstandingly successful new pictorial method—the essential facts are explained in the simplest language, one at a time, and each is illustrated by an accurate cartoon-type drawing.

The books are based on the latest research into simplified learning techniques. This has proved that the Pictorial Approach to learning is the quickest and soundest way of gaining mastery over these subjects.

TO SELRAY BOOK CO.
60 HAYES HILL, HAYES, BROMLEY, KENT

Please send me Without Obligation to Purchase, Basic Electricity/Basic Electronics by an accurate cartoon-type drawing. over these subjects.

NAME

Signature

ADDRESS

POST NOW FOR THIS OFFER!!

Richard Allan
HIGH FIDELITY Module

SPECSIFICATION—Base Unit: Natural resonance 60 c.p.s., Flux density 4,000 Gauss. Total flux 5,000,000 Gauss. Overall: Height 12 in. (28 cm), Width 6 in. (15 cm), Depth 4 cm. Weight 6 lb. (2.7 kg). Power handling 16 watts in recommended enclosure, Impedance 8, 4 or 8 ohms.

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
The unit is a compact and self contained loudspeaker system which only needs to be fitted into a simple cabinet of the recommended design to produce a high fidelity loudspeaker of the highest quality.

The unit consists of a 1\text{\texttextsuperscript{st}} bass unit, 1\text{\texttextsuperscript{st}} tweeter and crossover network mounted on a duralumin plate which forms the front panel of the complete enclosure.

The method of assembly of the module is unique in that the cone and synthetic rubber surround of the bass unit are mounted directly on to the duralumin front panel and the ceramic magnet is supported on suitably machined pillars attached to the panel. The conventional chassis with all its disadvantages is thus eliminated.

The tweeter is a special version of the 60-97 unit with a doped cambium surround and extremely tight suspension system.

The crossover network is a five element circuit using ferrite cored inductors and reversible electrolytic capacitors mounted on a printed circuit board.

Free constructional details of the recommended cabinet are readily available from us.

Price £8 plus £1.83 tax

For further details contact: RICHARD ALLAN
RADFORD LTD, GREAT HOLLAND, KENT
Tel: 0224 42620
Results Achieved

The location was about 150 miles distant. No earth was available. The aerial was 22 s.w.g. single insulated bell wire, passed through a window (about 15ft high) and over a roof (about 12ft high) to a support about 7ft high. The wire was 120ft. long, about one-fifth being left coiled up.

The equipment was used five days here, usually for periods of about half an hour. About twenty stations were worked. Clearly this number could have been increased easily, and on only one occasion was a CQ call put out for more than five minutes with no reply. Most stations were copied easily, and only one report on the transmission was under 5/8.

TOPBAND TWO

Fit the knobs at this point, as it is difficult to rotate the spindles of the tuning and regeneration controls by hand without anything to grip. Connect a good earth to the appropriate terminal, and the aerial wire to the insulated aerial socket. Connect up the battery and switch S1 to the ON position. The receiver is now ready for operation.

Operation and Modification

Plug high resistance phones (2000Ω) into SK3, switch S1 to ON, tune VC1 for a signal. Adjust VC2 until signal is heard clearly and continue to tune VC2 for maximum signal.

In the original unit VC2 would not allow oscillation at the extreme end of the band, and a larger value here would probably improve this, say 60pF. A 30pF postage stamp trimmer connected directly across VC2 and adjusted with a screwdriver might also be considered.

The original intention was that the set should be used for topband only in order to monitor the local ham net, and to pick up mobile stations in the area. These functions it performs well without the inclusion of any extra capacity or modification to VC2. It might also prove useful for the local reception of the slow morse transmissions put out weekly by various members of the RSGB.

For the experimentally minded Fig. 3 is provided. Modifications as shown are: transformer coupling between Tr1 and Tr2 via T1. The emitter resistor and decoupling capacitor shown is an arrangement often used but was not found necessary in the prototype, however, its inclusion would do no harm. The extra capacity mentioned for VC2 is also depicted.

For the beginner, or those wanting a cheap and easy way to listen on topband, the above unit has much to offer. Being such a simple circuit it has its limitations. One is that VC2 needs adjustment each time VC1 is varied and needs careful tuning for best results. However, for price and simplicity it does offer an easy way to a good deal of fun on the short waves.
OME time ago, in a "top" paper, we came across the startling headline: "Oxo Men launch the Agaroid Sausage".

What visions that conjured up! Britain's contribution to the Space Race. Under the rolling weald of some soporific county a vast cave of way-out electronics, tended by a strange race of cubic, bovine, yet not unsavoury scientists, especially bred for their concentrated think-power. A stir of excitement as lunching — sorry, launching — day approaches. Slices of hillside silently open and a rocket-like monster pivots skywards. It is camouflaged a neutral dun and beneath its stretching skin what mysteries of Oxoid invention are packed. Countdown... three, two, one... blast-off — and the banger whips into orbit.

At last, we know why the early breeds of computer insisted on playing noughts and crosses. This was the training ground for the fiendish Oxo men. Now they have achieved their triumph and Agaroid bangers join the space clutter that orbits around our shrinking planet.

What would Fred Hoyle say?

Then, to spoil the vision, Henry took in the report and learned that the Agaroid sausage is a nine-inch banger stuffed with meat broth in agar — a gelling agent derived from seaweed. Yet the mystery is not entirely cleared, for this toad in the Oxoid hole is to be used: "... to track down, detect and identify disease-producing bugs."

Before we get more involved, let us return to things electronic, and mention another news report that hit us with the catch-line: Yttrium and europium make colour TV brighter.

Again, we dream of strange happenings — Mid-European producers doing avant-garde things at White City, or a brace of imported Greek decorators painting baseball pitches green and ice-hockey rinks blue, as is currently being done for trans-Atlantic viewers.

But reading further, the truth out. Yttrium and europium are being used in research laboratories at Widnes, Lancs., to replace the zinc sulphide base that has so far proved best for colour-tube phosphors. This should give a 40 per cent brighter picture than most sets now operating in America, we are told. As we are already 50 per cent brighter with programme material, that should give "decadent Britain" something of a moral boost — even if the parent research company is Dow Chemical, of the U.S.A.

Is it significant that the rare earth so strangely named is a by-product from the uranium mining field at — of all places— Blind River?

Trouble about being so ignorant is that Henry never knows whether the reports he reads are genuine or the sort of elaborate leg-pull that the Editor of Systems and Communications loves to pull. After the celebrated "Yak-Yak", he came out with a request for descriptions of the "Whirley".

Henry waited anxiously for the explanation in the August issue and was disappointed to learn that the thing was an 833-ton crane that operated from a barge as long as a football field.

After which let-down, it came as no surprise to see a paragraph about a Chipper-Chopper. Skipping the technical data, we come to the summarised description by Transitor Electronics Ltd. and are brought up with a jerk by the sentence: "The mechanical construction of the 'Chipper' features an ultra-sonic aluminium wire-bonding to completely eliminate purple plague at the chip."

Is this another leg-pull? We can accept the Agaroid sausage, will bow westwards to Yttrium and are beginning to understand that a monolithic circuit is nothing to do with a run around Stonehenge — where, incidentally, the brainy boys are arguing about the stone placings being a kind of primitive computer to predict the dates of eclipses!

But purple plague — what next? Dare we ask our more erudite readers for an explanation, or shall we receive a Dinwiddy special that leaves us even more up Blind River?

Perhaps Henry had better leave the bewildering sphere of modern technology and stick to simple kit-building. Next month: some dry joints I have known.
THERE IS AN ADAMS-NORKEN SOLID STATE MODULE TO SUIT ANY HI-FI OR TAPE REQUIREMENT

The photograph illustrates three modules from our range, three main amplifiers, fully transistorised, providing a choice of power from normal domestic listening to P.A. systems. 20/24 20 watts at £6.19.0. 12/12 12 watts, £4.9.0. 6/12 4 watts £3.9.0.

LEADERSHIP IN SOLID STATE TECHNOLOGY

Send 9d. to cover cost of postage for illustrated brochure describing in detail the Adams-Norken system and giving specifications, circuits etc. of the whole range.

KEDOCO ELECTRONICS
Subsidiary of Adams-Norken Limited.
Sales and Showroom, Dept. P.W., 76 Victoria Road, Swindon Wilts.
Open 9 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. Weds. early closing.
Personal callers welcome.
Telephone: Swindon (OSW) 27660.

All our products are fully guaranteed. Should you not be completely satisfied we will refund your money in full without question.

TRAIN AS A TECHNICIAN

If you are aged 17-25, here’s your chance to train as one of the Army’s top technicians in:

ELECTRONICS or AIRCRAFT

Your 18-month technical training course will take you up to City and Guilds standard. Six months after completing the course successfully you are promoted to Corporal. Then it’s up to you! Promotion’s wide open in the technical field today!

You’ll be working on the exciting and advanced equipment today’s Army uses when it swings into action: radio transmitters, closed circuit TV, gunfire control equipment, radio transceivers, helicopters.

There are also opportunities for young men aged 15-17 to join as Junior Entrants and train as technicians or tradesmen.

GOOD PAY!

This year every soldier in the Army is better off. Trainee Technicians get £477 a year from age 17—and all your food and lodging are free! At the end of 18 months, your pay will go up automatically to £714; at the end of two years, to £805! From there, you’ll be given every chance to work for promotion and still better pay.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
SEND OFF THE COUPON TODAY!

TO: ARMY CAREERS MP6(A), LANSDOWNE HOUSE, LONDON W.1
Please send me full details of how to become a Technician

NAME..........................
ADDRESS..........................
TOWN............................
COUNTY..........................
DATE OF BIRTH.................

LM221401 (You must be resident in the UK)
Record it... and hear the play-back simultaneously on the Brenell Mk5 Type M

—and be sure it sounds superb!

Loudspeaker tape monitoring, enabling you to check and adjust your recording as it is being made, is only one of the assets of this outstanding recorder. All the features the discriminating recordist has come to expect from Brenell tape recorders are here—and many others, too. Four speeds (frequency response 40-20,000 c/s at 15 i.p.s.), mixing, superimposing, hinged deck, pause control, safety erase lock, 84" dia. spools, etc. The price? 93 gns. For the stereo enthusiast there is the STB2, £150.

Write for illustrated leaflet PW/11.

The key to Brenell's leadership—
The Mark 5 Series 3 Deck

Used on all Brenell models mono and stereo. Provision for 4 heads. Four tape speeds. Wow and flutter content below 0.10 at 75 i.p.s. Fast rewind and 64" dia. reel accommodation. (Version available to take up to 101" NAB reels) Price £34.0.0.
**ON THE SHORT WAVES**

**MONTHLY NEWS FOR DX LISTENERS**

**THE BROADCAST BANDS**

by JOHN GUTTRIDGE

---

**Australia**: Radio Australia (P.O. Box 428G, G.P.O., Melbourne). With the end of British Summer Time the English U.K. transmission will revert to 0815—0915. Frequencies will remain 9,560/11,710. The station may also be heard around 2330 on 15,220. Station VNG (c/o Assistant Director General, Radio Section, Postmaster-General's Department, 57 Bourke Street, Melbourne C.1.). The 12,005 outlet of this time signal station has been audible between 0915—0945 and 2245—2300.

**Canada**: Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (P.O. Box 6000, Montreal). The European service is now transmitted as follows: 0545—0630 5,935; 1055—1214 11,720/15,320; 1215—1313 15,320; 1316—1444 15,320/17,820; 1435—1830 11,720/15,320/17,820; 2000—2152 9,630/11,720/15,320.

**Ceylon**: Radio Ceylon (Department of Broadcasting, P.O. Box 574, Colombo 7). The commercial service transmission to Europe is now at 0600—0745 on 15,327.

**China**: Radio Peking (Broadcasting Administration, Fu Hsin Men, Peking) has English to Europe 2030—2230 on 6,610/7,075/9,640.

**China (Taiwan)**: Broadcasting Corporation of China (538 Sec., Jen Ai Road, Taipei) now uses 7,130/9,685/9,767 11,725/11,825/15,125/17,890 from 1530—1800 with English 1530, Arabic 1615, French 645, and Cantonese 1715. Reception is possible on 9,767/11,725 (spoiled by Radio Peking) and 15,125.

**Cyprus**: B.B.C. East Mediterranean relay (C.E.X.B., Bush House, London, W.C.2., England) carries the World Service on 17,885 0900—1800. Reception is good around noon. Cyprus Telecommunications Authority (P.O.B. 1929, Nicosia) has point to point transmissions on JBC94 19,940. Reports are requested and verified by letter.

**India**: All India Radio (P.O. Box 500, New Delhi). The English General Overseas Service now transmits to Europe 1745—2230 on 7,215/9,915/11,905; to Africa 1745—2045 9,690/11,715/11,740 and North-east Asia at 1000—1100 over 15,105/17,855/21,615.

**Indonesia**: Radio Republik Indonesia (P.O. Box 157, Djakarta) transmits in English at 1100—1200 and 1430—1530 on 9,865/11,795 and 1900—2000 on 9,865/11,715.

**Iran**: Radio Iran (Ministry of Information, Meydan Ark, Tehran) now uses 11,745 for 1730—2130 foreign service (English 2030) but suffers heavy QRM. This frequency has also been reported as 11,755. It is believed that 15,135 has replaced 7,135.

**Israel**: Kol Israel (Broadcasting House, Jerusalem) has changed the time of the European English transmission to 2100—2115 on 9,009/9,725. The African transmission is now at 2015—2030 on 9,009. On 20th October is to have a programme about having a £50 holiday in Israel. Reception reports are wanted.

**Jordan**: Jordan Broadcasting Service (P.O. Box 909, Amman) now starts its 15,170 foreign service transmission at 2330 instead of 2300.

**Korea (North)**: Radio Pyongyang (Korean Central Broadcasting Committee, Pyongyang) now transmits English at 0400—0500, 0800—0900 on 6,540/15,520; 1100—1200, 1400—1500 6,650/7,580; and 1900—2015 6,540/7,580.

**Kuwait**: Kuwait Broadcasting and Television Service (P.O. Box 193, Kuwait) uses 9,520 0200—0700 and 0900—2100 with 4,967.5 from 1900—2100.

**Lebanon**: Radio Lebanon (Ministry of Orientation, Information and Tourism, Beirut) now uses 15,200 for the 1830—2030 and 15,235 for the 2300—0100 foreign service transmissions. The home service has been reported on (new) 7,380 with English at 1500.

**Morocco**: Radiodiffusion Television Marocaine (I Pierre Parent, Rabat) transmits its foreign service on 11,735/15,408 as follows: Arabic 1830—2030, English 2030—2130, French 2130—2230. The Arabic home service is relayed on 15,333 0630—1100, 1600—1800 and additionally on 11,735, 1200—1600.

**Panama**: Tropical Radio Telegraph Co. (Roosevelt Avenue, Panama City) gives full QSL verification for its point-to-point transmissions. May be heard over HOD 23, 13,510 at 2350 with English/Spanish test tape.

**Rwanda**: Deutsche Welle relay (Kigali) has replaced 17,805 by 17,765 for English 1745, Hausa 1830 and French 1900—1945. From 1500—1730 9,735 is now used with Kiswahili 1500, French 1615 and English 1645.

**Saudi Arabia**: Saudi Arabian Broadcasting (Ministry of Information, Airport Road, Jeddah) has just fully verified a reception report after 1 year 5 months!

**Senegal**: Radiodiffusion du Senegal (Boite Postale 1765, Dakar) uses 7,210 at 100kW from 0600—1000.

**South Africa**: South African Broadcasting Corporation (P.O. Box 8606, Johannesburg) has replaced 7,270 by 11,900 for 2200—2255 English transmission to the U.K. 9,525 remains as a parallel frequency.

**Vietnam (North)**: Voice of Vietnam (No. 58, Quan Su Street, Hanoi). The home service may be heard very faintly around 2200 on 15,044.

**Zambia**: Radio Zambia (P.O. Box RW15, Ridgeway, Lusaka) gives full verification. Has moved its English outlet from 3,270 to 3,275 from 1430—2100.

IKE wow man! What a month, all those little earholes probing the inner depths of 7Mc/s.

My admiration and congratulations to all those who listened l.f.—both pork chopped and un-pork chopped! Funlyn enough my remarks last month about receiving more l.f. than h.f. logs has proved perfectly true. The favourite band was forty metres, but many logs arrived with 80 and 160 metre lists too. Many hints, tips and advice came in with the logs including one suggestion from a disgusted s.w.l. who, after listening for an hour and hearing nothing but QRM, wrote sending detailed instructions as to what I could do with 7Mc/s. Presumably it would be twice as painful with 14Mc/s! Best times for 40 appear to be late evenings from around 2100—2400 G.M.T. Also the stations appear to congregate in little pockets, 7040kc is one mentioned by several s.w.l.'s. The two main modes are s.s.b. and c.w. so a good b.f.o. is a must.

1-8/3-5/7-0

Colin Morris (Worce's.), 12 valve homebrew, Joystick, 1-8Mc/s—D4JSS, DJ8HF, OL—IACJ, 4AFI, 5ADK, 6A6C, 6ACO, OKI—KLX, ARM, KZJ, KNG, OK2—BHT, FJ, OK3KNM. 3-5 Mc/s—C, GM, GW, DJ, DL, DM, OK, F, PAO, SP3, OH6. 7-0Mc/s—CN8AW 59, ZISIDMN 59, PX1HE 57, PY's at 2100—2200, TF3EA 58, YV1PW 57, ZS1JA 59, 9H1R 24, 9VIN T 589. Figures standard r.s.t. All these s.s.b. except 9VIN T on c.w. N. Rutt (Sussex), No. 52 set, "wire oddments", CN8AW DJ4SV, DL7TF, G3AX, GM3GVI, GW3MTL LA1JS, OH2QB, OH9HF/P, OK1VK, OX3B, OZ4FA, PAOPEW, PY—1CLL, 1CW, TF3EA, 9VIN1, all 7-0Mc/s s.s.b. except 9VIN T on c.w. All between 2000—2200. Coln Shackleton (Halifax), CR52, 25ft. wire, 1-8Mc/s—G3UFG/P, GI6PK, GW3NFT. 3-5 Mc/s—F, SM, DJ, DL, OZ6ZF, ZL2AZK, ZL3FTA. 7-0Mc/s—CN8AW, PY1CAD, VP6KL, and a goodie—VP8CW, s.s.b. (Falkland Is.). P. Murray (S. Wales), H.M.V. domestic rx, 130ft. wire. 7-0Mc/s all a.m. 38 G's, 14 G.W's, DJ—7XP, 8RC, 9KV/G3JYF, DL—5XS, 8UE, 9RT, F—2PI, 22W, 9QG, 9SR/M, ON—4LQ, 5EC, 5HG, PA9CD, 11SRR. C. Lloyd (Notts.), Eddishore 940, 90ft. plus a.t.u. 7-0Mc/s s.s.b.—CN8AW OH2SB, OZ4FA, PX1HE, PY1CLI, PY2DUE, PY6WA, PY7APS, TF3EA, real DX—VK2AVA, ZS1JA. All between 2030—2145. David Douglas claims best prize for 160 metre DX with VX5AA. David also queries SV1DL as being unlicensed. On 80 his best were KX6EQ, ZS8M, ZS9H. G. Morgan (Monmouth), HA230, 50ft. NW—SE. 7-0Mc/s—CN8AW, LX1BW, OX3B, OA4KY, PY—1CLI, 7MP, 7AOT, UW9AF, UB5KKA, VK2AVA, YV5BPJ, ZS1JA. M. Ycli (Yorks.), S3BE, "bit of wire". 7-0Mc/s—CN8AW, DM9AHH, HB9IT, LA1KI, LX1D, PYCLI, PY2DUE, PY7LAK, PX1JS, UB5KKA, YO9CN, 4UITU, all s.s.b. F. Simpson (Yorks.), RX80, long wire. 80—FP8DB, VE1AX, VO1LM, ZB2AO, plus lots of W's on 75 metres. 40 Mc/s, 7M1VH, K4ZAW, K8UX/K4, PY1M1N, PY1ND, PY7ND, UW9AF, W2A, W2LVX, W3TTE, W4NTU, W80SC, WA2DVU, WA4DVY.

Higher up

The popularity of 14 and 21Mc/s is always a close tie, but this month, counting up the votes plus a bit of bias from my own ageing eardrums I proclaim 21Mc/s a clear winner.

As many people pointed out, the EU's on twenty who blot out the DX is quite alarming. It's very irritating to catch the odd couple of letters in a rare bit of DX only to find the rest to be blasted out by a DL rookie calling to his mates in W-land or a T3 note from your-know-where arc-welding the cans to your ears. John Meade (Kent), R107T, 15ft. long wire, 20 fags and a quart of brown. 20 Metres—CP5EB, CX9AAX, ET3WH, FH4KD, HP1VE, HSI1AP/P, HZ1AB, JA2IA, KC4USV, KR6MM, ODSBA, TG9RR, VE1AE/D/P/SU, VQ4AK, VS6AJ, W3HUR/P/VQ9, YB1AN, YS2PV, YV5ACP, YV5AEP, Z6SEP, 6YYV, 9J2W2, 9M8DH. M. Davies (Northumberland) 52 set, 165ft. long wire. 20 Metres—AC5AM, CN8NG, CT1LU, CX3KI, EA9CVU, ET3USA, HJ8JSM, HSI1AP/P, JA1PWZ, JA4CNS, JA6AK, K3BCX/MM, K4ARSH/MM, K6HOR, K6HEPW, K7LCJ, KP4CKX, KR6MV, KR6DF, KZ5BW, LA8FG/P, LA1IEE/P, LA7OS/MM, LU2UF, LU3BU, LZ1DFE, OA3W, P1JF/A, PY2PE, VK3KC, WB2NM, W2NSP/P, W9Q2R/P/M1, XE1FZ, XW8AZ, YV3AIP, ZB2FNV, ZD9BE, ZL1HW, 4U1ITU, 4X4VB, 5A5TI, 5Z4IR, 7X2AH, 8J1IF, 9H1L1, 9K2C2, 9L1W, 9QS2Z. D. Harvey (Warks.), no receiver! ground plane. 21 Mc/s—CE2AV, CM7CW, CO1BM, CR4XD, CR5FY, CR6AR, CR7GC, CT2AC, CT3AM, CX1BY, DJ, DL, EA8EM, EL5IU, EI9UQ, F, FM7MV, G's, HZ3M1, HBD2J, H89BBA, HICWF, HFE4EM, HK3AY, WB1HP, H1, ITI, ISIDMN, JA1HMV, KAJS1, KLSQJ, KZ5AW, LA1SUG, LXY1L, LZZKZK, MP4BBA, OA4DB, OD5CA, OE, OH, OK, ON, PY's—1Y7, PZ1CI, SM, SP, SU1AL, SV, TU2AE, UB5KKN, VE2XN, VP2DAA, W's—1, YU, YVISA, ZC4GY, ZE6JL, ZP1UP, ZS1BV, ZA2, 4X4HF, 5A1TK, 6Y5GS, 6WDQ, 9GI1A, 9H1X, 9K2AD, 9Q5M, 9U5DL. G. Owen (Bristol), GC, IC—dupe as per this column, "take 16 ft. 8 in. of wire, cut it in the middle, etc... etc.. 28 Mc/s—DJ1—0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, DR 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, DM—2, 4, HK3AOC 1928, HB7T2053, HB9W2, 211B, IBCA 1935, I1BIL 1911, PA0KOR, 1724, SM6OH 1726, US5BEM 2032, UP2TAS 1709, UQ2KKE 1415, VY5BPI 1927, 9J2DT 1853, 9J2WT 1843. C. Clarke (Surrey), 12 homebrew, 2 vert, x28 Mc/s—CX9AAN, DJ61W, DL2KT, DM4JL, EA3FP, FSJ1, FT4TL/M, many G's, GB3LER, GI3OZW, GW30SV, H9BZM, I1MM, KZ5JW, LA8WI, OE6UX, SM60H, UB5BEM, UP2ADZ, UQ2KRD, VP6JC, Y0VA2, 5H3JI, 9J2DT, 9J2MM.

News

ZB2AX rumoured to be going wandering in Africa. Quasars reported active, anyone want to listen or interested in radio astronomy send s.a.e. to F. Bright, 9 Sutherland Road, London, W.13, for details of the Society for Amateur Radio Astronomers.

W9WNV is reported to be on the air as PYOXA from St. Peter and St. Paul Rocks. MP4MAW should be from Muscat—all bands, c.w. and s.s.b. CR3KD is on 21Mc/s c.w. from Portuguese Guinea.

Contests this month, 15th—16th, VU/457 phone 15th—16th, second 432Mc/s; 16th, second 1296Mc/s; 29th—30th, VU/457 c.w.; 29th—30th, RSGB 7Mc/s DX phone.
LAFAYETTE HA-63 COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES exist today for "getting on"...but only for the fully trained man. Let ICS's tuition develop your talents and help you to success.

STUDY IS EASY with ICS guidance. The courses are thorough. Printed manuals, fully illustrated, make study simple and progress sure.

YOUR ROAD TO SUCCESS can start from here—today. Complete this coupon and post it to us, for full particulars of the course which interests you. MODERATE FEES INCLUDE ALL BOOKS.

Take the right course now...

**ADVERTISING & ART**
- Copywriting, Cartooning
- Layout and Typography
- Commercial Illustration
- Oil & Water Colour

**BUILDING & CIVIL ENG**
- Architecture, Bricklaying
- Building Construction
- Builders' Quantities
- Industrial Drawing
- Quantity Surveying
- Heating & Ventilation
- Carpentry & Joinery

**COMMERCE**
- Book-keeping
- Accountancy & Auditing
- Business Training
- Office Training
- Purchasing, Stockkeeping
- Secretarial
- shorthand & Typing
- Computer Programming
- Postal Business Owners

**DRAUGHTSMANSHIP**
- Architectural, Mechanical
- Drawing Office Practice

**ELECTRONICS**
- Computers
- Electronic Technicians
- Industrial Electronics

**FARMING**
- Animal & Livestock
- Pig & Poultry Keeping
- Farm Management & Accounts

**GENERAL EDUCATION**
- C.G.S. courses at Ordinary level & Advanced level
- Good English
- Foreign Languages

**HORTICULTURE**
- Home Gardening
- Park Gardening
- Market Gardening

**MANAGEMENT**
- Business Management
- Hotel Management
- Industrial Management
- Office Management
- Personnel Management
- Public Relations
- Transport Management
- Works Management
- Work Study
- Foremanship

**MECHANICAL & MOTOR ENG**
- Engineering Science
- Diesel Enginers, Welding
- Industrial Post-graduation
- Workshop Practice
- Refrigeration
- Motor Mechanic, etc.

**POLICE**
- Police Certificate Examination
- Police Promotion (Basic Subj.)

**PHOTOGRAPHY**
- Practical Photography

**RADIO, TV & ELECTRICAL**
- Servicing & Electrical
- Brig, Construction (with Kit)
- M.C.C. Television
- Electromechanical
- Electrical Contractors'

**SELLING**
- Company Reps.
- Sales Management
- Marketing

**WRITING FOR PROFIT**
- Business Correspondence
- Drafting
- Scriptwriting
- Illustrating
- Typography


Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges

---

**227M STEREO TUNER-AMPLIFIER** £40 1 6

(illustrated)

127 STEREO TUNER-AMPLIFIER £40 1 6

127M MONO TUNER-AMPLIFIER £29 18 9

OPTIONAL CASE torck and vinyl hide £3 10 0

Three tuner-amplifiers, identical in size and similar in styling, each with the same high performance AM-FM Tuner incorporated.

The 227M provides 10 watts power output whilst the 127M, with 5 watts output, is designed for those whose power requirements are more modest.

The 127 is the stereo version of 127M, having two amplifiers, each of 5 watts output.

All three have similar facilities; pickup and tape inputs, tape recording output, bass and treble tone controls.

**M5 STEREO RADIO DECODER** £14 10 0

Enabling any of our current stereo tuner-amplifiers and tuners to receive the BBC's new stereo broadcasts.

For full details and technical specifications of all models, plus list of stockists, post coupon or write mentioning 11PW66.

**ARMSTRONG AUDIO LTD**
WARLTERS ROAD, N7
telephone North 3213
A CONSIDERABLE number of the leading Medium Wave DX'ers in the U.K. use loop antennae for their DX activity, most of them using the 40-inch square box-shaped loop. The frame is in the shape of a letter 'X'; seven main turns at half-inch spacing are used plus one inductive link turn with the windings in a straight line around the square and each turn the same length. The advantage of this system is an improved signal-to-noise ratio due to the loop's directional characteristics. A loop of this size has a signal pick-up of a 30ft. wire, 20ft. high, and though a weaker signal may be fed to the receiver it will have a 35% reduction in noise level due to the directional characteristics of the loop. Increase of the a.f. gain control will counteract the effect of the lower signal strength.

The directional properties make it possible to cut down on static, t.v.i. and some forms of electrical interference. The antenna system consists of a simple tuned circuit somewhat similar, though larger, than the "frames" used in the early days of radio. Theoretically, a normal wire antenna with a length much less than a wavelength behaves like an open capacitor picking up the electrical component of the electro-magnetic waves. A loop, being a wide coil, picks up the magnetic part. Most man-made noise contains only a weak magnetic component; a loop, therefore, is less sensitive to this kind of noise.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
To hold the frame and dowel in position, fix the two pieces of 3-ply (8in. square) in the centre of the frame, this should give a diagonal length of approximately 58 inches. Secure the cross-pieces and dowel with either screws or glue. To complete this part of the job take the remaining two pieces of three-ply (2 × 5½in.) and in the first piece drill four holes in the wood to serve as anchors for the ends of the main and inductive turns. In the second piece of 3-ply drill one hole to take the tuning capacitor and two holes to hold the ends of the inductive link and connect it to the feeder. Mount the wood at right angles to the first piece. Drill a small hole in the dowel to allow the centre turn of the main winding to pass through. This completes the frame.

Wind the seven main turns first, beginning and ending...
at the lower piece of 3-ply on the dowel, allowing sufficient length to make the connections to the tuning capacitor and remember to pass the wire ends through the drilled holes when you begin and finish the windings. Next wind the inductive turn over the fourth of the main

THE FINAL STAGES

Connection is from the ends of the main turns direct to the tuning capacitor; the ends of the inductive turn should be soldered to the coaxial or flat twin feeder cable. If you are using a communications receiver the connections are made to the dipole terminals; on a domestic-type receiver one connection goes to the “A” terminal and the other to the receiver chassis.

Operating the loop is simple. Tune in a station and adjust the loop capacitor and rotate the loop for peak strength. Rotating the loop through 90 degrees will give a null on the signal. The foregoing remarks particularly apply when tuning a signal without QRM. If there is QRM trouble, rotate the loop so that it gives minimum interference. It will be found that a loop is fairly useful when listening to European stations but its greatest advantage is when DX’ing. The benefit of the signal-to-noise properties becomes apparent and also the fact that the loop when rotated may allow logging of North American and a South American station clearly on the same channel. As an example of an excellent piece of loop reception the following have been heard on 850kc/s: Ahmedabad in India, Radio Carve in Uruguay and Emisora Nuevo Mundo in Colombia. This does show how useful a loop can be in rejecting unwanted signals, as the three stations were all audible at the same time. The loop used by the writer in conjunction with an Eddystone S680X receiver covers 550 to 2100kc/s. To increase the I.F. range to, say, 480kc/s, either add a 300pF fixed mica capacitor in series with the 500pF tuning capacitor with a switching arrangement to cut the mica capacitor out from 550kc/s upwards. If this is omitted, the h.f. tuning range will be affected. Another method is to add an extra main turn to the loop but this definitely cuts the h.f. range. The coverage down to 480kc/s can also be obtained by using 354 and 500pF tuning capacitors in series. This system has been tested and found to be satisfactory. The loop itself is best placed near to the receiver.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

The loop serves as an excellent Antenna Tuning Unit with the lead-in from an outdoor antenna attached to one of the two connections on the tuning capacitor. The loop is then tuned in to the station with the same frequency as the main loop. If only a small area is to be covered, a home-made loop may be all that is needed.

DIODE OSCILLATORS

Using the capacitors, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, the range covered on the S680X is 480 to 1600kc/s. A transistor portable can be used in association with a loop by placing the set in the centre of the frame with the ferrite rod winding and loop winding in parallel. The loop tuning capacitor used with the rotating loop will give improved results. Only the seven main turns of the loop are used in this case. No direct connection is made from the loop to the transistor receiver.

MORE TEST GEAR!

You can’t afford to miss the special programme of constructional articles now running in Practical Television! Following the precision R-C bridge in the October issue, we have—

A MODERN BAR AND PATTERN GENERATOR FOR 405/625 STANDARDS. USING TRANSISTORS THROUGHOUT, THIS ECONOMICAL DESIGN GIVES FULL LOCKING FACILITIES ON BOTH LINE AND FIELD SCAN. FOR RELIABLY CHECKING LINEARITY, ASPECT RATIO, RASTER AND SYNC CIRCUITS THIS IS A MUST!

Future articles in this programme will be publicised in P.W.—but be sure of your copies by placing your orders now with your newsagent!

NOVEMBER PRACTICAL TELEVISION IS OUT ON OCTOBER 20th—only 2/-
NEW ROAMER SEVEN Mk IV
7 WAVEBAND PORTABLE OR CAR RADIO
FULLY TUNABLE ON ALL WAVEBANDS
O 9 stages—7 transistors and 2 diodes
Push-pull output for room filling volume from rich sound. 5 x 4 in. speaker. Air brushed, moulded tuning condenser. Ferrite rod aerial for M. & L. Waves, and telescopic aerial for S. Waves. Real leather look case with gilt trim and shoulder and hand straps. Size 9 x 7 x 2½, aesthetic, tuning condenser volume control, new type fine tone control. Attractive case. Size 8½ x 4½ x 1½, with rod speaker grille. (Uses PP7 batteries, available anywhere.)

Total cost of parts now only £5.19.6 P. & P.
Parts Price List and easy build plans 2/- (Free with kit)

NEW MELODY MAKER SIX
3 WAVEBAND PORTABLE
8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes

This amazing receiver may be built for only £3.9.6 P. & P. 3/-
Parts Price List and easy build plans 1½ (Free with kit)

NEW TRANSONA FIVE
"Home, Light, A.P.N., Lar, all at good volume."
G.F. Durham.
O 7 stages—5 transistors and 2 diodes
Fully tunable over Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. Incorporates diodes and Ferrite Rod Aerial. Aerial and speaker grille. Extremely sensitive with mini- speaker. Size 6½ x 4½ x 1½, with rod speaker grille. (Uses 1289 battery, available anywhere.)

Total cost of parts now only 42/6 P. & P. 3/6
Parts Price List and easy build plans 2½ (Free with kit)

NEW ROAMER SIX
NOW, WITH PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F. TRANSISTORS
O 6 WAVEBAND !
O 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes
Listen to stations half a world away with this 6 waveband portable. Tunable on Medium and Long Waves, Sensitive Ferrite Rod Aerial and telescopic aerial for short waves. Top grade transistors. 6½ in. speaker, handsome case with gilt fittings. Size 7 x 5 x 1½. (Carrying strap fit extra.)

Total cost of all parts now only £3.19.6
Parts Price List and easy build plans 2½ (Free with kit)

MELODY SIX
O 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes

Total cost of all parts now only £3.9.6 P. & P. 3/6
Parts Price List and easy build plans 2½ (Free with kit)

SUPER SEVEN
O 9 stages—7 transistors and 2 diodes
Covers Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. The ideal radio for home, car, or can be fitted with carrying strap for outdoor use. Completely portable—has built-in Ferrite rod aerial for wonderful reception. Special circuit incorporating 2 RF Stages. Push-pull output, 3½ in. speaker (will drive large speakers). Size 9 x 4½ x 1½. (Uses 9V battery, available anywhere.)

Total cost of all parts now only £3.19.6 P. & P. 3/6
Parts Price List and easy build plans 2½ (Free with kit)

FREE! STOP PRESS!
Packed 5 and Long wave version with miniature speaker.

£29/6 P. & P. 3/-
**T.R.S. BARGAINS**

- **STEREO DECODER**
  - Based on Mullard design and produced by T.R.S.
  - Built-in stereo indicator, 6-transistor mixer, ready assembled for use, for TRS.
  - For 9½-v. operation. £18.00 complete kit with circuit instructions.

**WE ARE SINCLAIR SPECIALISTS**

- We carry full stocks of three world famous all British designs as advertised and give prompt delivery.
- MICRO-6 stage motor-pocket receiver (K1a)...
  - £9.99
- MICRO-FM 7 transistor FM tuner-rcv. (K1b)...
  - £18.00
- Stereo 212 complete 12-watt pre-amp & pre-amp. built...
  - £9.99

**"CIR-KIT" FOR INSTANT CIRCUIT MAKING**

- Indispensable for constructors. Enables you to produce "printed circuit" quickly and easily.
- Kit No. 3 inc. base-plate, pre-assembled copper strip, and sketch instructions.
  - £15.00

**6 VALVE AM/FM TUNER UNIT**

- MID-419. Kt., below. 2
- MID-524. £4.19.6

**T.R.S. F.M.**

- TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURING OUTLET IN E.C. LEVEL 524.

**LEVEL 524**

- **STEREO**
  - MID-524.
- **MICRO-FM**
  - MID-524.

**STEREO**

- MID-524.
- **STEREO DECODER**
  - MID-524.

**STEREO**

- MID-524.
- **STEREO DECODER**
  - MID-524.

**STEREO**

- MID-524.
- **STEREO DECODER**
  - MID-524.

**STEREO**

- MID-524.
- **STEREO DECODER**
  - MID-524.

**STEREO**

- MID-524.
- **STEREO DECODER**
  - MID-524.
THE scene was a lonely school, the time—late one dark evening. A session of the Luton A.R.C. was in progress. Great concern was being shown at the first item on the agenda—falling membership. It was agreed that a change of QTH was the only hope of salvation.

A visit to the Luton club today would dispel any rumours of shrinking minions. With a ledger listing well over 100 members and a weekly meeting with an average of thirty or more, the future looks very bright. The ledger also shows that around 60 licensed amateurs are associated with the club and the number looks like rising.

At the new QTH, which has housed them since 1964, your reporter found a very lively debate in progress—s.s.b. versus the rest! The committee consists of a keen group of amateurs under the chairmanship of A. W. Morgan G8ADS; H. Gadsden, R. Crawley G3TLE, S. Down G3USE (hon. sec.), D. Pinnock, and Mr. Fanning (hon. treasurer).

Difficulty in finding local lecturers is a problem common to all radio clubs. Luton get round this thorny one by having debates and discussions on various topical and often controversial subjects. The most popular lecture last season was "S.W.L. to Amateur". Other items included a visit to the ITA transmitter at Sandyheath, and a "mobile" evening.

Contests rate high in interest value and the club now has a Competitions Manager in D. Pinnock G3HVA. Most contests are entered, including of course N.F.D. This year a single station entry brought the club 7th place. The site for most contest work is at Stockwood Park aptly described as the local Mont Blanc, and the C.W. kings who mountaineered up to the site were A. Webb G3KCIJ, J. Latham G3LNC, and L. Cutting G3KAA. A bit of close team work with the local scout troop produced a great deal of assistance on this occasion.

Short wave listeners are helped as much as possible, and S.W.L. reports on local signals are encouraged. To make the encouragement concrete and worth while the committee plan to run elementary theory and morse tuition this season. Ironically, the club has amongst its members G3TXP who is the RAE instructor at the local technical college.

Initiative and alertness are evident at Luton. An example of this is the following story about a local junk dealer who offered for sale a pile of i.f. strips. These were spotted by a member and the club then bought these up. Unlike many people who buy junk without any purpose other than to acquire a bargain, the club promptly converted these units to make very fine D.F. sets. One D.F. hunt has already been held, and another is planned.

This season’s programme looks extremely interesting. Items taken at random include—Antenna brains trust, Scopes, TVI, Semiconductors, and a s.s.b. homebrew rig. If you see anything here that interests you, or you live in or around Luton, then you will be pleased to hear that visitors are welcome.

The club is often on the air on club nights (Tuesdays at 2000 hrs.) with the callsign G3SVJ. The transmitter, aerial, and Hon. Sec. on these occasions are all to be found at the A.T.C. Headquarters, Crescent Road, Luton. See you at the meeting next Tuesday OM?

R.S.G.B.
NATIONAL MOBILE RALLY
Woburn Abbey, Bletchley, Buckinghamshire
by permission of His Grace the Duke of Bedford

SUNDAY 11th September saw the 1966 R.S.G.B. National Mobile Rally at Woburn Abbey. Although the weather in the morning was not too good, it soon brightened and things really got under way.

As the Practical Wireless car came over the rise, the Hams’ car park could be seen and it was very interesting to note the variety of mobile aerals that had been fitted. They ranged from an "E-type" with a professional-looking v.h.f. antenna to an "old banger" with a home-made whip.

Talk-in stations, GB2V1H, and GB3RS were ably manned by G3UNP, G3NBO, G3LXP and our own G3JDG on 160m; G3UFP, G3VAV, G3VAX and G3PAO on 4m; G3KWH, G3LUY, G2BLA and G30ZH on 2m; G3GJX, G3RXA, G3LVP and G3NBO on 80m s.s.b.

G3JFH won the 160m Pedestrian D/F Hunt in the record time of 16 minutes; one of the hidden transmitters being operated by G3RXA from a laundry basket (rumoured to be working /B for Basket) hidden well in the depths of the parkland at Woburn.

In the grand marquee were some displays of equipment by manufacturers and a large surplus sale where one could purchase anything from a co-ax socket for 1d. to a transistor superhet chassis for 12s. 6d.

While the OM’s were pottering about with their gear and swapping radio yarns and ideas, the YL’s, XYL’s and the kids were able to walk round the grounds which cover more than 3,000 acres, or to hop on the Woburn Safari Service and see many of the 2,000 wild animals.—CRR.
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valves and manual £65, carriage paid U.K.

Individually

to

Fully guaranteed
Individually packed

WELL PROVEN RELIABLE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER P.C.R.3

(Made by Pye), 3 bands, 1 medium wave, 2: 120-450 kHz. Overall sensitivity 1-U.F. S/Noise ratio 10 dB at 1%V. Circuit incorporates an RF stage, two I.F. stages, tone control, A.V.C., antenna trimmer, earphone output. Set in new condition together with head phones and speaker, plug £5.4. With vibratory supply unit, 12V. £16.4. £. With specially built-in


SPARES FOR AR B D RECEIVERS

Ask for your needs from our huge selection.

P. C. RADIO LTD.
170 GOLDBHAWK RD., W.12
SHEpherd’s Bush 4946
Open 9 - 5.30 p.m. except Thursday 9 - 1 p.m.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

TR 50 XM TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER INSTALLATION, for channel TX, provision for crystal or master oscillator, Frequency 1.5-10Mc, Output 50w.

Complete with all accessories, alternatively Dynamotor power unit for 120-250V, 110/220V, A.C. Full details and prices upon request.

SET MICROPHONE for telephone handset, 1/4", P.P.


ULTRA MODERN POWER SUPPLY UNIT.


(a) 1700-1800 v. Stabilised, adjustable approx. 1 mA.
(b) 1700-1750 v. Stabilised, adjustable approx. 1 mA.
(c) 265-360 v. Stabilised, adjustable, approx. 40 mA.
(d) 450 v. approx. 30 mA.
(e) 55 v. approx. 150 mA.
(f) 4.5 v. A.C. amp. common earth.

Jet 5.5 A.C., 6.5 A.D. tube.

3 valves, 7 silicon rectifiers, 4 selenium HV rectifiers. Brand new, £5.5. Carriage £12.5.

MONITOR Mk 1.

Mk 2, 6000 capacity, recently developed by Control Electronics Inc. Measures directly and displays on a panel meter the phase angle between two input signals and audio frequency signals within the range from 20-20,000 cps to an accuracy of 1%.

Input signals can be sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal between 10 and 100 m., in excellent condition with handbook and necessary connexions £25. Carriage 30.5.

H.R.O. SENIOR TABLE MODEL TYPE M 50 KRC (SSSI) with "S" meter. £25. Carriage paid.

This excellent, fully checked and tested condition together with set of 8 general coverage and commercial mains P.P. for 110/220V, £25. £. Carriage and packing 30.

RACK MODEL also available at the same price, £25. Carriage paid.


Large selection of mains and Henry Duty L.F. Transformers.


1000 c/s b. 0.1 c/s c. 0.1 c/s d. 0.1 c/s 

1 x. modulated or 2 x. unmodulated, output impedance 50 ohms. Five frequency tuning control, carrier on/off switch, built-in crystal calibration for 2 Mcs. and 10 Mcs. Stabilised voltage supply. In excellent "as new" condition. Fully checked and guaranteed. £15. £. Carriage 2. £. Inc. necessary connectors, plugs and instruction manual.


MARCONI VALVE VOLT METER TYPE TF 45-6. 1.5 or 1500 RMS in five ranges. A.C. and D.C. stabilised power supply. Complete with probe unit for RF measurements. In new condition and Laboratory tested £12.10. £. Carriage 10. £.
A revelation in quality and economy

THE SINCLAIR STEREO 25 has been designed specially to ensure the highest possible standards of reproduction when used with two Z.12s or any other first class stereo power amplifier. Best possible components are used in the construction of this superb unit, whilst its appearance reflects the professional elegance characteristic of all Sinclair designs in hi-fi, radio and TV. The front panel of the Stereo 25 is in solid brushed and polished aluminium with beautifully styled solid aluminium control knobs. Mounting the unit is simple, and power is conveniently obtainable from the Sinclair PZ.3 which can also be used to supply two Z.12s to make a complete stereo assembly. Hi-fi enthusiasts seeking the ultimate in domestic listening will find all they want from this combination of Sinclair units. With a Micro FM for tuner, they will have an installation to compare favourably with anything costing from four to five times as much.

IDEAL FOR USE WITH TWO Z.12s AMPLIFIER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Performance figures obtained with the Stereo 25 fed to two Z.12s and a PZ.3 mains power supply unit.

- **Sensitivity** for 10 watts into 1.5 ohms load per channel.
  - Mic. -2 mV into 50K ohms.
  - Pick-up -3 mV into 50K ohms.
  - Radio -20 mV into 4.7K ohms.

- **Frequency Response** (Mic. and Radio) - 25 c/s to 30 kc/s, ±1dB extending to 100 kHz ±3dB.

- **Equalisation** - Correct to within ±1dB on RIAA curve from 50 c/s to 20 kHz.

- **Size** - 61in. x 21in. x 22in. overall, plus knobs.

- **Built, Tested and Guaranteed** £9.19.6

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS • ALL PURCHASES GUARANTEED

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD, 22 Newmarket Rd., CAMBRIDGE

Order form and more Sinclair designs on pages following
2 SETS THAT HAVE CHANGED THE FACE OF RADIO

Nothing has ever equaled Sinclair designs for compactness and efficiency and the Micro-6 and Micro FM are now world famous examples of what can be achieved by specialisation in transistor electronics. Countless thousands of these sets have been built to the delight of constructors all over the world. Each in its class fulfills a very real need in terms of present day listening requirements, and anyone can easily build both sets by following the well prepared instructions supplied with each kit. Proof of their success is found in the never ending stream of enthusiastic letters constructors send us. Here are yet more typical examples.

MICRO FM

"We have now completed installation of the Micro FM after being lost in admiration for the superb construction. Results are beyond praise. The quality is perfect. In fact I haven't done a stroke of work since we finished it. Please thank all for a first class job. We are thrilled with it." - C.E., Lowick, Berwick-on-Tweed.

"I should like to express my very considerable satisfaction with the performance of the Micro FM. You have clearly designed a very efficient circuit with first rate overall performance. I am more than pleased." - L.E.H., Haregate.

MICRO-6

"A truly excellent kit. The finish and general quality is very good. It is fantastic that a radio can be so compact." - N.R.C., Bishop's Stortford.

"Reception and sound is superb. I found the instructions very easy to understand." - Z.12, R.R., Spanish Town, Jamaica.

"The results are outstanding when used with a good quality speaker." - P.O.B., London, E.13.

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS

MICRO FM

7 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET F.M. TUNER/RECEIVER

This unique, superbly engineered superhet FM set is completely professional in styling inside and out. Its performance is fantastic. It is the only set in the world which can be used both as an FM tuner and as an independent FM pocket receiver just whenever you wish. Problems of alignment which previously made it almost impossible for a constructor to complete an FM set for himself have been completely eliminated. This set is ready to use the moment you have built it. The pulse counting discriminator ensures best possible audio quality; selectivity is such that the telescopic aerial included with the kit assures good reception in all but the very poorest reception areas. The Sinclair Micro FM will give you all you want in FM reception and the satisfaction of building a unique design that will save you pounds.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Self-contained double-purpose FM superhet using 7 transistors and 2 diodes. The R.F. amplifier is followed by a self-oscillating mixer and three stages of I.F. amplification which dispense with I.F. transformers and all problems of alignment. The final I.F. amplifier produces a square wave which is converted to produce the original modulation exactly. A pulse-counting discriminator ensures better audio quality. One output is for feeding to amplifier or recorder and the other enables the Micro FM to be used as an independent self-contained pocket portable. A.F.C. "locks" the programme tuned in. The telescopic aerial included is sufficient in all but the worst signal areas.

£5.19.6

MICRO-6

This is the set against which a matchbox looks enormous. Yet it is completely self-contained, including a crystal and batteries and virtually plays anywhere. Its clever six-stage circuit (2 R.F., double diode detector, 3 A.F.) ensures all you want in a radio today — power, range, quality and selectivity. A.G.C. counteracts fading, bandspread brings in Luxembourg like a local station. There is great pleasure to be had in building the Micro-6, and it makes a highly acceptable gift with its white, gold and black case and amazing performance.

£5.19.6

SIX-STAGE MEDIUM WAVE A.M. RECEIVER

The smallest radio set in the world!

- Size: 11/16" × 13/16" × 1/2"
- Weight: One Ounce
- Easily built in an evening

Complete kit with earpiece, case and instructions.

59/6

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 Newmarket Rd., CAMBRIDGE

Telephone 52996 (STD Code OCA3)
SINCLAIR Z.12 COMBINED 12 WATT HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER AND PRE-AMP

12 WATTS R.M.S. OUTPUT
CONTINUOUS SINE WAVE (30W. PEAK)

8 TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT WITH CLASS B ULTRALINEAR OUTPUT

The amazing adaptability and rugged construction of this very powerful and exceptionally compact amplifier make it possible to use just one type of unit with outstanding success in an unusually wide variety of applications. Eight special H.F. transistors are used in a highly original circuit to achieve the characteristics demanded of any quality amplifier irrespective of price, yet this Sinclair unit costs well under £5, including its own integrated pre-amplifier.

The Z.12 accepts radio, microphone and pick-up inputs. Detailed instructions for connecting these in mono and stereo are given in the manual supplied with every unit. A number of different control networks are also shown. The Z.12 will operate efficiently from any supply between 6 and 20 v.d.c., making it very convenient to run the amplifier from a car battery. Where it is required to run the Z.12 from mains supply, the PZ.3 is recommended. Those wishing to have a ready made pre-amp control unit can feed inputs via the Stereo 25, which, with two Z.12s will provide the finest stereophonic hifi possible—and the saving in cost is fantastic.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Size 3 in. x 1½in. x 1¼ in.
- Class "B" ultralinear output
- RESPONSE 15-50,000 c/s ± 1 dB.
- Suitable for 3, 7.5 or 150 speakers. Two 30 speakers may be used in parallel
- INPUT—2mV into 2kΩ.
- OUTPUT—12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine wave (24 w. peak): 15 watts music power (30 w. peak)
- Signal to noise ratio better than 60dB.
- Quiescent current consumption—15mA.

Your Sinclair Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied when you receive your purchase from us, your money will be refunded at once in full and without question.

To: SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

Please send items detailed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For which I enclose cash/cheque/money order.

PW.11
**STEREO AMPLIFIER**

- Incorporating 2 ECl71's and 1 ECl80, heavy duty, double wound mains transformer. Output 7 watts per channel. Full tone and volume controls. Absolutely complete.

- **SPEAKERS**
  - **BTM7**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 8 ohm.

- **CAUTION**
  - **BTM7**: 8 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **PRICE**: BTM7, £25.00. BTM12, £40.00.

- **SPEAKERS**
  - **BTM7**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 8 ohm.

- **VOLUME CONTROL**
  - **BTM7**: 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **CAUTION**
  - **BTM7**: 8 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **PRICE**: BTM7, £25.00. BTM12, £40.00.

- **SPEAKERS**
  - **BTM7**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 8 ohm.

- **VOLUME CONTROL**
  - **BTM7**: 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **CAUTION**
  - **BTM7**: 8 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **PRICE**: BTM7, £25.00. BTM12, £40.00.

- **SPEAKERS**
  - **BTM7**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: Single 8.5in. voice coil. Full range plus subwoofer. Complete with drivers, and cabinet. Wired for stereo. 8 ohm.

- **VOLUME CONTROL**
  - **BTM7**: 4 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **CAUTION**
  - **BTM7**: 8 ohm.
  - **BTM12**: 4 ohm.

- **PRICE**: BTM7, £25.00. BTM12, £40.00.
INCREASE YOUR KNOWLEDGE

ICS

CHOOSE THE RIGHT COURSE FROM
RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING,
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION, RADIO AND
TELEVISION SERVICING, ELECTRONICS,
COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING,
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS, SERVOMECH-
ANISMS, TELEMETRY, CLOSED CIRCUIT TV,
INSTRUMENTATION, AND PRINCIPLES OF
AUTOMATION.

ALSO EXAMINATION COURSES FOR:
Inst. of Electronic and Radio Engineers
C. & G. Telecommunication Technica', Cert.
C. & G. Supplementary Studies
P.M.G. Certificates. Radio Amateurs' Exam.

LEARN AS YOU BUILD
Practical Radio Courses: Gain a sound knowledge of Radio
as you build YOUR OWN 5-valve superhet Receiver and
Transistor, Portable Signal Generator and High Quality
Multimeter. At the end of the course you have invaluable
practical equipment and a fund of personal knowledge and skill.
ICS Practical Radio Courses open a new world to the keen
amateur.

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES

THERE IS AN ICS COURSE FOR YOU

Whether you need a basic grounding, tuition to complete
your technical qualifications, or further specialised
knowledge, ICS can help you with a course individually
adapted to your requirements.

There is a place for you among the fully-trained men.
They are the highly paid men—the men of the future.
If you want to get to the top, or to succeed in your own
business, put your technical training in our experienced
hands.

ICS Courses are written in clear, simple and direct language,
fully illustrated and specially edited to facilitate individual
home study. You will learn in the comfort of your own
home—at your own speed. The unique ICS teaching
method embodies the teacher in the text; it combines
expert practical experience with clearly explained theoretical
training. Let ICS help you to develop your ambitions and
ensure a successful future. Invest in your own capabilities.

FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON TODAY

You will receive the FREE ICS Prospectus listing the examinations
and ICS technical courses in radio, television and electronics.
PLUS details of over 150 specialised subjects.

PLEASE SEND FREE BOOK ON

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

AGE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 170, INTERTEXT HOUSE, PARKGATE ROAD, London, SW11

11/66
TAPE RECORDERS

MAGNAVOX-COLLARO
363 TAPE DECKS

The very latest 2 speed model—14, 31/2 ips., available with either a track or head. Features include: Protecta buffer, digital counter, fast forward and rewind, new 4 pin fully shielded induction head, 2.25in. x 11in. x 35in. deep below unit plate. For 250/2000V. A.C. mains, 100% compensation. New, unused and fully guaranteed.

LASKY’S PRICE £1011.0
LASKY’S PRICE £1311.6
Garriage and Packing 7½ extra.

NEW MARTIN TAPE RECORD/REPLAY AMPS.

Now available from stock—for use with the Magnavox 363 Tape Deck.
4 Track, 3 Speed LASKY’S PRICE £191.6 Carriage and Packing 3½ extra. Optional extras: Coated dial control, to take deck and amplifier controls.

LASKY’S PRICE 12/6 Post and Packing 1½ extra.

THE ARROW—ICTION TAPE RECORDER

High Quality British Manufacture—Fully transistorised

- Battery operated
- Simple Cassette loading and single control lever (suitable for 3m., 4m. or 5m. cassettes)
- Dual speed for total flexibility
- Volumetric control
- Ceramic erasure safety device
- Open socket on 4 1/2 type cassettes
- Strong built-in plastic case size 5x2x1 in.
- Fully transistorised
- Complete with plug and ears
- Standard with microphone
- With microphone and earphone
- With microphone and earphone
- Without microphone
- Complete with plastic case
- Telephone adapter
- Foot switch
- Bass speaker
- Reference packed 1½ extra price

LASKY’S PRICE £9.19.6

INTERNATIONAL TAPE

Famous American Brand—Fully Guaranteed

2m. Message type, 100yds. £2.15.6
2m. Message type, 250yds. £3.11.6
3m. Standard, 150yds. PVC £4.5.0
3m. Standard, 200yds. PVC £5.0.0
4m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £6.15.0
5m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £7.0.0
6m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £8.0.0
8m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £9.0.0
10m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £10.0.0
12m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £12.0.0
15m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £15.0.0
20m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £20.0.0
25m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £25.0.0
30m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £30.0.0
35m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £35.0.0
40m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £40.0.0
45m. Standard, 2400ft. Mylar £45.0.0

LASKY’S PRICE 7½ extra

THE SKYROVER De Luxe

7 transistor plug 9-hole superb, 6 waveband portable receiver covering the full medium waveband and Short Wavebands 200/250v., and also 4 separate switched band- range, 13M., 15M., 10M., and 5M., with Boost Sound Tuning for accurate Station Selection. The coil pack and tuning heart is completely factory assembled, wired and tested. The re-assembly can be complete in order three hours from your easy to follow diagram instructions. Superb, 470 Kc. All Transistor Tuning and Noise. 24 sets are powered by three 220v. A.C. magnets, 3.24v. spoken easy to dial Direct- 300 W Output. Telecopic Antenna. Small size, 3½ in. x 2½ in., 1½ in. x 1½ in. Complete with Tuning Control and Waveband Selector. In a small space, a large picture can be used with a washable material, together with an aerial, to give a push button set.

Can now be supplied for just £8.19.6

Complete with 2 extra H.P. Tapes, 450 deposit and 11 monthly payments of 14/6. Total H.P.P. £1010.19

SPECIAL OFFER...

NOW—LASKY’S MINIATURE TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER MODULES

Incorporating the very latest electronic circuits, these units offer a high quality miniaturised type portable receiver covering a wide range of frequencies in conjunction with a small limited range of frequencies. These particular devices are designed for use with either UHF or VHF transistors transistors transistors used throughout. All designed to operate on 9V. miniature batteries. Add 5/- on each for Post and Packing.

TYPE LRPC 6, 5 transistor, input 5mV, output 600mV, input 150, size 3½ x 4¼ x 1¾ in.

PRICE £7.0.0

LASKY’S PRICE 12/6 Post and Packing 3½ extra.

FULLY ENCAPSULATED MODULES

Special function modules—all our units 1½ x 1½ x 1¼ in. Complete with detailed function and instruction booklets. Semi A.G.L. for experimental work. Price £7.0.0

TYPE GR-1, Gridleap Manufactured—provides sufficient power to fill all audio room, 20 output, input 5mV, price £3.0.0

LASKY’S PRICE 5½ extra

TYPE CO-1, Noise control complete—suitable for use with mouth key and speaker. Price £2.0.0

LASKY’S PRICE 2½ extra

GOREL UT 340 FM/VHF TUNING HEART

Firmly builtin—covering 97 to 108 Mhz. For use with one 8E3X2S valve. In metal case, size 3 x 3 x 1 in. Circuit supplied.

LASKY’S PRICE 8/6 Post 3½ ERSX2S valve 6½ extra.

TRANSISTORS

ALL BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED

Price list: 8.0.0, 10.0.0, 12.0.0, 15.0.0, 20.0.0

TO—D0 140, 000, 2.0.0
TO—D0 340, 000, 2.0.0
TO—D0 140, 000, 2.0.0

FILTERS by BRASS CRYSTAL CO. Available from stock.

TO—D0 450, 000, 2.0.0
TO—D0 450, 000, 2.0.0

LASKY’S RADIO FOR THE FINEST VALUE AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

LASKY’S PRICE 7/6 each
Post 6d.
WEYRAD

COILS & TRANSFORMERS FOR CONSTRUCTORS

Special versions of our P50 Series are now available for AF117 or OC45 Transistors. They can be used in the standard superhet circuit with slight changes in component values, details of which are given in the latest edition of the Constructors’ Booklet priced at 2/-.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oscillator Coil</td>
<td>P50/1AC (For OC45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st I.F. Transformer</td>
<td>P50/2CC (For OC45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd I.F. Transformer</td>
<td>P50/3CC (For OC45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd I.F. Transformer</td>
<td>P50/3CC (For OC45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod Aerial</td>
<td>RA2W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Transformer</td>
<td>LFDT4/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Transformer</td>
<td>OPT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Circuit</td>
<td>PCA1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I.F. TRANSFORMERS & COILS FOR VALVE CIRCUITS

Production of Tuning Coils (Type “H”) and I.F. Transformers is being continued and details of these and our other components are given in an illustrated folder which will be forwarded on request with 4d. postage please.

WEYRAD (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED

SCHOOL STREET, WEYMOUTH, DORSET
Practical Wireless Classified Advertisements

The pre-paid rate for classified advertisements is 1/6d. per word (minimum order 18/-), box number 1/6d. extra. Semi-displayed setting £4. 12s. 6d. per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to PRACTICAL WIRELESS and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available issue.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

CONVERT ANY TV SET into an Oscilloscope. Diagrams and instructions. 12/6. REDMOND, 42 Dean Close, Portslade, Sussex.

BERNIESOUND (AUDIO ENGINEERS)

Design-Build-Repair-Modify All types of Electronic Equipment For estimates write to-

Mr. Brown, 1 Effie Place, London, S.W.6.

**ELECTRONIC MUSIC?**

Then how about making yourself an electric organ? For details of modern available full circuits, drawings and notes! It has 5 octaves, 5 manuals and pedals with 2 stops—umes 41 valves. With its variable attack you can play Classics and Swing. Write NOW for free leaflet and further details to C & S., 29 Maude Street, Darlington, Darum. Send 9d. stamp.

**EDUCATIONAL**

RADIO OFFICER training courses. Write: Principal, Newport and Monmouthshire College of Technology, Newport, Mon.


CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on "Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms. Thousands of passes. For details of modern courses in all branches of electrical engineering, electronics, radio, etc., send for 132 page Handbook—FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 169K) Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

RADIO AND TV Exam. and Courses by Britain's finest Home-study School. Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City & Guilds Amateur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE brochure from BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Russell Street, Reading.


**RADIO TECHNICIANS**

A number of suitably qualified candidates will be required for training leading to permanent and pensionable employment. (In various parts of the U.K., including London, but primarily Cheltenham. Also opportunities for service abroad.)

Applicants must be 19 or over and be familiar with the use of Test Gear and have had Radio/Electronic workshop experience. They must offer at least "O" level GCE passes in English and Physics, or hold the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Intermediate Certificate or equivalent technical qualifications.

Pay according to age, e.g., at 19 £747, at 25 £962 (highest age pay on entry) rising by four annual increments to £1,104. Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range £1,032-£1,691. There are a few posts carrying higher salaries.

Annual Leave allowance of 3 weeks 3 days, rising to 4 weeks 2 days.

Normal Civil Service sick leave regulations apply.

Applicant: Recruitment Officer (RT 54) Government Communications Headquarters Oakley, Priors Road CHELTEMAN, Glos.

**SERVICE SHEETS**

SERVICE SHEETS for all makes, Radio, TV Tape Recorders, 1925-1966. Prices 1/- Catalogue 6,000 models 2/6d. Free fault-finding guide with all Sheets. Please send stamped addressed envelope with order enquiries. HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and Television, 4/- post paid. VEST AND EMERY, 17 Hallgarth Street, Durham.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV, 5,000 models. List 1-1 S.A.E. inquiries. TELRAY, 11 Maidland Bank, Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS (75,000), 4/- each. Callers welcome. Always open. 5 South Street, Garsenaw, Bradford.

**SERVICE SHEETS**

4/- each, plus postage

We have the largest display of Service Sheets for all makes and types of Radios and Televisions, etc., in the country. Speedy service.

To obtain the Service Sheet you require please complete the attached coupon.

Name: ........................................
Address: .....................................

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
30 Baker Street, London, W.1

Please supply Service Sheets for the following:

Make: ........................................
Model No.: ...................................

Model No.: ...................................

Model No.: ...................................

Model No.: ...................................

I require the new 1966 List of Service Sheets at 1/6 each plus postage.

(please delete items not applicable)

Enclose remittance of ................................(which includes postage)

MAIL ORDERS ONLY (Nov.) PW

NO WAITING. Service Sheets for all makes of Radio and TV despatched by return post. 4/- each and S.A.E. GRIMDSYKE RADIO, 77 Merion Avenue, Stannmore, Middx.

**TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, Etc.**

TAPES TO DISC—using finest professional equipment 45 rpm—18/- S.A.E. leaflet

DEROY, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs.
NEW COMPONENTS

- TRANSISTORS - Matched Output Kit
  - OCG1 and 2-GC1
  - R.E.K. 40/44 and 2-GC4
  - Q4/4, 70, 71, 81 and 81D equivalents, each
- CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
  - Ceramic, precision
  - 1 MHz : 10 off, one preferred

- CAPACITORS - Polyester, Polyprop. 100 VDC
  - 330 pf to 100 pf

- ASSORTED CAPACITORS - New Paper, Polyester, Electrolytic etc. 100 off

- ASSORTED RESISTORS - HI-Stab. 300 off
  (5% or better, worth £1.56)

ELMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS LTD.

Southport. (List surplus. Switched, Ideal section 1 line. New in.

CRYSTAL FILTERS

Designed for the home constructor.

TYPE PF2, bandwidth 3 Kc. Plug-in unit on octal base.
- 536 £17.6, post 1/-.
- Standard model 46/7, Kc. Requires no special I.F. transformers.
- Ceramic bandpass filters available at £4.10.0. Send stamp for full details of these and other products.

G. ELLIOTT

3 Sandgate Avenue, Tiberius, Reading, Berks.

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS (continued)

CANADIAN MARCONI 2 RECEIVERS, L75 £39.95 (22 A.C. mains, L75. 10/22-300 plus env. heavenly sound, and working.

BATTERIES for 38 and 18 watt talkie, £7.6 each.

TELEPHONES, 5FFS, new, headsets with microphone, 2 sets make good telephone, no batteries needed.

C. CRYSTAL O.S. 37.5/-.

M.R. ROGERS, Ltd.

31 Sandgate Avenue, Tiberius, Reading, Berks.

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS (continued)

BY 100 rectifiers 4/- each any quantity. Post Paid. BLAKE, 52A, Runcorn Road, Birmingham 12.

Due to recent colonial purchase from Ministry and other sources we have available for callers only large quantity of Transistors and Diodes, 1472 TX, Pye Fixed TX/RX, PTC 102 TX/RX, 1426 RX plus power units, 1932 RX, 1113 TX, Pulse Units, Signal Generators by Marconi, Advance, Taylor, Federal, Measurements Ltd., U.S. Arms, Oscilloscopes by Cossor, 1049 M. 39, 1049 M. IV, Mullard 3155, E.B. 3110, Fursehill, Saturon and Philips. Stabilised by Saturon, Philips, Mullard, Applied Electronics, Airmec, also power units for Klystrons and Magnetrons.

S' Band, Decade and B.F.D. Oscillators, Waremeters by S.T.C. and Marconi. Oscilloscope Cameras by Cossor, Radar Scanning Aerials, Universal Impedance Meters by Marconi and others. Also many other items too numerous to mention.

M.A.C. (Morley) Ltd.

Troy Road, Morley

Phone 2334

Also at

38 Meadow Lane, Leeds 1

SOUND RECORDINGS


METAL WORK

METAL WORK: All types cabinets, chassis racks, etc. to your specifications. PHILPOTT METAL WORKS LTD., Chapman Street, Loughborough.

FOR SALE

SPECIAL OFFER

GEVAERT TAPE. New, boxed, £5, 5s., with Stop and Leader Tapes, 9/ or 6/- for 50p, post paid.

GRUNDIG MAI. 2 Transistor Pre-amps for Tape Monitoring or Microphone Boosters, 5s., post paid.

LIST PRICE 4 GNS.

LEE ELECTRONICS

400 Edgeware Road, Ladbroke Green 5521

Send for Free Lists and details of above

E. R. NICHOLLS

Mail Order and Retail Shop

OFF SHAW HEATH, STOCKPORT

CRESWIRE

Closed December 1st—December 31st for annual holidays

Dept. PW11
FIVE-TON FACTORY CLEARANCE: Radio, TV, Electrical Components in mixed parcels.
Example: 210 mixed parcel £1, p.p. 7/6. Speakers, valves, bases, t.l.s. covers, condensers, etc. Hundred other items. S.A.E. and postal order to P. NEWTON, 16 Shalcross Crescent, Hatfield, Herts.


MORSE MADE EASY!
The Famous Rhythm Recorded Course cuts the prattling time down to an absolute minimum.
One student, aged 20, took only 13 DAYS, and another, aged 80, took under a week to read 16 words. If you wish to read Morse easily and naturally please enclose 8d. in stamps or two international reply coupons for full explanatory leaflet to: GICHERP
45 Green Lane, Purley, Surrey. UPLands 2866

WANTED:
VALVES WANTED, brand new popular types boxed. DURHAM SUPPLIES (C), 175, Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.
HUGGETTS LTD., 2-4 Pawson's Road, West Croydon.

WANTED NEW VALVES ONLY
Must be new and boxed
Payment by return
WILLIAM CARVIS LTD
103 North Street, Leeds 7

WE BUY New Valves for cash, large or small quantities, old types or the latest by return. Send details. Quotations by return. WALTons WIRELESS STORES, 15 Church Street, Wolverhampton.
Harmony in the home

RECORD HOUSING

Housing HiFi is our business... turntables, tape recorders, loudspeakers, tuners, amplifiers, records, tapes... there's a RECORD HOUSING cabinet to suit your equipment.

Scan Storage Units £6.17.6 each. Plinth 15/-
Speaker enclosure £8.8.0

Send for illustrated catalogue giving full details of over 20 different cabinets, plus stockists list (U.K. only) to:

RECORD HOUSING (Dept. PW11)

Elements of Radio
ABRAHAM and WILLIAM MARCUS

'The plan of the book is wholly admirable and the authors' methods all appear to be sound... This is a book really meant for students. We can thoroughly recommend this book.' Current Engineering Practice 5th Edition 63s.

OUTLINE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION

J. P. Hawker This introductory book starts with clear explanations of electric currents, radio and audio waves and electronic components, and continues through to the most advanced items of equipment such as u.h.f. television tuners, multiplex stereo systems and colour television receiver techniques. 408 pages. Over 300 diagrams, including numerous circuits. Just published. 30s.

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS or 32s. by post from:
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2
SOUND BARGAINS

SP.25  Non-Auto wired for stereo, less cartridge  
£10.19.6

AT.60  Auto-Changer, heavy cast turntable, including cartridge.  
£11.12.6

1000  Auto wired for stereo including cartridge.  
£6.10.0

2000  Auto wired for stereo including cartridge.  
£6.15.0

3000  Auto-Changer including cartridge.  
£8.12.0

CARTRIDGES

EV.26 shell cartridge, diamond stylus  
27/6

EV 26 shell cartridge, sapphire stylus  
21/6

ACOS GP.83  Stereo 11/6

ACOS GP.73  Stereo 10/-

ACOS GP.67  Mono 91/6

Sonette 9T  Stereo 21/6

SPECIAL

AMERICAN VERITONE P.V.C. TAPE—PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

SP.7  1200ft.  13/6

LP.7  1800ft.  19/6

LP.5  900ft.  11/6

DT.5  1200ft.  16/-

OR WO TAPE

6"  360 metres  19/6

CAR RADIOS

"Royal" Push Button 2 wave transistorised complete with speaker and fitting kit.  
£11.15.0

"Burleigh" 2 wave transistorised complete with speaker and fitting kit.  
£11.7.6

GRAM AMPLIFIER

"Minette" 2 valve Gram Amplifier.  
£4.5.0

All above prices include post and packing

DANE ELECTRONICS
39 Barrack Rd. Northampton

---

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL,
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

Reclaimed Tubes Six months' guarantee.  
AX860, 30V, MV4900, 50V, MV4910, 50V.  
CM8450, 125V, 12.7 Tube, 10V.  
17 tubes perfect but without guarantee, 17/ 
each. Carriage on any tube in O.B. 10/-

Specially Selected New Valves with 6 months' guarantee. Single valves, Post 7d.

VALVE LIST

Ex. Equipment, 3 months' guarantee. Single Valves Post 7d.

EVB90 1-/-  EVB90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVB91 9/-  EVB90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVB90 1-/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVC90 1.5/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVC90 1.5/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVC90 1.5/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVC90 1.5/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVC90 1.5/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

EVC90 1.5/-  EVC90 1.5/-  EF14 9/-

Special Offer, Bush TV561 17" 18-channel TV Sets in good working order fitted with good tube.  
Cabinet condition fair. Carriage 10/-

Untested TV Sets, complete fitted with all  
BBC and ITV sets 10/5. Carriage 10/-

Bomb Computers full of gears and motors. New condition, 9/-

Carriage 10/-

Perfect Speakers removed from TV sets, 
F. and 8", 6£. Goodmans 7 x 4.5/-  
6" Round, 8/- Philips 5" Round, 9/- Plus Post 

on any Speaker 2.5, 8" 6/- and 5" Round Speaker, 6 for 20/-

Post Paid

Motors, Single Phase. 200V, quarter H.P.  
1000 revs, Fully guaranteed, or washing 
machine. Carriage 8/6

Special Offer, Garrard Record Players. 
Auto Changer. Model A900, £8.95. Model 1000, 
£9.95

Single Player, Model A800, £8.95.  
Carriage and insurance on any model, 10/-

All complete with cartridge and maker's guarantee.

Breaking up 15 Sets. Receiver section complete with valves. Parts removed, 500 micros 
meters. All transmitter parts, Relay and 
807 valve. Condition Fair, no dry rot, 10/-

Carriage 10/-

NEW VALVES!

Guaranteed Set Tested

24-HOUR SERVICE

---

LOOK! AT OUR PRICES

OC71 TRANSISTORS  
or 27/6 doz. P. & P. 6d.

2/6 EACH

MAT TRANSISTORS  
Mat 100 or 120 7/9 post 4d.

Mat 101 or 121 8/6 post 4d.

GERMANIUM RECTIFIERS  
G7/M 24v 3/4 amp.

or 24/- doz. post 1/-

2/6 EACH

MINIATURE GERMANIUM DIODES  
Postage 6d.

6/-

DIODES

8000v. P.I.V. 500 ma.

5/-

SILICON RECTIFIERS  
Postage 6d.

11/-doz.

POSTERHICK'S RADIO SUPPLIES
Dept. P.  
22 HIGH STREET, BIDEFORD, N. Devon

Tel.: Bideford 3217

FAMOUS FOR THIRTY YEARS 
for SHORT-WAVE RADIO 
EQUIPMENT OF QUALITY

H.A.C. SHORT-WAVE KITS

H.A.C. were the original suppliers of Short- 
Wave Receiver Kits for the amateur con-
structor. Over 10,000 satisfied customers—
including Technicians, Hospitals, Public 
Schools, R.A.F., Army, M.A., etc.

IMPROVED 1966 RANGE

1-Valve model "ST", complete kit. Price 30/-

Customers say: "Definitely the best one-
valve kit. Kit available at any price". This kit contains all genuine Short-Wave 
components, full technical accuracy, and full instructions. Ready to assemble and of 
course, as all our products, fully guaranteed. FULL RANGE of other kits still available 
including the famous model "DK", price 75/-

Before ordering a kit and imposing demo-
stration receiver or send for a descriptive catalo 
ue and order form too.

"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS 
(Dept. P.W.), 44 Old Bond Street 
London W.1

---

539
Magnificent ‘Continental’ Stereophonic Radiogram Chassis with piano key switches, built-in ferite rod aerial. Comes complete with two 10" elliptical loudspeakers, plus a mono/stereo 4-speed automatic record changer. Complete £35.15.6. (Units available only 16 gns.)

Special terms available of £10.0.0 deposit followed by monthly payments of £1.5.5. (total H.P. of £35.15.6)+15/- P. & P. Send £10.15.0 now.

The Imperial Stereophonic 4 waveband chassis has the most advanced specifications yet offered in this country. There is a built-in ferite rod aerial, seven piano key switches, controlling mono/stereoseparation, Gram-Long Medium-Short-FM-ON/OFF. The unit comes complete with two 10" elliptical loudspeakers, plus an automatic record changer. Complete £41.15.6. Chassis only 25 gns.

Special terms available of £13.10.0 deposit followed by 10 monthly payments of £1.8.10. (total H.P. of £41.15.6)+15/- P. & P. Send £14.14.0 now.

4-Station Intercom

Solve your communication problems with this new 4-Station Transistor Intercom. 1 master and 3 subs), in de luxe plastic cabinets for desk or wall mounting. Call/’hang up from Master to Subs and Sub to Master. Ideal for R.F. for Business, Survey, School, Hospital, Hotel, Home, etc. Operate on one 9V battery. On/Off switch. Volume control. Complete with 3 3.5mm. probers and other accessories. P. & P. 2/6.

Audio Wire: Pure copper, insulated; still available at 10/- per 100 feet as an excellent price of £4.15.0. P. & P. Ten Lead Kit: Truly excellent value. Consists of two sterilized length test leads with probes, plus plug in attachments (spade connectors, crocodile clips and circuit probe). All in plastic wallet for only 10/-, 1/-5. P. & P.

Loudspeakers: We carry a range of speakers to suit every application. Typical examples are:
1. Western 50-2W: 8 ohms; 25 c.w. 8 V. & P. 3.
2. Western 6-2W: 15 ohms; 3 c.w. sub. 8 V. & P.
3. Norman 4-4: 8 ohms elliptical suitable for near-car radios. 8 V. & P.

Send £1.8.10. on above speakers.

Stills: £1.11.7. on above speakers.

Send £12.15.0 for above speaker.

SPEAKER CABINETS:

Built-in cabinet with de luxe plastic cabinets for speakers. Designed and tailored to your specifications. Suitable for your unique offer has been granted. No order now and avoid disappointment.

P.S. Change the name of your dealer.

[Ad for various audio equipment items and services]

NEW BOOKS

published on SEPTEMBER 23

ABC’s OF COMPUTERS 16/-
by Allan Lytel.
Case Bound. 128 pp. Illus.

ABC’s OF RADAR 18/-
by Alan Andrews.
Case Bound. 128 pp. Illus.

HAVING FUN WITH TRANSISTORS 20/-
by Len Buckwalt.
Case Bound. 128 pp. Illus.

SOLVING TV TROUBLE DOGS 24/-
by Robert G. Middleton.
Case Bound. 128 pp. Illus.

to be published on OCTOBER 21

ABC’s OF ANTENNAS 16/-
by Allan Lytel.
Case Bound. 95 pp. Illus.

COMPUTER BASICS 30/-
Introduction to Analog Computers by Technical Education and Management Inc.
Case Bound. 256 pp. Illus.

SERVICING TRANSISTOR T.V.
30/-
by Robert G. Middleton.
Case Bound. 224 pp. Illus.

BASIC PIEZOELECTRICITY 20/-
by J. Potter Shields.
Case Bound. 128 pp. Illus.

to be published on NOVEMBER 22

ALTERNATING CURRENT FUNDAMENTALS 42/-
by Arthur P. Dillow.
Case Bound. 416 pp. Illus.

COMPUTER BASICS 30/-
Digital Computers, Mathematics & Circuits by Technical Education & Management Inc.
Case Bound. 224 pp. Illus.

SMALL GASOLINE ENGINES TRAINING MANUAL 40/
by Ted Pipp.
Case Bound. 224 pp. Illus.

from Booksellers or, plus 8d. postage from the Publishers.
Write for complete catalogue of over 100 titles.

FOULSHAM SAMS TECHNICAL BOOKS

Dept. 6PW, YEOVIL ROAD
SLOUGH, Bucks., England.
GARRARD 4 SPEED DECKS WITH CARTRIDGE


SINGLE PLAYERS:

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES:
TONY Corner Cabinet 20" x 10" x 7" takes 10" x 6" speaker covered in Resin and Vynair, 45/-, P. & P. 5/-.
BLAKE De-LUXE, veneered with woodgrain formica and standing on smart 6" legs, cabinet size 18" x 24½" x 9½" £6.5.0. P. & P. 10/-.

HAYDON 16½" x 15½" x 1½" fabric covered suitable for 12" speaker, 45/-, P. & P. 7/6.


Ext. speaker complete with 8" speaker and volume control. Size 13" x 10" x 6" covered woodgrain formica, £3. P. & P. 4/6.

SPEAKERS:

All other speakers supplied—Goodmans, Bakers, Wharfedale, Eagle, Tripelone.

BARGAINS IN TRANSISTORS:
OC212, 5/6, 5/6, OC31, 81M, 3/-.
R.F Packs 1 OC44, 2 OC45, 8/6.
AF Packs 1 OC61D, 1 OC81D, 1 OC81, 2 UC81D (Mullard), 8/-.
AF Pack 1 GET118, 2 GET119, 5/6. GET113. Red Dot, 2/-.
OC26, 28, 29, 9/6. ORP12 Light Cell, 8/6.
Diodes OA81, 2/3, OA91, OA95, 1/9. P. & P. on above 6d.

TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS:
1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 25, 32, 50, 100 mfd 15 volt working, 1/3. P. & P. 6d.
250 mfd 25v DC, 3/-.
1,000 mfd 50v DC, 5/-.
500 mfd 12v DC, 3/-.
1,500 mfd 10v DC, 4/6.
500 mfd 50v DC, 5/-.
5,000 mfd 12v DC, 6/6. P. & P. 1/-.

RESISTORS: 1 watt 10% from 3.3 ohm to 10 meg 5d. each. 4/- doz. P. & P. 6d.

EAP PIECES WITH CORD AND 3.5 mm. plug. 8 ohm magnetic, 3/-.
250 ohm, 4/-, 180 ohm with clip, 6/6. Xtal 4/-, P. & P. 6d.

PANEL LIGHTS. Neon 200-250v, 2½, 6v Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, White (uses Lilliput bulbs) 3/- each. P. & P. 6d.

Paper Condensors for Cross-Over Units, 2 Mfd, 2/6. P. & P. 6d.

MAKE YOUR OWN PRINTED CIRCUITS.
Complete kit, Hayato P.K.1, 22/6. P. & P. 1/- (with full instructions).

ROTARY SWITCHES
2 pole Mains Switch, 3/-.
1 pole 12 way, 2 pole 6 way, 2 pole 2 way, 3 pole 3 way, 3 pole 4 way, 4 pole, 3 way, 3/6 each. P. & P. 6d.

MICROPHONES.
Xtal Hand Mikes.
BM3 and 200C. 30/-, P. & P. 2/-, Stand for same 9/6 & 12/6. P. & P. 1/9

PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES, 4 button, 2 banks of 6 S.P.C.O.
1 bank of 5 S.P.C.O. 1 off button, 5/6. P. & P. 6d.

BATTERY CHARGER KITS
6 volt and 12 volt with circuit, 4 amp. GEC Rect., 12/-.

Stockists for Eagle Products, Goodmans, W.B., Wharfedale, Bakers, Tripleone, Linear, all makes of amplifiers and speakers supplied. Let us quote for your requirements. S.A.E. please. Trade terms to bona fide dealers.

BROADWAY ELECTRONICS
92 MITCHAM ROAD · TOOTING BROADWAY · LONDON S.W.17 · Tel: BALham 3984

(four minutes from Tooting Broadway Underground Station)

HAVE A WARMER, BRIGHTER HOME THIS WINTER!

FREE 48-PAGE BOOK
HEATING, LIGHTING AND INSULATION

All the advice you need, all the how-to-do-it instructions to make your home warmer and brighter are here in this big up-to-the-minute guide. Make this the winter when the cold didn't stand a chance!

Fully illustrated sections on:

HEATING Which system for you? Hot Water Central Heating—the latest Coal, Gas and Oil Boilers—Warm Air Systems—Electric Whole House Heating—Single Appliance Heaters.

LIGHTING Brings you a wealth of new ideas, with colour pages showing attractive room settings, and the latest fittings.

INSULATION Review of modern methods and equipment with advice on installation.

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER

BIG DOUBLE NUMBER OUT NOW 1/6
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO . . .

* UNIVERSITIES
* COLLEGES OF TECHNOLOGY
* COLLEGES OF FURTHER EDUCATION & SCHOOLS
* ALL RADIO ENTHUSIASTS

OFFICIAL SUPPLIERS TO MANY EDUCATION AUTHORITIES

Usual Educational Discounts

OUR NEW 1966/67 illustrated catalogue NOW AVAILABLE
(send 1/- in stamps for your copy)

INCLUDES
- Valves, Transformers, Condensers, Resistors, Microphones, Tools, Solder etc.

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO
103 Leeds Terrace, Winton Street, Leeds 7
Telephone 25187

NEW RANGE U.H.F. AERIALS FOR BBC 2 (G25) line transmissions

All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tilting bracket and 4 element grid reflectors.

- Loft Mounting Arrays: 5 element, 35/-; 4 element, 30/-; 3 element, 25/-; 2 element, 20/-.
- Wall Mounting with Cranked Arm: 7 element, 60/-; 6 element, 50/-; 5 element, 45/-; 4 element, 40/-; 3 element, 35/-; 2 element, 30/-.
- Chimney Mounting Arrays: Complete, 7 element, 75/-; 6 element, 65/-; 5 element, 55/-; 4 element, 45/-.

Complete assembly instructions with every unit.

Low Loss Cable 1/8" dia. U.H.F. Premade from 75/-. State clearly channel number required on all orders.

BBC • ITV • F.M. AERIALS

- BBC (Band I), Telescopic 31/-, External 31/-, 300/-, 11/- 22-10-0
- ITV (Band B), 9 Element Loft array, 25/-, 7 element, 30/-, 5 element, 25/-, 3 element, 15/-, 1 element, 10/-, 1/3.
- Combined BBC/ITV, 1-0, 43/-, 2-0, 49/-, Wall 1-0, 30/-, 250/-, 1-4, 65/-, Chimney 1-0, 60/-, 1-6, 71/-.

VHF transistor pre-amps 19/-.

F.M. (Band I), Loft S/O, 12/-, 6/-, 30/-, 3 element, 25/-, 5 element, 20/-, 3 element, 15/-, 1 element, 10/-, 1/3.

External units available.


Quotations for special power arrays available on request.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.W.)
27 Central Parade, New Addington
Surry
LOD 2266

LISTEN TO THE WORLD on TELSTAR our 1-VALVE SHORT WAVE RADIO

LISTENS to the world. Price includes valve and one coil covering 40-100 metres. Can be extended to cover 400-1000 metres. Can be converted to 2-valve and all mains speaker use. 
Total building costs £35, P. & P. 2/-
All parts available separately.

READY TO USE POCKET RADIO

Covers Medium waveband. No batteries needed. Complete with microphone.
Only 12/6 P. & P. 2/-

Mains POWER PACKS

The ideal economical and safe way of running any Transistor Radio, Record Player, Tape Recorder, Amplifier etc. from A.C. Mains. The MAJOR "Power Plus" for 9v/12v, 100/-; 6v/12v, 6v, 4v/+4v, 42/6. Two separate outputs. P. & P. 2/-
Please state outputs required.

The BUOY "Power Plus". For the smaller set using PP3 type battery. Supplied complete with special adaptor enabling you to reactivate your existing PP3 type battery. 17/6

All units are completely isolated from mains by double wound transformer ensuring 100% safety.

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD.
(Dept. P.W.), 11 Oliver Road, London, E.17

NEW EDITION

RADIO VALVE DATA

CHARACTERISTICS OF 7,000 VALVES

TRANSISTORS • SEMICONDUCTORS

DIODES AND RECTIFIERS • CATHODE RAY TUBES

Compiled "W/W" 8th edition. 9/-
Postage 1/-

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

TRANSISTORS
by C. Brown. 9/6. Postage 9d.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

RADIO & TELEVISION
by H. W. Hellyer. 8/6. Postage 9d.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

AUDIO
by C. Brown. 9/6. Postage 9d.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

ELECTRONICS
by C. Brown. 9/6. Postage 9d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
British and American Technical Books
19-21 PRAED STREET
LONDON, W.2

Phone: PADddington 4185
Closed Saturday 1 o'clock

LEWIS radio

100 Chase Side, Southgate, London
Tel: Palmer’s Green 3733 9666
10 AND 20 WATT MONO AND STEREO TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

(9) POWER AMPLIFIERS. 10 watts RMS output, 150mv input, 30p/s to 20ke/μ, ± 1dB. 4-Transistor Push-pull, Panel size 12 1/4 x 8 5/8 x 4in. £19.95, 2/6, £25.15.0 (Mains unit for 1 or 2 amplifiers, 29/6, p.p. 3/6).

The Finest High Fidelity at Unbeatable Prices

25 WATT AMPLIFIER

New 8-Transistor design. Push-pull output for 70 to 16 ohm speaker, 150mv input, 300mA to 20k/μ ± 1dB. For use with valve or transistor preamplifiers as item (10) above. Size 20 1/2 x 17 1/4 x 61/8in.

PRICE BUILT AND TESTED £7.19.6 P.P. (Mains unit 7/6, p.p. 2/6)

(10) MULTIMETERS

PT34 1kV 50/6. TP55 250V £5.19.6
M1 25V £6.9.6
TP10 25V £5.9.6
TP11 10kV £5.9.6 £5.9.6
IT12 200V £2.9.6 £2.8.6
EP20k £10.10.0

PRICE £8.19.6 P.P. 2/6.

COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT. The largest range in the country. 8-boys 150-page catalogue with discount vouchers.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
303 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2
PADDINGTON 1006/9
Open Mon. to Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m.
Open all day Saturday.

SEE BACK COVER FOR MORE ITEMS OF INTEREST

FULL-TIME COLLEGE COURSE IN RADIO AND TELEVISION

Our Course, of sixteen months' duration, provides a fundamental training for radio and television engineers. It includes theoretical and practical instruction on transistor television receivers, U.H.F. television receivers and colour television.

Exactly half the time is spent on practical work and the course provides excellent practical experience on valve and transistor radio receivers and high-fidelity equipment and all well known makes of television receivers.

The Course is recognised by the Radio Trades Examination Board (R.T.E.B.) for the Radio and Television Servicing Certificate examinations.

Next Course commences 4th January, 1967.

To: The Pembridge College of Electronics (Dept. P11)
34a Hereford Road, London, W.2.
Please send, without obligation, details of the Full-time Course in Radio and Television.

Name
Address
The following blueprints are available from stock. Descriptive text is not available but the date of issue is shown for each blueprint. Send, preferably, a postal order to cover cost of the blueprint (stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to Blueprint Department, Practical Wireless, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

The Strand Amplifier ... (Oct. 1962) 5/-
The PW Signal Generator ...

The Berkeley Loudspeaker Enclosure ...
The Luxembourgor Generator ...

The PW Troubadour ...
The PW Everest Tuner ...

The PW British Two ...
The PW Mercury Six ...

Beginner's Short Wave Two ...
Beginner's 10-watt Transmitter ...

PW "Sixteen" Multi-range Meter ...
Test Meter Applications Chart ...

The Celeste 7-transistor Portable Radio ...
The Spinette Record Player ...

Transistor Radio Mains Unit 7 Mc/s Transceiver ...

The Citizen (December 1961) ...
The Mini-amp (November 1961) ...
The PT Multimeter (October 1961) PT ...

The Beginner's Short Wave Superhet (Dec. 1964) ...
The Empire 7 Three-band Receiver (May 1965) ...

Electronic Hawaiian Guitar (June 1965) ...
Progressive SW Superhet (February 1966) ...

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE CAN SUPPLY NO BLUEPRINTS OTHER THAN THOSE SHOWN IN THE ABOVE LIST. NOR ARE WE ABLE TO SUPPLY SERVICE SHEETS FOR COMMERCIAL RADIO, TV OR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

query service

Before using the query service it is important to read the following notes:

The PW Query Service is designed primarily to answer queries on articles published in the magazine and to deal with problems which cannot easily be solved by reference to standard text books. In order to prevent unnecessary disappointment, prospective users of the service should note that:

(a) We cannot undertake to design equipment or to supply wiring diagrams or circuits, to individual requirements.

(b) We cannot undertake to supply detailed information for converting war surplus equipment, or to supply circuitry.

(c) It is usually impossible to supply information on imported domestic equipment owing to the lack of details available.

(d) We regret we are unable to answer technical queries over the telephone.

(e) It helps us if queries are clear and concise.

(f) We cannot guarantee to answer any query not accompanied by the current query coupon and a stamped addressed envelope.

QUERY COUPON

This coupon is available until 3rd November, 1966 and must accompany all queries in accordance with the rules of our Query Service.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, NOVEMBER 1966
BUILD THE WORLD'S FIRST ALL TRANSISTOR PORTABLE ORGAN KIT

- Easy to build with printed circuits and fully comprehensive handbook
- Circuits use 170 Transistors and Devices
- 10 selected tone colours plus vibrato
- Portable two colour cabinet with detachable legs, music stand, swell pedal
- The only complete kit available in the world.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Tone colours (rockertabs) 10 different tones can be selected
- Switched vibrato
- 49 note C-C fully sprung keyboard
- 6 octaves of generators
- Preset volume control
- Tone colour blend control
- Foot swivel pedal
- Output up to 50 watt
- 110/250 volt mains or 18 volt battery
- Fully polyphonic
- Plug-in printed circuit panels
- Detachable legs with stowage
- Simple locked-in tuning
- Cabinet size 30 x 15 x 9in.
- Weight 3 lb.
- Fully detailed instruction handbook with photos, drawings and circuits.

UNBEATABLE FOR PRICE PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY

1. **SOLID STATE IGNITION**
   - As featured in Sep. '59 Practical Electronics.
   - All parts as listed £3/19.6. Post 9/6.
   - Cassette 7 1/2 in.
   - Send for complete list.

2. **DEAC CELLS**
   - Rechargeable.
   - 26 volt 500 mAh. Size: 3" x 3 1/2 x 1/2 lb. p/p 1/6.
   - 6 volt 225 mA/H. Size: 2 3/4 x 1 in.
   - Send for complete list.

3. **DEAC CHARGER**
   - To charge 26 volt and 6 volt packs. Fully enclosed.
   - In moulded case. 45/- 2/-

4. **GARRARD DECKS**
   - Brand new fully guaranteed.
   - Complete with dial plate. FM decoder available.
   - Complete with dial plate. FM decoder available. 4 x 3 x 2 1/2in.
   - Complete with dial plate. FM decoder available. 2 1/2 in.
   - Price 9/5. 3/6.

5. **GLOBEMASTER MW/LW/SW PORTABLE RADIO TO BUILD**
   - Full 3-waveband tuning, Push-button wave-change. Superhet printed circuit. Blackchromed finish 11 1/2 x 7 1/2 x 3 1/2in. (SW 17 x 9 x 3mod)
   - Ear/Record sockets, 1 watt Push/Pull output. 3 1/2 in.
   - Price 9/5. 3/6.

6. **TOURMASTER TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO**
   - Price 9/9. 36.

FOR GROUPS - YOUTH CLUBS - SCHOOLS - HOBBYISTS - HOME ENTERTAINMENT

MAYFAIR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC ORGAN

- Complete kit with cabinet. All components and handbook.
- Also sold separately packet by packet.
- H.P. available for complete kit.

99 GNS. (CARRIAGE AND PACKING 30/- EXTRA)

DETAILED LEAFLET FREE ON REQUEST

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
365 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2
PADDINGTON 12089

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK MOST OF THE PARTS AND CIRCUITS ON THE CIRCUITS IN THIS MAGAZINE. SEE LIST FOR QUOTATION. ASK FOR NEW 4-PAGE CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT ALSO LIST OF SPECIAL HELP COMBINATIONS.

SUGGESTIONS FOR QUALITY COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT

LATEST 1968 CATALOGUE

Have you looked at this? Fully detailed and illustrated, 150 pages of components, equipment, etc. Over 5,000 stock items. Price 6/-, post paid. Free discount vouchers with every catalogue. You can't afford to be without a copy of this catalogue.